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Optimization-based Logistics Planning and Performance Measurement for
Hospital Evacuation and Emergency Management

Esra Agca

(ABSTRACT)

This dissertation addresses the development of optimization models for hospital evacua-
tion logistics, as well as the analyses of various resource management strategies in terms of
the equity of evacuation plans generated. We first formulate the evacuation transportation
problem of a hospital as an integer programming model that minimizes the total evacuation
risk consisting of the threat risk necessitating evacuation and the transportation risk expe-
rienced en route. Patients, categorized based on medical conditions and care requirements,
are allocated to a limited fleet of vehicles with various medical capabilities and capacities to
be transported to receiving beds, categorized much like patients, at the alternative facilities.
We demonstrate structural properties of the underlying transportation network that enables
the model to be used for both strategic planning and operational decision making.

Next, we examine the resource management and equity issues that arise when multiple
hospitals in a region are evacuated. The efficiency and equity of the allocation of resources,
including a fleet of vehicles, receiving beds, and each hospital’s loading capacity, determine
the performance of the optimal evacuation plan. We develop an equity modeling framework,
where we consider equity among evacuating hospitals and among patients. The range of
equity of optimal solutions is investigated and properties of optimal and equitable solutions
based on risk-based utility functions are analyzed.

Finally, we study the integration of the transportation problem with the preceding hos-
pital building evacuation. Since, in practice, the transportation plan depends on the pace of
building evacuation, we develop a model that would generate the transportation plan subject
to the output of hospital building evacuation. The optimal evacuation plans are analyzed
with respect to resource utilization and patient prioritization schemes. Parametric analysis
of the resource constraints is provided along with managerial insights into the assessment of
evacuation requirements and resource allocation.

In order to demonstrate the performance of the proposed models, computational results
are provided using case studies with real data obtained from the second largest hospital in
Virginia.

This work has been partially supported by the National Science Foundation under Grant
# 0825611 and 1055360 and a Research Acceleration Program grant from Carilion Clinic.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Scope of Research

Emergency evacuations have been considered rare events, but their frequency has increased

over the past few decades due to the rising number and magnitude of natural and man-made

disasters that call for evacuations. The number of declared disasters has risen both in the

U.S. and worldwide as reported by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA,

2013) and in the databases such as EM-DAT, maintained by the World Health Organiza-

tion (WHO) Collaborating Centre for Research on the Epidemiology of Disasters (CRED,

2013). The destruction caused by disasters such as the terrorist attacks of September 11,

2001, Hurricanes Katrina and Rita in 2005, Haiti earthquake in 2010, Tōhuku earthquake

in Japan in 2011, and Hurricane Sandy in 2012 raised awareness about the importance of

emergency preparedness and response. The catastrophic effects of disasters have increased

concern for improving the logistical efficiency and equity of emergency management op-

erations (Van Wassenhove, 2006). The disaster management problems including, but not

limited to, evacuation planning for affected populations and supply chain management for

relief distribution are substantially relevant to operations research. Therefore, the need and

value of disaster management studies in operations research and management sciences have

been acknowledged (Altay and Green III, 2006).

Disaster management, which encompasses preparation, response, recovery, and mitiga-

tion phases, is highly complicated. One of the most challenging evacuation settings is the
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evacuation of hospital facilities and hospital evacuation incidents have recently been observed

more often as a result of the increasing number of threats and the safety requirements. Stern-

berg et al. (2004) review 275 reported hospital evacuation incidents in the U.S. from 1970 to

1999 and show a significant increase in the number of such incidents per year. It must also

be noted that this study excludes incidents after the year 2000 and that nine out of the ten

costliest storms in the U.S. occurred after the year 2001 which suggests that the frequency

of hospital evacuations have increased over the last decade. The growing need for emergency

evacuation planning for hospital facilities is the primary motivation of the research presented

in this dissertation.

Evacuating a hospital is generally much more complex than evacuating most other types

of facilities (e.g., an office building) because of the complications inherent in the patient as

evacuee. Patients require assistance and medical care throughout the evacuation process,

and the evacuation does not end when the building is clear, but must also include trans-

portation of patients to alternative hospital facilities. There are numerous factors that affect

the evacuation plan including the nature of the threat, availability of resources and staff,

the characteristics of the evacuee population, and the amount of risk that patients and staff

are exposed to over time. The safety and health of patients is of fundamental importance,

but safely moving patients to alternative hospital facilities, while under threat, is a very

challenging task. Because of the complexities involved, emergency preparedness planning

is indispensable for hospitals and hospitals must plan for evacuations. This is, in fact, re-

quired at the federal level by the Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Centers

for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS). Hospital accrediting organizations, such as the

Joint Commission (JC) (formerly the JC on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations), as-

sess the compliance of annual emergency management and evacuation plans of participating

hospital facilities with the HHS requirements (see Joint Commission Accreditation Standard

EM.02.02.03 and EM.02.02.11). However, these requirements do not specifically address the

transfer of patients from hospitals to safer facilities. The U.S. Government Accountability

Office (GAO) identified the lack of operational guidance for practitioners on patient trans-

portation during disasters as a limitation of the National Disaster Medical System (NDMS)

(GAO, 2006).
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Every hospital must have evacuation plans to provide for the safety of patients when

faced with an emergency, but there is not a standard plan that can respond to all possible

emergencies successfully. The variability of evacuation plans is caused by the issues and com-

plexities faced in constructing evacuation models. These issues include, but are not limited

to, the characteristics of the threat and the evacuee population, risk to the occupants of the

hospital, limited healthcare equipment to continue the treatment of patients during evacu-

ation, and limited resources such as ambulances, buses, staff to transport patients, medical

professionals and paramedics to treat patients. Although the lack of evacuation plans is the

actual problem for many hospital facilities, practice indicates that the existence of evacuation

plans do not necessarily guarantee that these are operational plans. A striking example of

this was observed at the Memorial Medical Center in New Orleans during Hurricane Katrina

in 2005 when the 246-page emergency plan was found to be lacking guidance for dealing

with a complete power failure or how to evacuate the hospital if city streets were flooded

(Fink, 2009, August 27). Another issue with many existing evacuation plans is that they

are designed under optimistic assumptions that sufficient supply is guaranteed if hospitals

have contracts with service providers. However, when a disaster necessitates evacuation for

multiple hospitals in a region, there can be significant shortages in the supply received by

each hospital. Hospital administrators interviewed by the GAO after Hurricane Katrina re-

ported that they could not receive sufficient and timely vehicle supply even though they had

contracted with transportation companies; because the transportation companies had con-

tracts with multiple hospitals, required advance notice for dispatching vehicles, or suffered

from the damage of the hurricane as well (GAO, 2006). Such examples clearly show that

more thorough studies of the capability of hospitals during disasters need to be performed

and more operational emergency plans need to be developed.

Given the catastrophic risks involved in hospital evacuations, the fundamental concern

is the lack of appropriate evacuation models to aid strategic and operational emergency

management decisions. We believe that operations research tools have a great potential

to be successfully implemented for modeling and solving emergency hospital evacuation

problems. First, mathematical programming formulations for hospital evacuations need to

be developed and computational tractability needs to be ensured for practical use. Second,

3



special structures of the hospital evacuation planning models need to be utilized to potentially

improve solution performance. Finally, implications of optimal solutions resulting from the

proposed models need to be analyzed with respect to resource management and equity issues

as hospital evacuations are utilitarian by nature. The motivation for this proposed work relies

on the aforementioned objectives.

1.2 Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents an overview of

the existing literature on hospital evacuation incidents, building evacuation models, evacua-

tion transportation planning, equity modeling for resource allocation problems, and patient

prioritization during emergencies. Chapter 3 introduces the optimization-based framework

for hospital evacuation transportation planning and discusses the structural properties and

performance of the proposed integer programming formulation based on a large-scale case

study with real data. In Chapter 4, resource management and equity issues that arise when

multiple hospitals are evacuated are discussed and an equity modeling framework is de-

veloped based on social welfare economics. Chapter 5 introduces the integrated hospital

building evacuation and transportation model and investigates the properties of the optimal

evacuation plans in terms of resource management and patient prioritization schemes. Fi-

nally, in Chapter 6, concluding remarks on the dissertation are provided and directions for

future research in hospital evacuation and emergency management are discussed.

4



Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we present a review of the published literature on hospital evacuation plan-

ning and emergency response along with a review of equity modeling literature relevant to

resource allocation problems. There is a rich literature on evacuations in general in social

sciences that mostly study organizational preparedness practices, coordination efforts and

decision-making processes amongst evacuation agencies, sociological impacts of disasters,

and evacuee behavior. For examples of evacuation studies in social sciences, see the seminal

report on evacuation behavior by Quarantelli (1980), the descriptive organizational decision-

making model for emergency warning system by Sorensen and Mileti (1987), observation of

the issues in nursing home evacuations by Vogt (1991), investigation of behavioral factors

that affect mobilization time in evacuations by Sorensen (1987), and a review of decision-

making process models for the evacuation of health care facilities by McGlown (2001). The

literature relevant to our research on hospital evacuation planning in Chapters 3 - 5 is cat-

egorized as incident-based studies and mathematical modeling studies.1 The mathematical

modeling studies are further categorized based on their focus on building evacuations and

hospital evacuation transportation problems. Finally, a review of the equity modeling liter-

ature based on welfare economics that is discussed further in Chapter 4 is provided.

1Parts of the discussion on the incident-based hospital evacuation literature will appear in the Journal of

Emergency Management.
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2.1 Incident-based Literature

Hospitals have to be evacuated for various reasons; examples include hurricanes, fires, floods,

chemical leaks, earthquakes, bioterrorism, bomb threats, and loss of functionality. Due to the

inherent complexity of hospital evacuation operations, healthcare facilities must learn from

each other by sharing their emergency management experience. Emergency management

is commonly described in four-phases: mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery

(Green, 2002). There is a vast literature on the response and recovery phases that mostly

report hospital evacuation incidents and evaluate the applied strategies in terms of their

efficiency and difficulty of implementation.

Reported incidents are caused by various types of threats depending on the characteristics

of the hospital such as its location, size, and medical treatment capabilities. For example,

the southeastern coastal areas of the United States is vulnerable to hurricanes, the Midwest

is prone to tornadoes, and California is threatened by earthquakes. Therefore, studies on

hospital evacuation incidents should be reviewed and evaluated based on the type of threat

and the vulnerability of the hospitals.

Chavez and Binder (1995) describe the evacuation of the Sepulveda VA Medical Center

in Los Angeles County after the Northridge, California, Earthquake in 1994. They discuss

issues pertaining to the timing of evacuation, prioritization of patients, providing shelter for

patients outside the hospital building while waiting for transport, and making arrangements

with other facilities to receive the patients. They highlight the importance of establishing

reliable communication systems, planning, education, and continuous training based on the

hospital’s disaster management life cycle.

Schultz et al. (2003) survey 91 acute care hospitals in Los Angeles County, 8 of which were

evacuated, after the Northridge Earthquake. Their findings suggest that, although faced

with the same disaster, hospitals adopt different strategies in patient triage (moving the

most or least seriously ill patients) and arrangements with receiving facilities (independent

or through the operations center). Based on the observations and implications of hospital

evacuations after the Northridge Earthquake, Schultz et al. (2005) propose a standardized

data collection tool to be used for recording pre- and post-event decision-making processes

6



at the hospitals which would result in the accumulation of comparable data for evacuation

research.

Maxwell (1982) reports the hospital evacuations following the 1979 nuclear accident at

Three Mile Island near Harrisburg, Pennsylvania and describes the population reduction

strategies such as discharging ambulatory and stable patients to reduce the number of evac-

uees for whom the resources will be used, cancellation of all surgeries except emergencies,

and restriction of admissions to only life-threatening cases. This study also points out the

lack of area-wide evacuation plans for hospitals that consider a wide range of threats.

Figure 2.1: Number of reported US hospital evacuations by hazard type, 1971-1999.

(Adapted from Sternberg et al. (2004))
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There are very few peer-reviewed publications that report the frequency of hospital evac-

uations. In a survey of 101 hospitals in Washington State, Burgess (1999) reports that

10 hospitals had to evacuate due to 11 hazardous material incidents between 1991–1996.

The emergency department was evacuated in seven of these 11 incidents which is a useful

information for evacuation planning and drill purposes.

As one of the few resources on hospital evacuation incident statistics, Sternberg et al.

(2004) provide a review of the range of hazards causing 275 reported hospital evacuation

incidents in the U.S. from 1971 to 1999. Based on the data set used in this study, more than

half of the incidents were caused by internal or man-made hazards, but natural disasters
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that caused 30% of these incidents resulted in the most severe problems especially when

multiple hospitals in a region were inoperable (see Figure 2.1). This study points out the

necessity of mitigation investments and mutual aid across regions for hospitals threatened

by hurricanes and earthquakes. It is also noted that hospitals should realize the severity of

internal threats causing 56% of the reported incidents and consider the increasing complexity

of their facilities in their emergency management efforts.

In order to identify the prevalence, causes, and challenges of hospital evacuations, Bagaria

et al. (2009) describe the results of an online literature review commissioned by the World

Health Organization (WHO) on hospital evacuations. Twenty one articles, which gave de-

scriptions of 69 hospital evacuations, were selected for study. Of the hospitals studied, only

four reported a specific evacuation plan. For these evacuations, the two most common chal-

lenges were communication and logistics, including both the movement of patients within

the hospital and the movement of patients to alternative care facilities (and presumably

the coordination of these movements). Communication problems are highlighted in many

other articles such as Henry (1980), Augustine and Schoettmer (2005), Palmer et al. (2003),

Cyganik (2001), and Maese (2009). Logistical challenges were also reported by Gray and

Hebert (2007) for the hospital evacuations in New Orleans in response to Hurricane Katrina

and its aftermath.

Gray and Hebert (2007), Hamilton et al. (2009), and Broz et al. (2009) provide a summary

of the disaster response of hospitals in New Orleans, Houston, and Chicago, respectively,

and all suggest the implementation of region-wide patient and evacuee tracking systems.

Cocanour et al. (2002) describes the emergency evacuation of the Texas Medical Center due

to the loss of electrical power, water, and telephone service after flooding during tropical

storm Allison. During this incident, nursing staff and medical equipment such as ventilators

were sent along with some intensive care unit (ICU) patients to other hospitals with available

beds; however, these transfers were not tracked which made the recovery of equipment very

difficult. This suggests that medical equipment tracking systems are necessary as well as

patient and evacuee tracking systems for achieving efficiency in the recovery phase of hospital

emergency plans.

Although patient transportation strategies implemented are reported in the incident-
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based literature, there are few studies that compare various allocation strategies and investi-

gate the implementation issues in detail. Sternberg and Lee (2009) explain the challenges for

healthcare transportation under catastrophic disasters and identify the institutional models

that can improve the disaster healthcare transportation assignment. As a city that had to

learn from its emergency medical services (EMS) performance during the events of Septem-

ber 11, 2001, New York City is used as a case study considering that it is prone to hazards

such as terrorism, pandemic influenza, hurricane, winter storm, and technological hazards.

The institutional models proposed include both centralized and decentralized assignment of

vehicles a combination of which can be used during a disaster. Centralized vehicle assignment

should be performed by an emergency operations center that coordinates the organizations

involved, but this assignment model can be overwhelmed by the excessive amount of informa-

tion. Decentralized vehicle assignment can be performed if centralized services are disrupted

and if mutual adjustment among medical responders and transportation officials is advan-

tageous. However, decentralized resource management models would lack of information

about the overall resource limitations which may pose issues regarding equitable resource

allocation. Equitable vehicle assignment is especially important when multiple hospitals in a

region are forced to evacuate and we study the equity issues under centralized and decentral-

ized resource management strategies in Chapter 4 where hospitals compete for the limited

resources.

Sternberg and Lee (2009) present the special scenario in which transportation assignment

is required for a hospital evacuation as an especially difficult problem. It is noted that

staggered evacuation can occur as a result of staff or building limitations and can actually

reduce the loading area congestion. We discuss the interaction between building evacuation

and loading capabilities of a hospital in Chapter 5 where we study the integrated building

evacuation and transportation problem.

We note that the above selection of incident-based publications is a comprehensive subset

of existing literature in that it encompasses a wide range of threats that hospitals are exposed

to and the most prevalent issues in hospital evacuations that we discuss below.
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2.1.1 Issues and Challenges of Hospital Evacuations

There are numerous issues that complicate the evacuation of a hospital, and an evacuation

plan should address the most relevant and important of these issues. For instance, some of

these issues include the following:

1. there is a diverse evacuee population, consisting of staff, visitors, and patients that

require various levels of care;

2. most patients must be transferred to alternative care facilities using a limited fleet of

vehicles consisting of different vehicle types that offer various degrees of patient care;

3. patients must be moved to a staging area (for loading onto transport) using a limited

number of staff having diverse skill sets;

4. the nature of the threat or circumstance requiring the evacuation is unknown, and the

various threats can greatly change the nature of an evacuation;

5. in-hospital transportation tools and processes change (e.g., the beds used for evacuation

may be different than typical hospital beds and evacuation may require the use of stairs

rather than elevators).

We will next discuss these issues in more detail through examples from the literature.

Challenges presented by the evacuee population

Hospitals have a diverse evacuee population including staff, visitors, and patients. The

patient population itself can be quite varied, especially at larger hospitals, and can range

from patients that are only in the hospital for observation, and can thus potentially “self-

rescue”, to patients requiring special care, for instance, mechanical ventilation, patients that

must remain in isolation due to a contagious disease, and patients that require help due

to mental maturity/age, to name just a few of the possibilities. Patients present a unique

evacuation challenge as they have specific care requirements and many are non-ambulatory,

thus they require care and assistance during the evacuation. Moving patients, especially

those in critical condition, almost certainly reduces the level of care they receive, and thus
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puts them at risk. Because of the assistance and care required by patients, other evacuees,

especially staff, can often have a dual role of evacuee and rescuer. Furthermore, as mentioned

in the introduction, because patients require medical care, the evacuation process does not

end with the evacuation of the building, but includes another step, that of transferring

the patients to alternative care facilities. In some cases family members would want to be

transported with the patient (e.g., pediatric patients) or can transport a patient who can be

safely discharged. Also, medical staff might need to be transferred to help care for patients

sent to other locations.

For evacuation planning purposes, we would like to categorize patients based on their

condition and care requirements, and any other factors that impact the movement of pa-

tients in an evacuation. AHRQ defines some standardized hospital bed/patient types,

which might be useful for evacuation planning purposes (see http://archive.ahrq.gov/

research/havbed/definitions.htm). Their categories are Adult Intensive Care, Medi-

cal/Surgical, Burn Intensive Care, Pediatric Intensive Care, Pediatric, Psychiatric, Negative

Pressure/Isolation, and Operating Room. These bed/patient types are not rigorously de-

fined and potentially do not consider other factors that might also play a role in evacuation

requirements, for example, “Is the evacuee a bariatric patient?,” “Does the patient require a

ventilator?,” and “Can the patient walk?” To understand the usefulness of this categoriza-

tion scheme we must consider if they represent the “best” level of detail. For instance, the

AHRQ definition for pediatric patients use 17 years of age as the cut-off, but a 17 year old

is much different from a three year old; how does this impact the evacuation? Conversely,

the patient classification scheme influences the logistics of the evacuation. When there are

many bed/patient types, the chance that the patients must be sent further afield to a correct

type of bed (and thus care level) is higher. This, among other things, can increase trans-

portation risk and reduce the utilization of the transportation resources. What is the best

number of categories to be used? Considering such consequences that are usually unfore-

seen, the patient categorization scheme used for evacuation planning needs to provide the

essential information about the patients without imposing restrictions that do not improve

the efficiency of the evacuation plans.

Hospital visitors and staff are not specifically included in the model below because as
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populations they are generally considered to be able to perform “self-rescue”; in other words,

they are able to evacuate themselves without the help of outside resources.

Numerous potential threats and scenarios

Hospital evacuation planning is difficult because of the variety of possible threats that can

require that an evacuation take place, and the large number of possible scenarios these threats

can produce. Often threats are characterized based on causes, for instance, the threat can

either be natural, such as tornado, hurricane, flood, wildfire, or earthquake, or man-made,

such as hazardous material releases, fire, loss of utilities, terrorist attacks, or bomb threats.

Threats can also be categorized based on whether there is any advance notice of them; for

instance, a hurricane is detected, and its path forecasted, well before it makes landfall, but

there is no notice of an earthquake at all. The amount of warning inherent with any particular

threat is of course an important characteristic to consider when planning, but other aspects

of a threat are also important. Threats can have different impacts on the hospital’s ability to

treat patients. For instance, a loss of electric power (see TJC’s Sentinel Event Alert Issue 37,

September 6, 2006 “Preventing adverse events caused by emergency electrical power system

failures”) can affect patients of different types in a much different manner (e.g., any patients

requiring mechanical ventilation will be much more severely impacted than patients in for

observation). Likewise, threats can have an impact on the hospital’s ability to evacuate.

For example, the loss of electric power prohibits the use of elevators, which, depending on

the structure of the hospital, can greatly reduce the ability of the staff and responders to

move patients out of the hospital. As another example, a hurricane threat can greatly reduce

the ability to move patients to other facilities if there is massive traffic congestion caused

by the regional evacuation, and a hurricane might require that multiple hospitals evacuate,

potentially causing a shortage of vehicles (and requiring coordination among the evacuating

hospitals). The threat can also be complex; an earthquake that necessitates an evacuation

might also cause a loss of power. Conditions not related to the threat might also impose

severe restriction; a hospital evacuation that occurs during cold winter weather might have

to be performed in a different manner than a similar evacuation on a mild day. Also, based

on the location, magnitude, and time-variant characteristics of the threat, the hospital may
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be evacuated partially or fully, immediately or over a time period. How all these factors

impact the evacuation plan is of interest.

Hospitals can develop strategies for population reduction such as discharging ambulatory

and stable patients to reduce the number of evacuees for whom the resources will be used

(Maxwell, 1982). When there is an immediate threat such as structural damage due to

earthquake or flood, it is reasonable to evacuate the ambulatory and stable patients first

and the critically ill patients last from the building, but to reverse the order for transferring

patients to suitable receiving facilities. For example during the evacuation of Sepulveda VA

Medical Center due to the Northridge earthquake, bedbound patients who mostly required

ICUs were the last to be evacuated from the building, but first to be transported to other

facilities as soon as vehicles were available (Chavez and Binder, 1995). Again during the

Northridge earthquake, in Los Angeles County, California, five hospitals evacuated the most

critical patients first since critical patients require more resources and the resources are

rapidly consumed after an earthquake, but one hospital concerned about the possibility

of collapse evacuated the healthiest patients first since it allows the evacuation of a large

number of patients in a short time (Schultz et al., 2003). Both strategies worked well for

the corresponding hospitals as different conditions call for different actions even in the same

disaster area.

Challenges presented by the building

The plan for evacuating the building itself must consider the constraints inherent in the

design of the facility. For instance, because patients as evacuees require assistance, the

building evacuation requires evacuation routes and access routes, where access routes are

used by the staff and first responders to access the patients and assist them to leave the

building using the evacuation routes. Staff and first responders might be required to use

these routes multiple times in order to move all the patients from the building, and may need

to carry equipment when using the access routes. The evacuation and access routes should

be selected to minimize potential interference and congestion. Infrastructure elements such

as hallways, stairwells, elevators, and doors can all restrict movement and cause congestion

that can potentially slow the evacuation, especially if a particular element is used both for
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evacuation and access.

As mentioned earlier, the threat can effectively “change” the design of the facility, re-

quiring different evacuation and access routes. If the threat renders the elevators unusable

(because of loss of power, for instance), then the best evacuation plan for this scenario would

be much different than a plan that can utilize the elevators. The design of the facility also

helps dictate the vulnerability to this type of “change”. For instance, the evacuation plan

for a high-rise hospital might be much more affected by a power loss than a low-rise hospital.

The design of the facility (including the parking lots and surface streets) can also determine

where the viable staging areas, (i.e., areas where patients are loaded into vehicles to be

transported to an alternative care facility), can be located. Finally, the placement of the

patients from the various patient categories in the hospital (i.e., in the various wards) can

impact the evacuation plan (i.e., the patient type that is the most difficult to move may or

may not be in the location that is the most difficult to evacuate).

Challenges presented by available responders and their skill-sets

To assist patients out of the building and to provide medical care during the evacuation

process, responders (e.g., medical staff, other hospital staff, and first responders) are required.

As mentioned above, in addition to the patient population, the evacuation of hospital staff

and visitors must also be addressed in evacuation plans, but considering the dual role of some

participants. Regardless of their position, some or all of the staff members can be involved

in the evacuation operation, but this requires that the personnel be used in a proper way

given their skill set (including in some cases, their ability to navigate the hospital without

getting lost). One challenge to planning for this aspect of the evacuation is the variability in

the staffing based on the time of day, and also on threat characteristics (e.g., in response to

a hurricane, staff might have to leave the hospital to help their families leave the evacuation

zone).

Another challenge about the first responders is the difficulty of coordination. It is ob-

served in both natural and man-made disasters that large numbers of medical volunteers

unexpectedly arrive at the threatened or affected areas to provide aid. However, such addi-

tional personnel expected to improve and expedite the emergency response usually intensify
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the disaster. Many responders may not be trained or equipped for the tasks they under-

take even if they are physicians and may not be aware of the incident command protocols.

The arrival of unannounced responders at an emergency incident scene is called convergent

volunteerism and can be counterproductive despite the good intentions of volunteers (Cone

et al., 2003). Increasing use of social media for mass communication makes convergent vol-

unteerism more relevant to disaster response planning, so, it is unrealistic to eliminate the

unsolicited responders. Therefore, the potential benefit of volunteers must be utilized by

providing volunteers with education and guidance (Auf der Heide, 2003). To avoid the prob-

lems caused by the convergent volunteerism of physicians, hospital evacuation plans should

identify how the volunteers can participate in evacuation efforts such that they can use their

specialized skills without disrupting the operations.

Constraints based on available means of transportation

Vehicles are required to transfer patients from the evacuating hospital or hospitals to alter-

native care facilities. When planning for this process, the vehicle options include advanced

life support ambulances (ALS), basic life support ambulances (BLS), wheelchair vans, buses,

helicopters, airplanes, and boats. The emergency manager must determine the best fleet (i.e.,

the best number of each type of vehicle) and how to best use this fleet. This is not an easy

problem; the best solution is quite dependent on the other aspects of the evacuation and the

state of the system such as the number and type of patients to be moved, the number and

type of beds available at other hospitals, and the type of disaster.

However, dispatching these vehicles is not an easy task during disasters. Initially, there

might not be many vehicles available at the receiving hospital, but more could be gathered

in time and the fleet size would be dynamic. When vehicles are available, the first difficulty

is determining the patients to assign to a limited number of vehicles. Then, the receiving

hospitals should be determined considering the available beds and equipment capable of

treating those patients. Staff availability (in terms of number and skill-set) at the receiving

facilities should be considered when transferring patients. While the Texas Medical Center

was being evacuated due to the loss of electrical power, water, and telephone service after

flooding during storm Allison, ventilators and nursing staff were sent along with some ICU
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patients to another hospital with available beds (Cocanour et al., 2002). In such cases,

records of the transferred resources, including both equipment and staff, should be kept as

well as the record of patients to keep track of the amount of available resources.

Constraints based on equipment

In order to move the non-ambulatory patients within and outside the hospital, equipment

like stretchers, beds, or wheelchairs are required as well as the equipment necessary to treat

patients. The mobility of this equipment (or the availability of mobile versions) along with

characteristics such as battery life, can greatly impact the evacuation options. Coordination

of the use of this equipment can complicate the evacuation plan.

Constraints based on available beds at alternative care facilities

A plan for transferring patients to receiving hospitals must consider the number of available

(licensed and staffed) beds in each facility, along with the number of beds that can be

added in response to an emergency, i.e., surge capacity. Surge capacity for hospitals is the

ability to expand rapidly to meet an increased demand for medical care and hospitals mostly

have a significantly limited surge capacity (Kaji and Lewis, 2006). Also, the implications of

using surge capacity should be considered as there are finite limits to a hospitals medical

surge capacity and capability (Barbera and Mcintyre, 2007). Often, an evacuating hospital

must make use of space in multiple alternative facilities, greatly increasing the logistical

complexity of the evacuation. Furthermore, when considering bed/patient types, mismatches

can reduce the available capacity of usable beds. Finding a proper bed for a patient is

especially difficult in time of a disaster since many hospitals are often near their capacity

under normal conditions, and by definition an evacuation is reducing the regional stock of

hospital beds. The number and type of patients at the evacuating hospital, and the number

and type of available beds at the potential receiving facilities, are always changing, thus, a

hospital evacuation plan must be able to be dynamically updated. Hospital evacuations are

also complicated when more than one hospital must be evacuated due to regional threats, like

hurricanes or earthquakes. In these cases, the use of the available beds must be coordinated

between the evacuating hospitals and/or a regional coordinating center.
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Hospital evacuations are subject to more difficult issues than other building or regional

evacuations due to their distinct evacuee population. The variety of patients with different

conditions and medical care requirements results in particular assignment and scheduling

constraints. All types of resources that can be used during the building evacuation or the

transfer of patients to alternative health care facilities depend on the patient type. Having

a mix of critical and ambulatory patients is especially a restricting factor when there are

scarce transportation resources to be distributed among patients, and emergency evacuation

plans need to determine the most efficient transportation schedule accordingly. There is

a wide variety of evacuation planning models with different assumptions and measures of

effectiveness that have been developed for hospital evacuations. However, the literature

on evacuation practices based on the current plans indicates that these plans are not fully

capable of dealing with the complexities of the hospital evacuation problems. Therefore,

identifying the issues involved in the process and studying methods that would reduce the

complexity of hospital evacuations is indispensable for the improvement of current emergency

evacuation plans and optimization models.

2.2 Mathematical Modeling Literature

2.2.1 Building evacuations

General building evacuations have been extensively studied in the operations research liter-

ature for over fifty years. However, the repository of building evacuation models relies on

the mobility of the evacuee population without any additional support for initiating move-

ment. For a hospital, the evacuee population consists of patients who need assistance to

move within or out of the building as we introduce modeling assumptions in Chapter 5.

Therefore, hospital evacuations are much different than regular evacuations in this context.

Although the existing building evacuation models provide a basis for hospital evacuation

models, they do not meet the healthcare system requirements sufficiently.

The prevalent objective of general building evacuation problems is minimizing the total

evacuation time (or building clearance time) and these problems are generally formulated as
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dynamic (time-expanded) network flow problems and solved by applying the corresponding

network flow algorithms, such as maximal flow and minimum cost flow algorithms, see Ford

and Fulkerson (1962) for these algorithms.

Chalmet et al. (1982) develop three deterministic network models for building evacuation

assuming constant capacity and travel time for each arc: dynamic transshipment model,

graphical model, and intermediate model. The dynamic model has the capability of triply

optimizing the building evacuation by (i) minimizing the average time each person needs

to exit the building, (ii) maximizing the number of people evacuating the building at each

time period (equivalently, maximizing the flow in the first p periods for every p), and (iii)

minimizing the time period in which the last evacuee leaves the building. Equivalencies for

these objectives (also called the triple optimization result), for certain dynamic network flow

problems with constant arc travel times, were derived in Jarvis and Ratliff (1982). The

other two models are easier to use than the dynamic model and can provide insights on the

bottlenecks, but they do not evolve over time, i.e., they are time-independent.

Building on the same type of models, Hamacher and Tufecki (1987) show that building

evacuation models with multiple objectives (such as minimizing the total evacuation time

and avoiding cycling of evacuees or evacuation with multiple priority levels for different

parts of the building) can be solved as lexicographic minimum cost flow problems. Choi

et al. (1988) incorporate flow dependent capacities into building evacuation network which

adds side constraints to the problem. Chen and Miller-Hooks (2008) formulate the building

evacuation problem with shared information on the changes in evacuation routes as a mixed

integer linear program that minimizes the total evacuation time. This problem is solved

using an exact algorithm based on Benders decomposition. For a more detailed review of

the literature on evacuation models for buildings see Hamacher and Tjandra (2001).

The majority of evacuation models minimize some function of the evacuation time. Ques-

tioning the effectiveness of such objectives for different scenarios, Han et al. (2007) discuss

various evacuation objectives minimizing measures of effectiveness including individual travel

(or exposure) time, time-based risk exposure, and time- and space-based risk exposure. A

combination of these measures of effectiveness can be implemented in multiobjective evac-

uation optimization problems. Correa et al. (2007) study the minimization of maximum
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latency of network flows with congestion and analyze the results for three different objective

functions: (1) minimizing the maximum latency (min-max flow), (2) minimizing the average

latency (system-optimal flow), and (3) maximizing fairness of latency of flow-carrying paths

(Nash flow). It is shown that an optimal flow that has the minimum average latency is

near-optimal for the objective of minimizing the maximum latency and close to being fair.

Løv̊as (1995) assumes a building evacuation network with stochastic variables and discusses

performance measures related to accident effects, evacuation time, queueing and waiting,

network distances, and network redundancy. Probability distributions of the number of un-

trapped people and the number of safe evacuees at a time interval are considered as the most

important measures in terms of safety. The expected time spent in a node, the average time

spent in a node per visit, and the average number of people visiting a node are suggested to

identify bottlenecks in the system.

The building evacuation studies reviewed above do not specifically answer the evacuation

problems of healthcare facilities, but they certainly provide insights about evacuation mod-

eling that are utilized in this dissertation. We next discuss the hospital evacuation modeling

literature.

2.2.2 Hospital evacuations

The building evacuation literature reviewed above assume able-bodied evacuee populations.

Hospital evacuations, unlike general building evacuations, involve evacuees that require ex-

tensive assistance; therefore, these problems need to be handled in a distinctive manner.

Furthermore, a hospital evacuation involves more than the safe and efficient clearance of the

building. An equally important aspect of the evacuation is to transport patients to appropri-

ate alternative care facilities. The literature is quite scarce in hospital evacuation modeling

pertaining to both the hospital building evacuation and the subsequent transportation of

patients. There are only a few heuristic tools available for evacuation planning that do not

necessarily generate plans at an operational level. One of these tools is the Hospital Evacu-

ation Decision Guide (see http://archive.ahrq.gov/prep/hospevacguide), prepared for

the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), that discusses the importance of

estimating evacuation time, among other things, to support the decision to evacuate and the
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timing for this decision. The evacuation time (i.e., how long it takes to evacuate the hospi-

tal) is dependent on the resources available and how efficiently they are used. This metric

is difficult to estimate. Because of this, a model to estimate the evacuation time, called the

Mass Evacuation Transportation Model (METM) (see http://archive.ahrq.gov/prep/

massevac), was developed for AHRQ. The objective of the METM is to produce an estimate

of the time required to transport patients from the evacuating hospital(s) to alternative care

facilities based on the vehicle loading, transit, and unloading times. METM uses a heuristic

that sends the patients with the highest criticality to the closest hospitals with available ca-

pacity. This model makes a simplifying assumption that all beds are equivalently capable of

serving patients with any level of criticality which, in practice, is inaccurate due to the wide

range of medical requirements of patients. It also assumes that patient types determined by

criticality are strictly assigned to a vehicle type which precludes flexible vehicle assignment.

Moreover, the number of patients that can be loaded onto vehicles is only limited by the

number of vehicles available and does not consider other possible limiting factors, such as

staffing or physical space limitations. We note that the METM is currently not available

due to problems found by the research team involved in the project of which this work is a

substantial part.

Another study that estimates the evacuation time by Duanmu et al. (2010) focuses on the

routing of hospital vehicles during a hurricane evacuation where the ambulances and general

traffic compete for space in the regional traffic flow network. The ambulance trip times are

estimated using a simulation model based on various hospital evacuation start times and

multiple strategies that minimize the transportation time for patients are produced. This

study does not consider any patient-specific attributes or requirements. Golmohammadi and

Shimshak (2011) estimate the evacuation time for the hospital building evacuation using a

predictive model that takes patient population and available resources as input and calculates

the total evacuation time. Three patient types are defined based on mobility and the patients

who are the fastest to evacuate are given the first priority. This patient prioritization rule

is analogous to the shortest processing time rule in scheduling theory and can significantly

increase the waiting time of the most critical patients.

Hospital evacuations can be approached from various modeling perspectives including
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project management, mathematical modeling, simulation, and hybrid models Taaffe et al.

(2005). Although hospital evacuations are not specifically addressed, simulation is the most

common approach in general evacuation studies among these options. For examples of

simulation-based evacuation studies, see Sheffi et al. (1982), Tufekci (1995), de Silva et al.

(1996), Hobeika and Kim (1998), and Taaffe et al. (2006). These simulation models are

aimed at mass evacuations and do not clarify the transportation requirements of special

evacuee populations such as hospital patients.

As we can see from both the incident-based literature and the mathematical models, a

major issue in evacuation planning is patient prioritization. Childers et al. (2009) study

the evacuation of a healthcare facility using dynamic programming and simulation to de-

velop patient prioritization guidelines. The optimal patient prioritization that maximizes

an expected reward in terms of the number of patients evacuated is determined based on

the numbers of critical and non-critical patients remaining patients in the system. Jacobson

et al. (2012) formulate the triage problem arising in the aftermath of mass-casualty events for

distributing resources as a priority assignment problem in a clearing system with impatient

jobs, similar to a job-scheduling problem, that maximizes the expected number of survivors.

They suggest determining the priority of patients based not only on their medical condition,

but also on resource limitations and use stochastic dynamic programming to identify optimal

triage policies. See Argon et al. (2008) for a review of stochastic job scheduling literature in

relation to the patient triage problem.

Hospital evacuation requires the allocation of limited resources to patients to mitigate the

risk exposure and equity of this resource allocation becomes a measure of interest. Leclerc

et al. (2012) review definitional issues in modeling equity for allocation of public resources and

discuss the implications of different functional forms of equity in mathematical programming

models. Bertsimas et al. (2012) study the trade-off between efficiency and fairness in resource

allocation problems based on functions used in welfare economics and develop managerial

prescriptions on the objective function selection for utility allocation. Equity and fairness

issues have been studied in various contexts that involve resource allocation such as queuing

theory (Avi-Itzhak et al., 2008), network flows (Correa et al., 2007), hazardous materials

transportation (Gopalan et al., 1990), and organ transplantation allocations (Zenios, 2005).
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Tayfur and Taaffe (2009) introduce a transportation planning model for hospital evacua-

tions that minimizes the total costs (for vehicle leasing, staffing, and transportation) given a

pre-specified evacuation duration. The model determines the staffing and fleet requirements

that minimize the costs, so this model focuses on the financial burden of hospital evacuation

rather than the patient safety. This model makes the restrictive assumption that all receiving

hospitals are equidistant from the evacuating hospital, requiring one time interval of travel

time, which is equivalent to the time required to load (and unload) the patients, in order to

improve the solvability of the model.

2.3 Equity Modeling Literature

Equity, in its most general sense, is concerned with the fair distribution of resources, goods,

income, rights, opportunities, or access to services among the entities in society. Being

a universal concern, equity has been studied predominantly by philosophers, statisticians,

sociologists, and economists. Distributional equity is important in a wide range of areas

of public interest including taxation, the healthcare system, the education system, and the

allocation of representation among political parties. In management sciences, equity has

been studied in several contexts such as transportation systems design, risk analysis, facility

location analysis, and allocation of helathcare services. As an essential part of public services,

disaster management has been recently more concerned with equity after focusing mostly on

the efficiency of service delivery. Similarly, in hospital evacuation planning, we will evaluate

the performance of evacuation plans in terms of the equity of resource allocation. Due to

its subjectivity, equity has no universally accepted definition and appropriate equity models

should be developed for each specific problem. Equity models developed in economics are

applicable to a wide range of management science problems and the relevant economics

literature on equity measurement is reviewed below.

Definition and measures of inequality have been studied extensively in sociology and

economics to compare the distribution of assets among social units (see Sen (1973) for a

discussion of economic inequality measures). In economics, a basic theory for measuring

inequality that is independent of welfare economics is developed. All valid measures of
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inequality are assumed to be positive-valued if assets are not equally distributed and zero

otherwise. They are also assumed to be independent of which unit has what level of assets.

According to this basic theory, the measures of inequality are consistent with three axioms:

(1) principle of transfers, (2) population symmetry, and (3) scale invariance (Schwartz and

Winship, 1980). Principle of transfers (also known as the Pigou-Dalton principle of transfers)

requires the inequality to be reduced when assets are transferred from a unit to a worse-off

unit. Population symmetry requires that two populations of equal size having the same mean

assets have identical inequality. According to this axiom, two populations having the same

mean assets but different numbers of units, m and n, can be compared by multiplying the first

population by n and the second population by m. Scale invariance requires the inequality

to remain unchanged when every unit’s assets are multiplied by the same constant, in other

words, increased or decreased by the same proportion. The most commonly used measures

of inequality are the coefficient of variation, the mean relative deviation, the Gini coefficient,

Theil’s measure, and the standard deviation of the logarithms of each unit’s assets. However,

not all of these measures are consistent with the above three axioms as critiqued by Allison

(1978) and Schwartz and Winship (1980).

An alternative approach to the basic theory depends greatly on welfare economics and

utilizes the social welfare function for measuring inequality. This approach is closely related

to the Lorenz curve that represents the cumulative proportion of assets possessed by the

cumulative proportion of population ranked in ascending order of their income. If all assets

are equally distributed, the Lorenz curve will be a straight diagonal line such that x% of

assets are possessed by the poorest x% of the population, where x ∈ [0, 100] (Atkinson, 1970).

In case of any unequal levels of assets among the units in population, the Lorenz curve will be

below this perfect equality line, which means that the poorest x% of the population possesses

less than x% of the assets for some values of x. If a Lorenz curve for a given distribution A of

assets is always below the Lorenz curve for another distribution B, then any scale-invariant

measure of inequality that satisfies the principle of transfers will be larger for distribution

A, representing a greater inequality.

Atkinson (1970) uses the relationship between the Lorenz curve and the social welfare

function of utilities to define a measure of inequality that depends on a single inequity
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aversion parameter. The form of the utility function considered is based on one of the

earliest discussions of the welfare function provided by Pratt (1964). In this study, utility

u(x) is defined as a function of assets or money (x). The risk premium π(x, z̃) is the value

of risk z̃ such that the decision maker is indifferent between receiving a random risk z̃ and

receiving a non-random amount E(z̃) − π. Utility function when E(z̃) − π is received,

u(x + E(z̃) − π), is a strictly decreasing continuous function of the risk premium over all

possible values of u. When the decision maker’s local aversion to risk is measured, the risk

premium for a small risk z̃ with E(z̃) = 0 and small variance σ2
z is considered. When the

utility of receiving E(z̃)−π and the expected utility of receiving z̃ are set equal by definition

of the risk premium, the following relation is obtained.

π(x, z̃) =
1

2
σ2
z

[

−
u′′(x)

u′(x)

]

+ o(σ2
z)

The value α(x) = −u′′(x)
u′(x)

= − d
dx

log u′(x) is defined as the local measure of risk aversion (risk

aversion in the small). This value is also a measure of concavity of u at point x. In order to

define the relation between u and α(x), −α(x) is integrated (resulting in log u′(x)+ c, where

c is a constant), exponentiated, and integrated again (resulting in expc u(x) + d, where d is

a constant). Since expc u(x) + d is equivalent to u(x) as utility, u is equivalent to
∫

exp−
∫
α.

If risk premium is viewed as a proportion of assets, π∗(x, z̃) is the proportional risk

premium for a proportional risk z̃ such that the decision maker with assets x and utility

function u is indifferent between receiving the random risk xz̃ and receiving the non-random

amount E(xz̃) − xπ∗(x, z̃). Then, α∗(x) = xα(x) is the local proportional risk aversion at

point x. The utility function takes the following forms given various constant values of α∗(x).

u(x) ∼ x1−c if α∗(x) = c < 1

u(x) ∼ log x if α∗(x) = 1

u(x) ∼ −x1−c if α∗(x) = c > 1

These possibilities for the utility function provide the piecewise welfare function, Wα(u),

defined as below.

Wα(u) =



















∑n

k=1

u1−α
k

1−α
for α ≥ 0, α 6= 1,

∑n

k=1 log(uk) for α = 1
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The social welfare function, Wα(u), is implemented in the evacuation model proposed for

multiple hospitals in Chapter 4 in order to evaluate the equity of optimal solutions. Utilities

are defined as functions of evacuation risks that inherently represent the resources allocated

to each entity.

After this review of the literature on emergency management, hospital evacuations, and

equity modeling, we present the research within the scope of this dissertation including

supplementary reviews of the relevant literature on specific topics discussed.
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Chapter 3

Decision Support for Hospital

Evacuation and Emergency Response

This chapter addresses the development of an optimization-based planning and decision

support model for hospital evacuations. We propose an integer programming model for the

evacuation transportation problem that minimizes the expected evacuation risk subject to

limited resources and patient care requirements. The model allocates patients, categorized

by criticality and care requirements, to a limited fleet of vehicles of various capacities and

medical capabilities, to be transported to appropriate receiving hospitals considering the

current available space in each hospital for each category of patient. We demonstrate the

structural properties of the model that enable computational efficiency for solving large-scale

problems for both planning and operations purposes and the robustness of the model under

risk uncertainty.1

3.1 Introduction

Hospitals must take great care in emergency planning and management; the importance of

hospital evacuation planning is highlighted by hospital accreditation standards (see Joint

Commission Hospital Accreditation Standard EM.02.02.03 and others) requiring hospitals

and other care facilities to develop evacuation plans and complete a significant amount of

1This chapter appeared in the Annals of Operations Research, DOI: 10.1007/s10479-011-0943-y.
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disaster planning annually. For an emergency manager, an evacuation is probably the emer-

gency response requiring the most extensive planning because of the complexity and risks

involved. Hospitals have had to evacuate for many reasons; examples include hurricanes,

fires, floods, chemical leaks, earthquakes, bomb threats, and loss of functionality, see, for ex-

ample, Chavez and Binder (1995); Schultz et al. (2003); Sternberg et al. (2004). Evacuation

is an important risk management tool, and should be considered whenever patients (and

staff) are exposed to excessive risk. Although evacuation plans are subject to resource limi-

tations and budget considerations, the main purpose of a hospital evacuation is to minimize

risk to the patients (and staff).

Specifically, in this study we consider the problem of transporting patients from an evac-

uating hospital to a set of receiving hospitals. Transporting patients, many of them seriously

ill, is inherently risky and one of the reasons hospital evacuations are so difficult. As ex-

pected, patients do not form a homogeneous population, and are categorized based on their

condition and care requirements. Examples of these patient types include critical care, pedi-

atric, pediatric critical care, and infectious disease patients (e.g., those having drug-resistant

tuberculosis and thus requiring isolation, for instance). Hospital capacity is measured in

terms of beds, and the beds are categorized much like the patients (the term “bed” denotes

the equipment and staff that go along with the bed). Thus, when assigning patients to

another hospital, the number of available beds for each patient type must be considered. For

example, a critical care patient should not be placed in a pediatric bed or into a bed specified

for less critical patients, as the equipment and staffing would not be appropriate. As we will

see, patient type also plays an important role in risk assessment, and thus in the decision

making process. The different transportation resources have varying capacities and provide

different levels of care. For instance, Advanced Life Support (ALS) ambulances, staffed

with an Emergency Medical Technician-Paramedic (EMT-P), Basic Life Support (BLS) am-

bulances, staffed with an Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) (who has less extensive

training than an EMT-P), air ambulances, wheelchair vans, and buses can all be utilized,

depending on availability and need.

The two main sources of evacuation risk are the threat risk (the reason for the evacuation)

and the transportation risk. The threat risk characteristics that affect the evacuation plan
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are the impact of the threat on the various patient types and how threat evolves over time.

For instance, a hurricane would pose no immediate threat risk to the patients (as it can be

forecasted well before landfall), but eventually the threat risk might be considerable; a long

term power outage would affect critical patients dependent on lifesaving equipment more

than patients in the hospital for observation, while a fire could pose a serious risk for all

patient types. In fact, in certain situations, a partial evacuation might be appropriate to

reduce risk; certain patients might be safer if evacuated whereas others might not tolerate

the transportation risk. The transportation risk is a function of the patient type, the selected

vehicle’s attributes, and the time required to transport the patient to the selected receiving

hospital.

An evacuation plan should minimize the overall evacuation risk considering the limited

resources available, i.e., the number of each type of vehicle and when they are available,

and the bed availability at the receiving hospitals. These decisions are difficult to make

in advance as the modeling parameters, such as the number of patients at the evacuating

hospital, the available logistic resources, and the beds available at the receiving hospitals are

dynamic. There are also many potential disaster scenarios that might require a hospital to

evacuate, the characteristics of which can greatly impact the plan. Thus, evacuation decision

support tools that can help produce an appropriate plan, given more detailed information on

the particular situation, are essential. This is especially important as there is almost always

a tight planning window and resources usually need to be organized quickly.

General building evacuations have been extensively studied in the Operations Research

literature, for instance, see Chalmet et al. (1982); Hamacher and Tufecki (1987); Choi et al.

(1988); Chen and Miller-Hooks (2008); for a more detailed review of the literature on evac-

uation models for buildings see Hamacher and Tjandra (2001). These evacuation studies

generally use network flow models to minimize the overall duration of the evacuation or the

average evacuation time. Equivalencies for these objectives, for certain problems, were de-

rived in Jarvis and Ratliff (1982). Han et al. (2007) discuss potential evacuation objectives

for regional evacuations, including the consideration of risk. Hospital evacuations, unlike a

general building evacuation, have evacuees that require extensive assistance. Furthermore,

a hospital evacuation involves more than the safe and efficient clearance of the building.
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An equally important aspect of the evacuation is to transport patients to appropriate alter-

native care facilities. The literature that studies planning models for hospital evacuations

is quite sparse. Childers et al. (2009) study the evacuation of a health-care facility using

dynamic programming and simulation to develop a patient prioritization scheme. Tayfur

and Taaffe (2009) introduce a transportation planning model for hospital evacuations that

minimizes the total labor and equipment costs given a pre-specified evacuation duration.

The web-based (see http://archive.ahrq.gov/prep/massevac) Mass Evacuation Trans-

portation Planning Model (METPM), developed for the Agency for Healthcare Research

and Quality (AHRQ), estimates the time required to evacuate one or more hospitals using

a heuristic that sends the patients with the highest criticality to the closest hospitals with

available capacity. This model assumes all beds are equivalent and patient types are strictly

assigned to a vehicle type. Since duration is considered an important metric in the METPM,

and is commonly used in other evacuation settings, in Section 3.4 we contrast this duration

minimization approach with the risk minimization approach advocated in this work.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 we present the

modeling assumptions and formulation, a discussion of the structural properties of the model,

and a discussion of risk and estimation issues. In Section 3.3 we present a case study based

on the evacuation of a large hospital. In Section 3.4 we provide a numerical analysis using the

case study, including a comparison of the risk minimizing and duration minimizing objectives

and an analysis of the robustness of the risk minimizing solution. Finally, in Section 3.5 we

conclude with a discussion on the practical implications of this work and indicate some future

research directions.

3.2 Hospital Evacuation Transportation Problem

In this section we present the Hospital Evacuation Transportation Model (HETM), including

a discussion of the assumptions and a model formulation. Then we examine an important

aspect of the model’s structure, followed by a general discussion of risk.
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3.2.1 Formulation of the HETM

Consider an evacuating hospital H0 having Wj patients of type j ∈ P , where P might include

types such as critical, pediatric, and infectious. To evacuate H0, a plan to transport the

patients to a set of potential receiving hospitals (H), where hospital i ∈ H has Bij beds

available for patients of type j ∈ P , must be developed. The study period is divided into T

time intervals of equal length. The travel time from H0 to receiving hospital i ∈ H is τi time

intervals. A set of vehicle types (V ), having different capabilities is available; for example,

vehicle types can include Advanced Life Support (ALS) ambulances, Basic Life Support

(BLS) ambulances, and buses. The Nkt-parameter is the total number of vehicles of type

k ∈ V in use or waiting to be loaded in time interval t. This parameter has a temporal aspect

because not all vehicles are immediately available, for instance, some must travel to reach

H0. The capacity of a vehicle of type k is Ck. The γk-parameter is the loading and unloading

time for a vehicle of type k ∈ V . The number of vehicles that can be loaded at H0 in any

time interval is represented by the L-parameter, and is given in ambulance equivalencies;

Lk represents a conversion factor for a vehicle of type k to ambulance equivalencies. For

example, loading a bus requires more intervals than an ambulance and more resources (staff

and space) per interval. The limitation on loading can be based on staffing limitations and/or

the physical limitations of the loading area.

The objective is to evacuate the hospital in such a way as to minimize the total evacuation

risk. Here we define risk as the probability that a generic adverse event E occurs, such as a

major deterioration of patient health or death due to injury or lack of sufficient treatment.

The evacuation risk is a combination of: 1) the threat risk, which is the risk patients are

exposed to while waiting to be transported, and 2) the transportation risk, which is the

risk incurred during travel. The threat risk parameter, αjt, is the probability of event E

for a patient of type j ∈ P that remains in H0 in time interval t. The cumulative threat

risk, Λjt, is calculated in (3.1). Λjt is the probability of event E for a patient of type j

that remains in the hospital through time interval t. A patient of type j transported in the

first interval would not be exposed to any threat risk, thus Λj0 = 0, and ΛjT is the risk

associated with not being evacuated from H0. An important assumption used in calculating
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the threat risk is that the risks to which patients are exposed in different time intervals, i.e.

αjt, are independent, and that a patient does not change type during an evacuation, e.g., a

non-critical patient does not become critical by being exposed to the threat risk

Λjt = 1−

t
∏

f=1

(1− αjf), ∀j ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T . (3.1)

The transportation risk parameter, βjk, is the probability of event E for a patient of type

j ∈ P being transferred by a vehicle of type k ∈ V for one time interval. This risk is assumed

to be constant through time since the same allocation made in different time intervals would

not change the level of treatment supplied by a vehicle. The cumulative transportation risk,

Θijk, is calculated in (3.2). Θijk is the risk for a patient of type j ∈ P , transported by a

vehicle of type k ∈ V , to receiving hospital i ∈ H . When transporting patients to receiving

facility i, a vehicle of type k is engaged for 2(τi + γk) time units. However, only (τi + 2γk)

time units contribute to the risk expression since patient transportation risk is incurred only

as long as the patient is in the vehicle, including loading and unloading times

Θijk = 1− (1− βjk)
(τi+2γk), ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ P, k ∈ V . (3.2)

The evacuation risk, Rijkt, associated with the evacuation decision for a patient of type

j ∈ P , is then calculated in (3.3) by combining the threat risk (Λjt) to which the patient is

exposed before being transported in time interval t, and the transportation risk (Θijk) based

on the vehicle type k and the receiving hospital selected

Rijkt = 1− (1− Λjt)(1−Θijk), ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ P, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T . (3.3)

As (3.1) - (3.3) indicate, the cumulative threat, transportation, and evacuation risk func-

tions are non-linear.
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Decision Variables:

xijkt : number of patients of type j transported to hospital i by vehicle type k starting

in time interval t, ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ P, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .

yikt : number of vehicles of type k that transport patients to hospital i starting at time

interval t, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .

Modeling Assumptions:

1. The hospital building can be evacuated such that patients of the appropriate type

are available to satisfy the transportation plan within the limit established by the

L-parameter.

2. Vehicles transport patients directly from the evacuating hospital H0 to a receiving

hospital i ∈ H , that is, a vehicle will not stop at multiple receiving hospitals to off-

load patients at each.

3. Travel times between H0 and the receiving hospitals have integral length, are known

with certainty, and are independent of vehicle type. We note that it is easy to modify

the HETM such that travel times are vehicle-dependent.

4. Both the time required to load a patient into a vehicle and the vehicle capacity are

assumed to be independent of the patient type.

5. The loading time of a vehicle of type k, given by γk, is assumed to be equal to the

unloading time. This assumption can be easily modified.

6. A patient of type j ∈ P should be assigned to the corresponding type of bed, i.e., a

type of bed that is fully equipped for treating this type of patient.

7. The transportation risk is assumed to be a function of the travel time, and the loading

and unloading time.

The Integer Programming (IP) formulation of the model is as follows:
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HETM:

Minimize
∑

i∈H

∑

j∈P

∑

k∈V

T
∑

t=1

Rijktxijkt +
∑

j∈P

ΛjT

(

Wj −
∑

i∈H

∑

k∈V

T
∑

t=1

xijkt

)

(3.4)

subject to

∑

i∈H

∑

k∈V

T
∑

t=1

xijkt ≤ Wj , ∀j ∈ P (3.5)

∑

j∈P

xijkt ≤ Ckyikt, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (3.6)

∑

i∈H

yikt +
∑

i∈H

min{2(γk+τi)−1,t}
∑

f=1

yik(t−f) ≤ Nkt, ∀k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (3.7)

∑

k∈V

T
∑

t=1

xijkt ≤ Bij , ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ P (3.8)

∑

i∈H

∑

k∈V

t
∑

f=t−γk+1

Lkyikf ≤ L, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (3.9)

xijkt ≥ 0 and integer, ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ P, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (3.10)

yikt ∈ {0, 1, · · · , dL/Lke}, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T . (3.11)

The objective function (3.4) minimizes the sum of the evacuation risk (first term) for all

the patients transferred from the evacuating hospital by time T and the sum of the cumulative

threat risk (second term) for any patients not evacuated by time T . Constraint (3.5) defines

the total number of patients, by patient type, in the evacuating hospital. Constraint (3.6)

limits the number of patients that can be evacuated in interval t to the capacity of the vehicles

selected to be loaded in t. Constraint (3.7) limits the number of vehicles, of each type, in use

in interval t to those available in t, while (3.8) designates the number of beds of each type

available in each potential receiving hospital. Constraint (3.9) limits the number of vehicles

that can be loaded at any one time. The parameter L is the number of ambulances that can

be loaded in a single time interval, and Lk is a conversion factor for other vehicle types. γk

is the number of intervals required to load a vehicle of type k. Constraints (3.10)-(3.11) are

the logical integrality and non-negativity constraints.

At this point it is appropriate to compare the HETM with other hospital evacuation

models considered in the literature. Tayfur and Taaffe (2009) introduce a hospital evacuation
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resource requirement planning model that determines the staffing and fleet requirements to

complete an evacuation within a certain time frame while minimizing costs (for vehicle

leasing, staffing, and transportation). Thus, the Tayfur and Taaffe (2009) model has a much

different strategic focus than the HETM model presented here. The Tayfur and Taaffe (2009)

model also makes the simplifying assumption that all receiving hospitals are equidistant from

the evacuating hospital, requiring one time interval of travel time, which is equivalent to the

time required to load (and unload) the patients, thus each vehicle is engaged for four time

intervals for each trip (this simplifying assumption is used to improve the solvability of the

model). On the other hand, the METPM, developed for AHRQ, estimates the time required

to complete an evacuation of one or more hospitals based on the vehicle loading, transit, and

unloading times. The METPM requires that patients be classified by vehicle type (based on

criticality) and strictly assigns patients to vehicles based on this classification. For instance,

a patient with a BLS ambulance-classification will only be assigned to a BLS ambulance, not

an ALS ambulance (an upgrade in care service) or a bus (a downgrade). Furthermore, in

this model all beds are assumed to offer the same level of care, so the concept of a bed type

is not used. The heuristic solution gives the most critical patients the highest priority and

sends them to the closest hospital with remaining capacity. In the METPM the number of

patients that can be loaded onto vehicles is only limited by the number of vehicles available,

however, there are usually other limiting factors, including staffing limitations and limits on

physical space, which can have a substantial impact.

3.2.2 Structural analysis of the HETM

While the HETM formulation does not closely resemble a vehicle routing problem (VRP)

formulation, this transportation problem is a special case of the VRP (see Toth and Vigo

(2002), for instance, for an overview of the VRP). In Figure 3.1 we provide a simple illustra-

tive network including H0, which functions somewhat like a depot in the VRP, along with

two receiving hospitals and the connecting arcs with traversal times.

Unlike most VRP networks, the network in Figure 3.1 is not fully connected. This is

based on our assumption that vehicles visit only one receiving hospital before returning toH0.

While using only such simple routes is a simplification of the VRP, this problem also includes
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Figure 3.1: A VRP network representation.

Figure 3.2: A network illustration.
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many complications that preclude using a VRP-type modeling framework, including the non-

linear risks. The HETM formulation is therefore based on a different network structure, as

illustrated in Figure 3.2, which corresponds to the VRP network displayed in Figure 3.1

with two vehicle types. This is a time-expanded network, where node zero represents H0

at the beginning of the evacuation and each of the following nodes represent H0 at the

end of the specified time interval. The yikt-label arcs are transportation arcs. For example,

the arc labeled y121 represents a vehicle of type 2 going from H0 to H1 and back again,

starting in time interval 1. The length of this arc represents the time a vehicle of type 2 is

engaged when transporting a patient to H1, including patient loading and unloading times

(which are vehicle-dependent) and the round trip travel time. The unlabeled arcs directly
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connecting two consecutive nodes are vehicle-waiting arcs; flow over these arcs represents

vehicles waiting to be utilized. The flow value into node t can be calculated as Nkt −
∑

i∈H yikt −
∑

i∈H

∑min{2(γk+τi)−1,t}
f=1 yik(t−f) for vehicle type k, see 3.7. Each transportation

arc has an associated xijkt-variable and evacuation risk parameter Rijkt for each of the |P |

patient types. Thus, the network in Figure 3.2 represents the possible vehicle movements

through time. A set of feasible y-variables essentially determines a viable sub-network, and

given that sub-network, the HETM has a structure amenable to standard solution techniques.

The structure is described in the following proposition.

Proposition 3.1. For a feasible set of y-variables and a continuous relaxation of the x-

variables, there exists an optimal solution in which the x-variables have integral values.

Proof. A feasible set of y-variables must satisfy constraints (3.7) and (3.9), and be integer

valued - thus satisfying (3.11). Given a set of feasible y-variables, which now can be consid-

ered as parameters, and a continuous relaxation of the x-variables, we transform the HETM

constraint set (3.6)-(3.11) into the following:

∑

j∈P

xijkt ≤ Ckyikt, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (3.12)

∑

k∈V

T
∑

t=1

−xijkt ≥ −Bij , ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ P (3.13)

xijkt ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ P, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T , (3.14)

where (3.12) corresponds to (3.6), (3.13) corresponds to (3.8) (we have modified (3.13) so

that the left-hand-side has only coefficients of -1 or 0), and (3.14) corresponds to (3.11) with

a continuous relaxation of the x-variables. The coefficient matrix A of this LP has entries

of +1, -1, or 0. Furthermore, we can see from the constraints (3.12) and (3.13) that every

column of A has a single +1 entry, a single -1 entry, and all remaining entries are 0. First

we show by induction that A is totally unimodular, that is, every square submatrix of A has

a determinant of +1, -1, or 0. Since all entries are +1, -1, or 0, every 1× 1 submatrix has a

determinant of +1, -1, or 0. Assume that this is true for every submatrix (k − 1)× (k − 1),

where k ≥ 2, then we know that the determinant of any k × k submatrix is +1, -1, or 0.

This is valid because each column in the submatrix has: 1) all 0 entries, which would yield
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a determinant of 0; 2) a single non-zero entry of +1 or -1, which would yield a determinant

of ± the determinate of the (k − 1) × (k − 1) submatrix, and thus by induction we get a

determinant of +1, -1, or 0; or 3) exactly two non-zero entries of +1 and -1, which yields a

determinant of 0. Hence, A is totally unimodular. As the right-hand-side of the constraint

set is integer valued, this implies, by Cramer’s Rule, that all extreme point solutions to the

LP are all integer valued, see, for example, Bazaraa et al. (2005).

Essentially, when the y-variables are set to integer values, the x-variables, even if still

relaxed in the solution algorithm (for instance in a standard branch-and-bound algorithm),

will have integer values. Without the property described in Proposition 3.1, the HETM re-

quires much more effort to solve. We illustrate this in the numerical analysis (see Section 3.4)

using the case study provided in Section 3.3.

3.2.3 Minimizing and estimating risk

We believe the risk minimization objective is the logical one to use in hospital evacuations, as

evacuations are performed solely to move patients (and staff) away from a threat risk, while

considering that moving patients is also risky. Risk minimization offers strategic flexibility,

allowing the model to produce evacuation transportation plans that are appropriate to a

wide range of potential threats and problem instances. While under normal circumstances

it is preferable that critical patients are transported by ALS ambulances (if they must be

transported, for instance, to a facility having more advanced treatment capabilities), under

emergency circumstances this might not be the case. For instance, a threat might force

the evacuation of the hospital building, moving patients to lawn and parking areas, before

transport is readily available (as happened at the Sepulveda VA Medical Center after the

Northridge earthquake, see Chavez and Binder (1995)). In this case, if the options for a crit-

ical patient are to wait for hours for an ALS ambulance, or to be immediately transported by

a bus, the bus might be a better option, as it allows the patient to receive proper treatment

much sooner, and is potentially better than the lawn, depending on the environmental con-

ditions. In a risk minimization framework such trade-offs are considered, which is a strength

of the HETM. Minimizing the duration or logistical costs of an evacuation does not offer a

“currency” that allows such trade-offs to be made. Given a much different threat, such as
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a hurricane, which is usually forecasted well in advance of its landfall, a risk minimization

model will place patients in the vehicle type that provides the best care, as the threat risk

is minimal for an extended time.

While hospitals must consider costs when making decisions, evacuations are so rare that

the logistical costs of an evacuation is not a primary concern, although with the proper cost

data, a solution to the HETM can be evaluated for cost, allowing the emergency manager to

determine whether more resources (and thus higher costs) reduce risk (which is not always

the case) or are otherwise appropriate; this model finds the risk minimizing solution, given

a certain set of resources, and thus considers cost indirectly as an input. Cost minimization

also has a few potential pitfalls. For instance, to produce a realistic solution a performance

target must be provided (in Tayfur and Taaffe (2009), a duration target, enforced by a

penalty cost, is used), which begs the question, how is that target specified? This might

be easy for a forecasted threat such as a hurricane, which have duration targets specified

by the forecast, but most other threats do not have targets that are so easily specified.

Furthermore, from a cost perspective, legal costs can potentially dwarf logistical costs, and

thus a risk minimizing approach might be the most cost-effective approach.

Using the risk minimization objective to derive the evacuation plan requires the emer-

gency manager to estimate the risks. While this is certainly challenging, and beyond the

scope of this study, we note that hospitals make these decisions on a daily basis when trans-

porting patients between hospitals; here it must be decided when the risk of inadequate

facilities for a particular patient (something akin to the threat risk) overrides the risk of

transporting the patient to a more appropriate facility. Also, every year hospitals are re-

quired to produce a detailed risk analysis for potential threats; this allows the emergency

manager to focus on the more likely threats, and to help develop risk estimates a-priori.

These risks are studied in the literature (see Kue et al. (2011), and references therein) and

thus we assume that these risks can be based on data, where available, and experience-based

knowledge and expert judgment as required. We note that in our numerical studies we found

that this modeling-framework is not overly sensitive to estimation error, as we discuss below.

In the case study, Section 3.3, three threat risk scenarios are used, each having a threat

risk parameter, αjt, that changes through time based on a different functional form. These
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include a constant scenario where αjt is constant in time (αjt = αj), a linear scenario where

αjt = mt (m represents the slope of the linear function), and an exponential scenario where

αjt = a exp(t/b) (a and b are parameters of the exponential function). The cumulative threat

risk, Λjt, is concave for a constant risk parameter, S-shaped (the slope first increases and

then decreases) for a linear risk parameter, and has an increasing slope for an exponential

risk parameter (see Figure 3.3). There is no reason that every patient type (we group

patient types into risk groups in the case study) should have the same functional form of

the threat risk parameter, but we do assume that, in general, the more critical patients

are more suspectable to the threat risk. As we mentioned above, the estimation of risks

is beyond the scope of this study, but we believe that the exponential threat risk with the

given parameter (see Table 3.3) is representative of a prolonged loss of utilities (electricity

and water). This would severely reduce the ability of the hospital to care for patients, but

more so for critical patients who are dependent on lifesaving equipment, than less critical

patients. For all patients the impact of the outages is initially minor (given that there are

back-ups, for instance batteries, for all critical care equipment; without such back-up systems

the risk function could take a much different form), but as time passes the risks increase,

potentially in a drastic manner. We provide the other forms as a comparison, as not all

disasters are likely to take the exponential form. But overall, the form of the cumulative

threat risk, Λjt , can take is limited. While any proper risk form is acceptable, such a function

must only take values between zero and one and must be non-decreasing as a function of

time. We specifically use these different risk functions (constant, linear, and exponential)

in Section 3.4 to test the robustness of the solution provided, that is, if we forecast the risk

using the “wrong” functional form, how will the solution perform? We see that for the case

study data provided below, the solution is quite robust.

3.3 Case Study

In this section, we introduce a case study based on the evacuation of Carilion Medical

Center (CMC). The CMC is a 765-bed primary care hospital combined with a 60-bed Level

III Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) and is the second largest hospital in Virginia. It
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serves an immediate population of 250,000 and a regional referral population of over one

million. The Emergency and Urgent Care Departments treat approximately 90,000 patients

annually. The CRMH is the region’s only Level I Trauma Center, and as such sees more

than 1,200 of these high trauma patients annually. The CMC is a member of the Near

Southwest Preparedness Alliance (NSPA), a mutual emergency management support and

planning organization.

The CMC and the NSPA categorize the patient population into nine types for evacuation

purposes, each type requiring a different level or type of care. These patient types are

adult critical care patients (AdCC) requiring ICU, patients from the emergency department

(ED), patients with infectious diseases in isolation beds (ISO), two types of medical surgery

patients: the less critical MS-I and the more critical MS-II, patients in operating rooms

(ORs), pediatric patients (Ped), pediatric critical care patients (PedCC), and psychiatric

patients (Psy). The NSPA monitors the current number of patients, by type, in the member

hospitals, and a snapshot data set was obtained. Table 3.1 displays how the 598 patients in

the CMC, based on the snapshot data, are categorized by patient type.

Table 3.2 displays the 1,280 beds available at the 15 receiving hospitals considered in this

Figure 3.3: (a) The cumulative threat risk functions (Λjt) for the three functional forms

and the three risk groups; (b) the cumulative threat and evacuation risks (Rijkt) for the

exponential case for three vehicle types for Risk Group 1 (RG1).
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study, by patient type. For this study we use T = 150 ten-minute time intervals. Table 3.2

also displays the one-way travel time, in number of time intervals, between the evacuating

hospital H0 and the receiving hospitals. The number of patients at the evacuating hospital

and the available beds at the receiving hospitals change on a daily basis.

Table 3.1: The number of patients in CMC (H0) by type, Wj , j ∈ P = {1, · · · , 9}.

Patient in CMC by type (Wj , j ∈ P = {1, · · · , 9}) Total

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

AdCC ED PedCC ISO MS-II ORs MS-I Ped Psy

72 51 2 1 286 34 96 19 37 598

Fleet scenarios

For this case study we examine two fleet scenarios. The first is the ambulance scenario,

where there are 20 ALS ambulances and 20 BLS ambulances immediately available. After

an hour an additional 15 ALS and 15 BLS ambulances are available, thus a fleet of 35 ALS

ambulances, 35 BLS ambulances is available at the beginning of time interval seven (recall

that an time interval is ten minutes in length). Each ambulance can transport a single

patient. The second is the bus-ambulance scenario, which is identical to the first except that

thirty minutes after the start of the evacuation five buses are available and each bus can

transport 20 patients. We note that the local availability of ambulances is dynamic, and

can vary depending on the time of day and the current work load (ambulances are used for

emergency 911 support and for medical transport, and any number of them can be engaged

at any time). The numbers used in this study are for illustration purposes. We believe

part of the value of this tool is to allow emergency managers to perform “what if” analysis

that can better enable them to make appropriate fleeting decisions and arrangements with

transportation providers.

The physical loading capacity of the hospital, L, is measured in ambulance (ALS or BLS)

equivalencies, and for this study is set to 10 ambulances every time interval. We assume that

for each time interval a bus would require three times the resources of an ambulance to load,
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Table 3.2: The number of available beds Bij in each receiving hospital i, by patient type j,

i ∈ H = {1, · · · , 15}, j ∈ P = {1, · · · , 9}, and the one-way travel time τi from the CMC to

receiving hospital i.

Receiving Available beds in H by patient type (Bij , i ∈ H, j ∈ P ) Travel Time

Hospital 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 τi

AdCC ED PedCC ISO MS-II ORs MS-I Ped Psy (time intervals)

1 7 10 2 0 30 5 11 3 0 8

2 2 8 0 2 18 3 7 0 0 7

3 0 15 0 2 9 2 3 0 0 4

4 1 5 0 0 6 2 2 0 0 9

5 2 10 0 2 1 0 1 5 17 6

6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6 3

7 1 16 0 12 7 6 3 2 7 14

8 11 18 0 13 26 8 9 1 0 3

9 74 81 0 10 172 9 58 0 0 11

10 18 0 0 15 125 9 42 0 16 8

11 2 31 0 4 8 7 3 1 0 6

12 1 44 0 6 17 2 6 8 0 8

13 0 5 0 2 18 3 7 0 0 10

14 5 0 0 0 11 0 4 0 2 2

15 8 0 0 11 24 8 9 16 39 9

Total 132 243 2 79 472 64 165 36 87

Lbus = 3; thus if three buses were being loaded in a particular interval, then there would only

remain resources to load a single ambulance. Furthermore, an ambulance takes one interval

to load (γambulance = 1), while a bus requires two time intervals to load (γbus = 2). These

parameters are rough estimates, and their values can be better estimated through the use of

mock evacuations and other common training activities.
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Risk scenarios

For this case study, we group the nine patient types into three risk groups based on

criticality: patient types 1-3, the most critical patients, are in Risk Group 1 (RG1), patient

types 4-6 are in Risk Group 2 (RG2), and patient types 7-9, the least critical patients, are

in Risk Group 3 (RG3). The threat risk parameter, αjt, is indexed on time and patient

type, and depends on the nature of the threat. We study three threat risk scenarios, each

using a different functional form for the threat risk parameter αjt. These are: (i) a constant

threat risk scenario, (ii) a linearly increasing threat risk scenario, and (iii) an exponentially

increasing threat risk scenario. Table 3.3 gives the threat risk parameter values used in this

study. As discussed in Section 3.2.3, we believe that the exponential threat risk with the

given parameters is representative of a prolonged loss of utilities (electricity and water). Also

provided in Table 3.3 are the transportation risk parameters, βjk, for each risk group and

transportation type combination.

Table 3.3: Risk group composition, threat risk functions (αjt), and transportation risk pa-

rameters (βjk).

Risk Patient Threat Risk Transportation Risk

Group Types Constant Linear Exponential ALS BLS Bus

1 (1, 2, 3) 0.0028 0.000035t 0.0000875 exp(t/30) 0.001 0.002 0.010

2 (4, 5, 6) 0.0020 0.000025t 0.0000625 exp(t/32) 0.0001 0.0002 0.0005

3 (7, 8, 9) 0.0012 0.000015t 0.0000375 exp(t/34) 0.00005 0.00005 0.0001

Figure 3.3(a) shows the cumulative threat risk, Λjt, calculated using the data from Ta-

ble 3.3, for the three functional forms and three risk groups, as a function of time. The

cumulative threat risk function is concave for a constant risk parameter, S-shaped (the slope

first increases and then decreases) for a linear risk parameter, and has an increasing slope for

an exponential risk parameter. Figure 3.3(b) displays the cumulative exponential threat and

evacuation risks for Risk Group 1, for the three vehicle types, for a hospital that has an eight

interval travel time from H0. The difference between the evacuation risk and the threat risk
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is the effect of the transportation risk, which is non-linear. The influence of transportation

risk, based on vehicle types, on the overall evacuation risk is considered by the model in

assigning the best vehicle type to a patient. Figure 3.3(b) illustrates two concepts. First, if

it is viable to transport Risk Group 1 evacuees using ALS and BLS by interval T = 107, see

the dashed vertical line in Figure 3.3(b), then these patients will not be transported by bus,

and if some are, they should be transported early so minimize the risk. The evacuation risk

for patients that leave in the first interval is composed solely of cumulative transportation

risk, this is the zero-intercept. Second, for the given time envelope (T = 150 time intervals)

an evacuee will not be evacuated by bus after a certain time interval (see the solid vertical

line) because this will entail more risk than remaining in the hospital. If the risk functions,

which terminate after 150 intervals, represent the complete risk, this can help determine if

partial evacuations is warranted.

In the next section, we examine the performance of the HETM and compare the risk-

based optimization results with the duration-based results using the case study data.

3.4 Numerical Analysis

First we use the HETM to find the optimal evacuation transportation plan for the six

scenarios (three risk scenarios, constant, linear, and exponential, combined with two fleet

scenarios) outlined above for CMC. All computational runs were solved using IBM OPL IDE

6.3, ILOG CPLEX 12.1.0 software on a Dell Precision T5500 workstation with two 2.93 GHz

CPU Xeon processors and 24 GB RAM. Table 3.4 shows the results.

For comparison purposes, if all patients remained in H0 for all T = 150 time intervals,

then they would be exposed to a total cumulative threat risk of 151.239, 143.964, and 119.092,

respectively, for the constant, linear, and exponential risks. Thus we see that given these

risk scenarios, evacuation is a prudent course.

Discussion of Proposition 3.1

We now examine the solution effort required to solve the HETM. The scenarios with

three vehicle types, with 67,500 integer variables, have the largest number of such variables.

Yet, despite the large size, the HETM takes at most a little over a minute to solve any of the
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Table 3.4: Results for the HETM for the combination of the three risk and two fleet scenarios.

Fleet Risk Evacuation Threat Transportation Evacuation Run

scenario scenario risk risk risk duration time

(intervals) (s)

Ambulance Constant 55.267 53.760 1.633 137 8.10

Linear 28.268 26.761 1.556 135 8.64

Exponential 10.410 8.860 1.562 133 10.26

Ambulance-Bus Constant 26.249 23.688 2.664 61 28.38

Linear 7.419 4.951 2.487 60 71.20

Exponential 3.799 1.431 2.374 64 69.28

given scenarios. This performance is due to the special structure of the HETM described in

Proposition 3.1. To illustrate the impact of the structure, consider the constant threat risk

scenario with ambulances and buses. From Table 3.4 we see that it required 28.38 seconds

to solve with a total evacuation risk of 26.268. A simple way to negate Proposition 3.1,

without changing the optimal solution, is to set the bus capacity to 20.5 patients (the extra

0.5 patient capacity cannot be utilized by the integer x-variables, but with this change the

right-hand-side is no longer integer, violating Proposition 3.1). In this case an optimal

solution was not found in 24 hours, and the best integer solution found by CPLEX had an

evacuation risk of 29.145, while the continuous solution was 26.003. Proposition 3.1 does not

imply that the x-variables must be made continuous to gain this benefit. In fact, making

the x-variables continuous has almost no performance impact; for the above scenario (with

the bus capacity set back to 20) the solution time was 34.45 seconds.

Evacuation duration

Here we examine the evacuation duration from the HETM and compare it to some

duration minimizing solutions. We observed that, using the given threat and transportation

risk parameters, the generated plans have durations that range form 133 - 137 time intervals
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(21.166 - 22.833 hours) using only ambulances, and 60 - 64 time intervals (10 - 10.666

hours) using ambulances and buses. Indeed, minimizing the overall evacuation duration is a

commonly used evacuation objective; this is what the METPM heuristically minimizes. For

comparison purposes, and to illustrate the advantages of risk minimization for the hospital

evacuation problem, we provide the following duration minimizing objective and supporting

constraints for the HETM:

Minimize E (3.15)

subject to
yikt
L

≤ bikt, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (3.16)

bikt(t+ τi + γk) ≤ E, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (3.17)

bikt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (3.18)

E ≥ 0, (3.19)

where (3.15) minimizes the non-negative variable E, which represents the overall evacuation

time, and (3.16) forces the binary bikt variables to 1 if at least one vehicle of type k begins

transporting patients to hospital i in time interval t. The evacuation completion time, E, is

forced by (3.17) to be greater than or equal to the time that any vehicle reaches a receiving

hospital. Constraints (3.18) and (3.19) are the binary and non-negativity restrictions for the

variables. This definition of when an evacuation is complete, when the last patient arrives at

a receiving hospital, is also used in the METPM. Without a risk minimization objective to

drive the assignment of patients to vehicles, another strategy must be considered. For this

purpose, we adopt the following three vehicle assignment strategies:

Restricted assignment: Each patient type is assigned to a vehicle type based on criticality,

for instance critical patients are assigned to ALS ambulances, and non-critical patients

are assigned to BLS ambulances.

Upgrade assignment: Much like restricted assignment, each patient type is assigned to

a vehicle type, but patients can be upgraded to a vehicle that offers a higher level of

care. Thus a patient type assigned to a BLS ambulance can also be served by an ALS

ambulance.

Unrestricted assignment: Any patient type can be assigned to any vehicle type.
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Replacing (3.4) with (3.15) and adding (3.16)–(3.19) to the HETM results in an Unre-

stricted assignment. By adding constraints that force the appropriate sets of x-variables to

zero, we can obtain the Restricted and Upgrade assignment strategies. As mentioned earlier,

the METPM assumes a restricted assignment of patient types to vehicle types.

Table 3.5 displays results for the bus-ambulance scenario for both the duration and risk

minimization. Minimizing durations for the ambulance-only scenario presented some issues;

for instance, the Restricted assignment produced a solution having a duration that was longer

than 150 time intervals. This was a result of a mismatch between the number of patients in

each risk group and the number of vehicles of each types; Risk Group 1 should be assigned

to ALS ambulances, and Risk Group 3 to BLS ambulances, thus Risk Group 2, which has

the largest number of patients, must share a vehicle type with another group, causing the

other vehicle type to be under utilized. Even for the bus-ambulance scenario, we see from

Table 3.5 that the duration for the Restricted assignment is much higher than the other

assignment scenarios. Interestingly, we see that the transportation risk for the Restricted

assignment is actually higher than for the Upgrade, this is because we have transportation

risks that are always lower for vehicles having higher capabilities, thus upgrading can only

Table 3.5: Results for the Ambulance-Bus scenario for the duration minimizing solutions for

the three specified assignment strategies.

Duration minimization Risk minimization

Restricted Upgrade Unrestricted Constant Linear Exponential

Duration 144 96 55 61 60 64

Evac. risk Constant 67.760 50.233 33.378 26.250

Linear 39.530 20.768 12.262 7.418

Exponential 17.544 7.170 7.641 3.799

Transportation risk 2.216 1.700 5.947 2.668 2.487 2.373

Run time (s) 633.880 3,123.050 19,114.120 28.380 71.200 69.280
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decrease the transportation risk. Given this, the Restricted assignment will always be inferior

to the Upgrade assignment. The Unrestricted assignment produces the shortest possible

evacuation duration. While this tends to decrease threat risk, it also tends to increase

the transportation risk (which, for the exponential case, allows the Upgrade assignment to

produce a lower evacuation risk than the Unrestricted case). The Unrestricted case is the

most computationally expensive assignment strategy, most likely due to its larger feasible

region. As demonstrated in Table 3.5 the results from the risk minimization solutions have

durations that are shorter than all assignment strategies save the Unrestricted. Conversely,

we see that minimizing duration is not effective at minimizing risk; using the lowest risk

results from each vehicle assignment strategy for each risk type we still have total evacuation

risks that are 27.1%-88.7% greater than those from the risk-based model.

Table 3.6: The latest time of evacuation by patient type, j ∈ P .

Fleet Risk Patient Type

scenario scenario 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Ambulance Constant 82 14 23 9 99 77 126 124 123

Linear 82 14 28 3 99 84 124 124 121

Exponential 46 17 17 1 98 67 123 122 118

Ambulance-Bus Constant 36 11 18 3 45 33 51 50 45

Linear 38 24 20 2 47 25 50 49 49

Exponential 43 18 28 4 52 44 43 43 35

To illustrate another property of the evacuation strategy, Table 3.6 displays the interval

in which the last patient of each type departs from the evacuating hospital. We observed

that the last patient in Risk Group 2 departs before the last patient in Risk Group 3, despite

there being many more Risk Group 2 patients. Table 3.7 shows the total number of patients

from each risk group transported by each vehicle type. Here we see that many patients
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Table 3.7: The number of the patients in each risk group transported by each type of vehicle

in six scenarios.

Fleet Risk Risk Group 1 Risk Group 2 Risk Group 3

scenario scenario ALS BLS Bus ALS BLS Bus ALS BLS Bus

Ambulance Constant 109 16 - 116 205 - 53 99 -

Linear 125 0 - 110 211 - 46 106 -

Exponential 125 0 - 105 216 - 57 95 -

Ambulance-Bus Constant 102 23 - 18 85 218 7 43 102

Linear 125 0 - 11 121 189 1 20 131

Exponential 125 0 - 22 136 163 0 15 137

from Risk Group 2 are transported using buses, so the model determines that the added

transportation risk is worthwhile to reduce the threat risk. Table 3.7 also shows that some

patients in Risk Group 1 are transported using BLS ambulances for the same reason, but

not by bus. Figure 3.3(b) shows that the evacuation risk using a bus is significantly higher

than the risk using an ambulances, but a bus used in the first intervals is approximately as

safe as an ALS ambulance used in interval 107 (for a receiving hospital eight time intervals

from H0). If the transportation risk were increased relative to the threat risk, a patient

from Risk Group 1 could be transported by bus (we note that if a particular patient type

should never go by bus, this can be ensured using a hard constraint). In the constant threat

risk scenario, the model is more likely to place more critical patients into BLS ambulances

or buses than the exponential form of the threat risk. As Figure 3.3(a) illustrates, the

cumulative threat risk for a Risk Group 1 patient that remains in the hospital for 150 time

units is about the same for all risk forms, the constant risk case more quickly accrues risk in

the earlier time intervals, and thus it is of greater benefit to transport the critical patients

early. Conversely, for the exponential risk the earlier periods have a relatively lower risk,
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and thus the transportation risk has a larger impact and patients are more often assigned to

the safest transport.

Robustness

Robust evacuation solutions are very important. Of all the model inputs, the risk param-

eters are the most difficult to estimate. Thus, as we have presented three functional forms

for the threat risk, it is appropriate to ask the question, what if the wrong functional form is

used? To explore this, we solve the HETM using the three functional forms as “forecasted”

risks (thus developing three evacuation plans) and evaluate each of these plans using the

same three functional forms (given in Table 3.3) as if these were the “actual” risks. That is,

if we use a plan that minimizes the exponential risk, but the actual risk is represented by

the constant risk, how would the solution fare? The results from the nine possible combina-

tions are displayed in Table 3.8, where the risks in bold-face type are those having the same

forecasted and actual risks (thus they are the same as the results in Table 3.4. From these

results, it seems that the evacuation plans produced are robust in regard to this “error”.

The forecasted risk is at most 5.2% greater than the actual risk (this occurs when the fore-

Table 3.8: Evacuation risks from plans that minimize the input risk, but are evaluated using

the actual risk scenario.

Fleet Actual risk Forecasted risk scenario

scenario scenario Constant Linear Exponential

Ambulance Constant 55.268 55.321 55.336

Linear 28.335 28.268 28.304

Exponential 10.530 10.444 10.409

Ambulance-Bus Constant 26.250 26.525 26.929

Linear 7.514 7.418 7.562

Exponential 3.999 3.845 3.799
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cast is for the constant risk function, and the actual risk is exponential). As a comparison,

we see that these risks estimation errors still produce results that outperform the duration

objectives in terms of risk (duration is not impacted by these errors).

Table 3.9: Evacuation risks from plans that minimize the input risk, but are evaluated using

the actual risk scenario with varying transportation risk.

Fleet Actual risk Forecasted risk scenario (1/2× βjk) Forecasted risk scenario (2× βjk)

scenario scenario Constant Linear Exponential Constant Linear Exponential

Ambulance Constant 55.275 55.327 55.336 55.289 55.332 55.335

Linear 28.382 28.304 28.304 28.287 28.269 28.298

Exponential 10.539 10.409 10.409 10.469 10.444 10.413

Ambulance-Bus Constant 26.378 26.362 26.583 26.269 26.592 28.416

Linear 7.843 7.459 7.435 7.49 7.436 8.345

Exponential 4.333 3.939 3.829 3.966 3.829 3.872

As the evacuation plan produced by the HETM reduces risk by optimally balancing

threat and transportation risk, we now examine how increasing and decreasing the forecasted

transportation risk impacts the results. Table 3.9 shows the results from two cases, one

where the forecasted transportation risk parameter βjk is reduced by half, and another

where it is doubled compared to the actual risks that are given in the case study. Thus

these results include errors in the functional form of the threat risk and the magnitude of

the transportation risk.

From Table 3.9 we find the largest increase in risk due to this error of 14.1% for the

ambulance-bus case where the actual risk is exponential and the forecasted risk is constant

and the transportation risk is under forecasted. In this case, the solution tends to subopti-

mally transport patients in vehicles with less care capabilities than is optimal, this is because

the forecast is for a high threat risk early on, and a lower overall transportation risk, whereas

the actual threat risk is lower early on, and the transportation risk is higher. For instance, in

this case three patients from Risk Group 1 are transported by bus. This still outperforms the
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best of the duration solutions by a large margin. Overall, there is an average 1.7% increase

in risk over all these scenarios due to the forecast error. Thus while forecasting risk will take

some effort, these forecasts do not have to be extremely accurate to produce a very good

plan.

3.5 Conclusions

Hospitals serve a particularly vulnerable segment of society, ranging from newborns to those

requiring critical care due to illness or injury. Thus, while evacuating a hospital is never an

easy choice, it is sometimes necessary, and special attention must be paid to planning and

operational issues. Unlike a more traditional building evacuation, the evacuation process does

not end when the building is cleared, in fact an important component is the transportation of

patients to alternative care facilities. This is a difficult logistical problem, and the goal of this

work is to produce a decision support tool that can assist in the planning and operational

phases of an evacuation. The Hospital Evacuation Transportation Model (HETM) that

we introduce here is an integer program that has a special structure that allows it to be

solved in a reasonable amount of time for both planning and operational usage. The HETM

develops hospital evacuation transportation plans that match patients, based on the patient’s

characteristics and care requirements, to vehicle types, based on the vehicles characteristics

and current availability, and then determines the best receiving hospital for the patient. This

is done in such a way as to minimize the total evacuation risk, both the threat risk (which

is causing the evacuation) and the transportation risk.

While there are numerous modeling studies that focus on building evacuation in general,

hospital evacuations, with their special characteristics, are not well studied. Significantly,

hospital evacuations are an important candidate for study, as much more planning is required

to evacuate a building when the evacuees are as dependent as patients are on the hospital

for their care and many have, due to their condition, a much more limited ability for “self-

preservation”. This is also a very complex problem, and as with all complex problems the

models that are used must include many assumptions, assumptions that were made so that

the model could be solved. These assumptions must be explored in more detail, and more
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work must be done to understand their impact, and possible ways to relax these assumption,

if that is deemed necessary. We firmly believe that the use of operations research models

and methodologies can have a significant positive impact on the hospital evacuation planning

process and the operational performance of the evacuation team.
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Chapter 4

Equity Modeling and Resource

Management for Hospital Evacuations

This chapter addresses the simultaneous evacuation of multiple hospitals, which can be

in different hospital management groups, along with the equity issues that arise with the

allocation of resources to the hospitals and patients in the system. An integer program-

ming model is formulated to minimize the evacuation risk for the system given centralized

resources that are shared among hospital groups. Decentralized resource management is in-

troduced as an alternative strategy to determine the individual performance of each hospital

group without resource sharing. Inequitable resource allocation decisions are observed in the

risk-minimizing solutions. To address the distributional equity issues, an equity modeling

framework is developed based on the social welfare function studied extensively in the eco-

nomics literature. The social welfare function depends on utility functions for players, among

whom the resources are allocated, and the inequity aversion parameter that represents the

importance of equity for the decision maker. Utility functions for hospitals and patients

are developed and their structural properties are discussed. The objective function for the

proposed integer program is defined as the social welfare function to generate equitable so-

lutions. Optimal solutions under various equity criteria are evaluated at the hospital- and

patient-levels. The solution behavior of different utility functions are demonstrated through

representative examples. The computational results of the proposed model are presented

and managerial insights about resource management are provided.
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4.1 Introduction

Hospitals are vulnerable to threats that can interrupt their operations. Emergencies that

force hospitals to evacuate are rare, but the potential damage to the patients, staff, and

visitors in hospitals is tremendous in many cases. Such disruptive events subject the hos-

pital occupants to high risk and emergency evacuation is necessary to alleviate this risk.

The Department of Health and Human Services’ (HHS) Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services (CMS) require emergency management and evacuation plans from hospitals and the

hospital accrediting organizations such as the Joint Commission (JC) assess the compliance

of annual plans of participating healthcare facilities with the HHS requirements (see, for

example, JC Standard EM.02.02.03 EPs 4, 5, 9, 10, and EM.02.02.11 EP 3).

Disasters such as hurricane, flood, or wildfire may threaten hospitals and force them

to evacuate and transfer patients to safer locations (for evacuation examples, see Maxwell

(1982), Chavez and Binder (1995), Cocanour et al. (2002), Schultz et al. (2003), Augustine

and Schoettmer (2005), Gray and Hebert (2007), and Bagaria et al. (2009)). It is likely

to experience conditions under which a set of hospitals in the same region needs to be

evacuated when a disaster, such as a hurricane or a wildfire, affects a wide area where multiple

hospitals are located and calls for the transportation of patients from several hospitals to

safer receiving facilities. When multiple hospitals in a region evacuate, the success of the

evacuation transportation plan depends greatly on the efficient use of the available resources,

including a fleet of vehicles, the capacity of evacuating hospitals for loading patients into

vehicles, and beds at receiving facilities. However, the fairness of resource allocation to

hospitals or patients is also a major concern for the decision maker responsible for evacuation

planning in addition to, and mostly conflicting with, efficiency. The most efficient evacuation

plans may not necessarily be equitable in resource allocation, and thus, risk distribution,

among patients. The decision maker is faced with this trade-off between efficiency and equity

of the resource allocation which does not have a straightforward explanation or solution due

to both the subjectivity of fairness and the complexity of the hospital evacuation problem.

First, equity must be defined based on the perceptions of players receiving the service such as

evacuating hospitals or patients. Second, appropriate functional forms must be constructed
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to represent these perceptions of equity. We believe that making a fair assessment of each

player and distributing resources equitably among players is possible by using optimization-

based methods to generate transportation plans.

The problem considered in this paper is the transportation of patients to safer facilities

when multiple hospitals are evacuated. Unlike the evacuation of a single hospital studied in

Bish et al. (2011) where all available resources are used for the same hospital, the problem

studied here involves a competition for the limited transportation resources and available

beds at the receiving facilities. As the evacuee population consists of patients with various

levels of care requirements, patients are categorized based on their health condition (e.g.,

pediatric, medical surgery, critical care) and the same categorization is used to define re-

ceiving beds that are equipped to serve these patients. Based on the patient requirements,

vehicles with different capacity and level of care (e.g., advanced life support ambulances, air

ambulances, wheelchair vans, buses) can be used to transport patients, if available. Trans-

portation vehicles need to be scheduled efficiently as they are both limited in number, and

thus, capacity, and costly to operate. The characteristics of the non-homogenous patient

population impose restrictions on resource allocation as each patient of a certain category

should be assigned to adequate receiving beds and vehicles that are capable of serving pa-

tients of this category. The decision maker not only needs to generate the best plan that

can transfer patients with the minimum possible risk, but also must meet the equity criteria

through the optimal assignment of vehicles to hospitals that satisfies the adequate allocation

of beds to patients.

Securing sufficient transportation and medical care resources is essential for evacuation

particularly when multiple hospitals compete for them. Hospitals can make arrangements for

the fleet of vehicles to be used and for the beds available at the potential receiving facilities in

advance or they can share the pool of resources during evacuation. Sternberg and Lee (2009)

provide a list of institutional assignment models in healthcare transportation, a combination

of which New York City (NYC) uses in emergencies. This list includes (i) assignments made

by 911 dispatchers (which is the primary model used in NYC), (ii) assignments by a desig-

nated hospital that monitors and coordinates a group of hospitals, (iii) assignments to the

nearest emergency department, (iv) specialized assignments (for patient types such as burn,
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ventilation, and isolation), (v) assignments made centrally by an Emergency Operations Cen-

ter (EOC), and (vi) decentralized assignments made by mutual adjustments among medical

responders and transportation officials. Pre-arrangement can be necessary especially for the

specialized care patients who cannot afford waiting for an adequate transportation vehicle or

for an appropriate bed to become available in time of emergency. However, in the absence of

such pre-arrangements, hospitals should be able to share the evacuation resources efficiently

in real-time. A designated coordinating hospital may not always be in operating condition

or sending patients to the nearest emergency department may not prove to be efficient as the

patient may have to be sent to an appropriate facility from there. The centralized assign-

ment would seemingly be the ideal model to use, but it would not necessarily be equitable

if certain players benefit from resource centralization significantly more than others. On the

other hand, decentralized assignments can be efficient for a certain group of patients while

another group can be jeopardized due to the lack of information about the overall resource

limitations. It is possible that different resource management strategies would perform bet-

ter in certain types of threats. Thus, emergency management would benefit greatly from

the comparison of resource management strategies in alleviating the competition for limited

resources and ensuring equitable resource allocations during a multi-hospital evacuation.

Evacuation studies in the literature utilize various objective functions most of which are

time-based such as the building clearance time, evacuation time in which all evacuees leave

the vulnerable area, or the latest time to reach the safer destination(s). Evacuation models

in the literature mostly focus on regional or building evacuations and the models based on

dynamic network flows can also maximize functions of flow reaching a single destination or

multiple destinations. For a detailed review of the building evacuation models in the litera-

ture see Hamacher and Tjandra (2001). Equivalencies or comparison of the most common

time- and flow-based evacuation objectives can be found in Jarvis and Ratliff (1982), Løv̊as

(1995), and Correa et al. (2007). Han et al. (2007) examine the existing measures of effec-

tiveness for evacuation in the literature and propose a framework that considers evacuation

time, cumulative exposure, and time/space-based risk factors. The time-space-based risk and

evacuation exposure objective function suggested by Han et al. (2007) is similar to the total

evacuation risk function assumed in Bish et al. (2011), which additionally considers the risk
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incurred during transportation as well. These objectives essentially maximize the efficiency

of evacuation and the risk-minimization approach is adopted in this study because it reflects

the adverse effects of the threat causing the hospital evacuation and the transportation on

patients adequately.

The fundamental objective of evacuation is to minimize the overall risk, which includes

the threat risk and the transportation risk. The threat’s location, impact, and magnitude

over time greatly affect the evacuation plan. For example, disasters like earthquakes cannot

be predicted with accuracy and this immediate threat would incur a high risk on all patients,

whereas a hurricane can be predicted, there would be no threat risk initially, and the risk

would increase in time. The other risk component, the transportation risk depends on the

vehicle attributes, the category of the patient transported, and the travel time. Minimizing

the overall evacuation risk provides transportation plans that schedule the transfer of patients

as early as possible by the most adequate available vehicles such that the threat risk and

transportation risk are balanced. However, an optimal evacuation plan that minimizes the

overall risk for our problem with multiple hospitals does not necessarily minimize the risk for

each evacuee or each hospital group. Hence, we need to consider certain measures of equity

among patients or hospitals.

In terms of the consideration of risk, the hospital evacuation problem has similarities with

transportation of hazardous materials. The selection of routes for transporting hazardous

materials depends on the risk of using each link to the community and environment. Planning

the shipments of hazardous materials in a region requires selecting multiple routes that have

fair measures of risk so that no local community is jeopardized. Gopalan et al. (1990)

developed an integer programming model to minimize the total risk of hazardous material

shipments where the risk would be distributed equitably among the zones in the network.

A risk and cost based framework for the routing of hazardous materials is proposed by

Abkowitz and Cheng (1988) with a special emphasis on the estimation of risk on each link

that includes the costs of fatalities, injuries, and property damages depending on the type

of hazardous material shipped. Patients in the hospital evacuation problem are analogous

to hazardous materials in that the costs are risk parameters attributed to the routes that

patients follow in the evacuation network and they depend on the patient type. On the
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other hand, the decision maker in hospital evacuation seeks a fair distribution of risk among

evacuating hospitals or patients while the a fair distribution of risk among the zones that

are exposed to hazardous materials is desired.

Equity has been discussed, studied, and modeled as a concept in economics, decision

making, and operations research as well as a philosophical, social, and political concept. We

are especially interested in the welfare economics theory on equity that studies the equitable

resource allocation to individual players considering each player’s utilities. The social welfare

function of utilities introduced by Atkinson (1970) that is based on risk aversion discussed

by Pratt (1964) is of practical use since it depends on a single parameter that represents the

importance of equity for the decision maker. We will use different utility definitions with the

social welfare function and interpret the equity of solutions for various values of this inequity

aversion parameter. Detailed reviews of economic theory on equity can be found in Young

(1995) and Sen and Foster (1971).

Equity modeling is applicable to various public service and resource allocation problems

in management science and operations research. Examples include job scheduling, queueing,

call center design, communication and transportation network management, supply chain

management, and healthcare planning. Savas (1978) discusses efficiency, effectiveness, and

equity as the three performance measures for public services that depend on the spatial

distribution of supply and demand and describes four general principles of equity (equal

payment, equal outputs, equal inputs, and equal satisfaction of demand) that are inconsistent

with each other yet fair for a specific perception of equity. Equity has been studied extensively

in the context of facility location and the equity measures for facility location decisions are

reviewed by Marsh and Schilling (1994) that also compare the behavior of optimal location

solutions based on the functional form of these measures. The inevitable equity-efficiency

trade-off is studied in several contexts including healthcare service allocation to patients such

as cadaveric organs and kidney dialysis (Hooker and Williams, 2012; Bertsimas et al., 2013),

humanitarian relief routing (Balcik et al., 2010), and air traffic control (Bertsimas et al.,

2012). To investigate this trade-off in public service problems, Mandell (1991) employs

the Gini coefficient, which is basically the average absolute difference between the service

received by all pairs of players divided by twice the mean service, and develops a bicriteria
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mathematical programming model that first maximizes the level of output in each service

area and then iteratively reduces the upper bound on the Gini coefficient while maximizing

the output level. Bertsimas et al. (2012) consider the various objectives defined by the social

welfare function along with the loss of efficiency (equity) as equity (efficiency) is regarded

more important and provides near-tight and tight upper bounds on the price of fairness

and the price of efficiency, respectively. Similar to the application areas involving resource

allocation in the aforementioned studies, we provide an application of equity modeling in

the context of hospital evacuation as an indispensable public service.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 4.2, the model for-

mulation for the evacuation of multiple hospitals is introduced and resource management

strategies employed in this study are described. In Section 4.3, equity issues concerning the

allocation of evacuation resources are discussed and the equity modeling framework based on

welfare economics is explained. Additionally, the hospital- and patient-level approaches to

equity are described and demonstrated through examples in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 presents

a large-scale case study problem that is used for analyzing the performance of the proposed

equity model with respect to risk distribution and resource management. Conclusions and

directions for future research are discussed in Section 4.5.

4.2 Evacuation TransportationModel for Multiple Hos-

pitals

In this section we present the formulation of the Hospital Evacuation Transportation Model

for n evacuating hospitals (n-HETM) along with the modeling assumptions and the discus-

sion of the model structure.

4.2.1 Formulation of the n-HETM

In this study, we consider the evacuation of multiple hospitals where there is a central decision

maker for allocating a given set of resources among the hospitals. Resources including

vehicles and receiving beds are centralized so that hospitals can share them throughout
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evacuation. Hospitals can belong to different management groups that can also perform

evacuation in isolation from other groups. Receiving beds of a hospital group might be

insufficient to accommodate all the patients that need to be transferred within that group.

Furthermore, the hospital groups are not necessarily geographically clustered and sharing

resources to transfer patients to a much closer hospital in another group can be preferred.

The case where resources are not shared by hospital groups will be discussed further as the

decentralized resource management strategy following the model formulation.

Let I be the set of evacuating hospitals, such that |I| = n, and P the set of patient types

(e.g., critical care, pediatric, infectious, etc.), where W i
p is the number of patients of type

p ∈ P in hospital i ∈ I. The patients in evacuating hospitals must be transported to a set

of potential receiving hospitals (J), where hospital j ∈ J has Bj
p beds available for patients

of type p ∈ P . Each patient of type p should be assigned to a bed of type p, that is fully

equipped for treating this type of patient. Let H be the set of all hospitals in the network,

i.e., H = I ∪ J . The study period is divided into T time intervals of equal length. The

travel time from evacuating hospital i to receiving hospital j is τ ij time intervals. Travel

times between evacuating and receiving hospitals are known, have integral length, and are

independent of vehicle type. The latter assumption is easy to modify such that travel times

are vehicle dependent.

A set of vehicle types (V ), having different capabilities, becomes available through time.

Vehicle types can include Advanced Life Support (ALS) ambulances, Basic Life Support

(BLS) ambulances, wheelchair vans, and/or buses. The vehicles are allowed to become avail-

able in time, so the fleet size is assumed to be dynamic through time. At time interval t,

Nvt vehicles of type v ∈ V become newly available for use at the evacuating hospitals. This

parameter reflects the time required by vehicles that might have different origins (depots)

to reach the evacuating hospitals. Hence, the changes in the vehicle supply can be easily

represented by adjusting the values of the Nvt-parameters. The capacity of a vehicle of type

v ∈ V is Cv patients regardless of patient type, i.e., all patients require the same amount of

space in each vehicle. The time required to load patients into a vehicle of type v is γv time

intervals. The loading time is assumed to be independent of the patient type and equal to

the time to unload patients to simplify the model. We note that the latter assumption is easy
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to modify such that the loading and unloading times are different. However, assuming that

loading and/or unloading times depend on patient type complicates the problem. Vehicles

transport patients directly from hospital i to hospital j without stopping at multiple hospi-

tals. Assuming that evacuating hospitals share the available vehicles during evacuation, a

vehicle can either visit an evacuating hospital in another group to take patients or return to

the same hospital after transferring patients to an alternative care location.

In this study, partial evacuation is not considered as an option and it is assumed that

patients of the appropriate type are available to satisfy the transportation plan that is

limited by the loading capacity of the evacuating hospital. The number of vehicles that can

be loaded at hospital i ∈ I at any time interval is represented by the Li-parameter. This

parameter represents the loading capacity of the evacuating hospital subject to the aggregate

limitation of available resources, such as personnel, staging area, and loading area. A vehicle

can occupy this loading capacity for more than one time interval according to the loading

time, γv. L
i-parameter is given in ambulance equivalencies; Lv represents a conversion factor

for a vehicle of type v ∈ V to ambulance equivalencies (i.e., a bus takes more space and effort

to load than an ambulance). Due to this limitation, some vehicles may wait at an evacuating

hospital to be loaded at a later time interval. Such vehicles will be represented as variables

with the same evacuating hospital as their origin and destination in the formulation.

Based on the problem setting described above, the goal is producing an evacuation trans-

portation plan for multiple hospitals that minimizes the total evacuation risk where risk is

defined as the probability that an undesired event occurs. This event can be in the form

of a major deterioration of patient health or death due to injury or lack of sufficient treat-

ment. The evacuation risk is defined as a combination of: 1) the threat risk that patients are

exposed to while waiting to be transported, and 2) the transportation risk incurred during

travel. The cumulative threat risk, Λi
pt, calculated in (4.1), is the probability of the undesired

event for a patient of type p that remains in hospital i through time interval t, where λi
pt is

the probability of the undesired event for a patient of type p that remains in hospital i in

time interval t. λi
pt at different time intervals are assumed to be independent and a patient

does not change type during an evacuation, e.g., a non-critical patient does not become
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critical by being exposed to the threat risk.

Λi
pt = 1−

t
∏

f=1

(1− λi
pf), ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T . (4.1)

The cumulative transportation risk, Θij
pv, is calculated in (4.2), where θpv is the probability

of the undesired event for a patient of type p ∈ P transferred by a vehicle of type v ∈ V

for one time interval. θpv is assumed to be constant through time since the same allocation

made in different time intervals would not change the level of treatment supplied by a vehicle.

When transporting patients from hospital i to j, a vehicle of type v that arrives at hospital

k is engaged for (τ ij + 2γv + τ jk) time units, however, only (τ ij + 2γv) time units contribute

to the risk expression since transportation risk is incurred only as long as the patient is in

the vehicle, including loading and unloading times.

Θij
pv = 1− (1− θpv)

(τ ij+2γv), ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V . (4.2)

The evacuation risk, Rij
pvt, associated with the evacuation decision for a patient calculated

in (4.3) by combining the cumulative threat risk (Λi
pt) to which the patient is exposed before

being transported in time interval t and the cumulative transportation risk (Θij
pv) based on

the vehicle type k and the receiving hospital selected. As (4.1) - (4.3) indicate, the cumulative

threat, transportation, and evacuation risk functions are non-linear.

Rij
pvt = 1− (1− Λi

p(t−1))(1−Θij
pv), ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .(4.3)

The decision variables and the model formulation are provided below.

Decision Variables:

xij
pvt : number of patients of type p transported from evacuating hospital i to receiving

hospital j by a vehicle of type v starting in time interval t, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P,

v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .

νi
vt : number of vehicles of type v initially assigned to evacuating hospital i at time

t, ∀i ∈ I, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .

yijvt : number of vehicles of type v that move from hospital i to hospital j starting in

time interval t, ∀i, j ∈ H, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .
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n-HETM:

Minimize
∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

Rij
pvtx

ij
pvt (4.4)

subject to

∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xij
pvt = W i

p, ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P (4.5)

∑

i∈I

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xij
pvt ≤ Bj

p, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P (4.6)

∑

p∈P

xij
pvt ≤ Cvy

ij
vt, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.7)

∑

i∈I

νi
vt ≤ Nvt, ∀v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.8)

νi
vt +

∑

j∈J :
t>τ ij

yji
v(t−τ ij )

+ yiiv(t−1) = yiivt +
∑

j∈J

yijvt, ∀i ∈ I, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.9)

∑

i∈I:
t>τ ij+2γv

yij
v(t−τ ij−2γv)

+ yjj
v(t−1) = yjjvt +

∑

i∈I

yjivt, ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.10)

∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=t−γv+1

Lvy
ij
vf ≤ Li, ∀i ∈ I, t = 1, · · · , T (4.11)

xij
pvt ≥ 0 and integer, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.12)

νi
vt ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nvt}, ∀i ∈ I, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.13)

yijvt ∈ {0, 1, · · · , bLi/Lvc}, ∀i ∈ H, j ∈ H, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T . (4.14)

The objective function (4.4) minimizes the total expected evacuation risk. Constraint (4.5)

limits the total number of patients of each type transported to the initial population size

while (4.6) defines the number of beds of each type available at each alternative care loca-

tion. (4.7) represents the vehicle capacity restriction on the number of patients transferred

and (4.8) restricts the total number of vehicles assigned to evacuating hospitals at each time

interval. Constraints (4.9) and (4.10) represent the conservation of flow over the planning

horizon at each evacuating hospital and at each receiving hospital, respectively. (4.11) re-

stricts the number of vehicles that can be loaded at each time interval due to the loading

capacity. (4.12) - (4.14) are the logical integrality and non-negativity constraints. Consid-
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ering several evacuating hospitals expands the problem discussed in Bish et al. (2011) and

increases the number of variables (arcs) in the evacuation transportation model (network)

as well as requiring additional constraints on shared resources. The n-HETM is an integer

programming (IP) model and the continuous relaxation of the x- and ν-variables provides

integer-valued optimal solutions due to the structure of the constraint matrix as explained

in Proposition 4.1.

Proposition 4.1 . For a feasible set of y-variables and a continuous relaxation of the x-

and ν-variables, there exists an optimal solution for the n-HETM in which the continuous

variables have integral values.

Proof. A feasible set of y-variables must satisfy constraints (4.9) - (4.11) and be integer

valued, i.e., satisfy (4.14). Such a set of y-variables can be considered as parameters. The

corresponding feasible values of all ν-variables are directly computed by the equality con-

straint (4.9) and, therefore, must be integer and must conform to constraint (4.8). Then, a

continuous relaxation of the x-variables transforms the n-HETM constraint set as follows:

(4.5) - (4.7) and (4.12) into the following:

∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xij
pvt = W i

p, ∀i ∈ I, p ∈ P (4.15)

∑

i∈I

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xij
pvt ≤ Bj

p, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P (4.16)

∑

p∈P

xij
pvt ≤ Cvy

ij
vt, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.17)

xij
pvt ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.18)

where (4.15) - (4.17) correspond to (4.5) - (4.7) and (4.18) corresponds to (4.12) with a

continuous relaxation of the x-variables. If the constraint coefficient matrix of an LP is

totally unimodular and the right-hand-side values are all integer valued, the LP has integer

basic solutions by Cramer’s Rule (Bazaraa et al., 2005). The right-hand-side values of

the constraints above are integer-valued and we show that the constraint coefficient matrix

satisfies the conditions for total unimodularity as follows.

Camion (1965) proved that a matrix is totally unimodular if and only if every square

Eulerian submatrix formed from it is singular, where a submatrix is Eulerian if both the sum
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of each row and the sum of each column are even. It can be shown that the coefficient matrix

of the above LP is totally unimodular by examining the characteristics of its submatrices.

The entries of the coefficient matrix A of the LP above are +1 or 0. Each x-variable

appears once in each of the three constraint sets (4.15) - (4.17), therefore, every column

of A has three +1 entries and all remaining entries are 0. Since the sum of each row and

column of a Eulerian matrix must be even, all 1 × 1 Eulerian submatrices of A consist of

a 0 entry and have a determinant of 0. The 2 × 2 Eulerian submatrices can have either

four +1 entries or four 0 entries, and have a determinant of 0. Similarly, the k × k Eulerian

submatrices, such that k ≥ 3, can have either zero or two entries of +1 in each column,

because each column of A has three +1 entries, and an even number of +1 entries in each

row, resulting in a determinant of 0. We have shown that all square Eulerian submatrices

of A have a determinant of 0, or, equivalently, are singular matrices. Thus, by Camion’s

theorem, A is totally uniomodular. Since the right-hand-side of the constraint set is integer

valued, by Cramer’s Rule, all extreme point solutions to the LP are integer valued (Bazaraa

et al., 2005).

The constraint matrix structure of the n-HETM described above significantly reduces the

number of integer variables that need to be processed by the branch-and-bound algorithm

and allows the integer program to be solved with much less effort than it would require

without this structure.

Special case for vehicles with single patient capacity:

If all vehicles can only transport a single patient at a time, i.e., Cv = 1, ∀v ∈ V , the

number of decision variables can be reduced because the total number of patients transported

on an arc by a certain vehicle type at a given time is equal to the number of vehicles

of that type used, i.e.,
∑

p∈P xij
pvt = yijvt, thus constraint (4.7) is no longer necessary. In

order to track the vehicles staying at the hospitals, yiivt, ∀i ∈ I, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T and

yjjvt , ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T variables are still required. The constraints (4.9) - (4.11)
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are replaced by the following constraints (4.9′) - (4.11′).

νi
vt +

∑

j∈J :
t>τ ij

∑

p∈P

xji

pv(t−τ ij ) + yiiv(t−1) = yiivt +
∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

xij
pvt, ∀i ∈ I, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.9′)

∑

i∈I:
t>τ ij+2γv

∑

p∈P

xij

pv(t−τ ij−2γv)
+ yjj

v(t−1) = yjjvt +
∑

i∈I

∑

p∈P

xji
vt, ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T

(4.10′)

∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=t−γv+1

Lv

(

∑

p∈P

xij
pvf

)

≤ Li, ∀i ∈ I, t = 1, · · · , T (4.11′)

As a result of the substitution of x-variables for the vehicles in transit, the number of variables

becomes (|I||J ||P |+|I|2+|J |2+|I|)|V |T . The number of variables in the original formulation

is (|I||J ||P |+ |I + J |2 + |I|)|V |T . By Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,

|I+J |2 ≥ |I|2+ |J |2, then, (|I||J ||P |+ |I+J |2+ |I|)|V |T ≥ (|I||J ||P |+ |I|2+ |J |2+ |I|)|V |T.

Therefore, a significant reduction in the number of variables can be achieved by the assump-

tion of single patient capacity for the vehicles. In fact, this is consistent with the fact that

ambulances serve one patient at a time as the most frequently used medical transport vehicles

in practice. However, the continuous relaxation of variables would not provide integer-values

optimal solution to the problem with the single patient capacity assumption for vehicles.

4.2.2 Resource management strategies

In the hospital evacuation problem studied, there are three main types of resources with dif-

ferent characteristics: (1) the hospital-specific loading capacity (Li), (2) the fleet of vehicles

(Nvt), and (3) the receiving beds (Bj
p). We consider centralized and decentralized resource

management strategies in this study based on whether the latter two resources are shared

by evacuating hospitals. The loading capacity of each hospital is controlled by the hospital

and is not a resource that hospitals can share. It is a reusable resource and vehicles can use

a portion of the loading capacity for more than one time interval, based on the loading time

parameter. Each hospital can increase its loading capacity via improvements in emergency

response training, staffing levels, staging capacity, or physical loading area. Unlike loading
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capacity, the fleet of vehicles can be shared by evacuating hospitals. The fleet size can po-

tentially be increased by the central authority and the hospitals have less control over the

fleet size than the loading capacity. Vehicles are also reusable resources and are occupied

for multiple time intervals defined by the loading/unloading time and travel times. The

receiving beds in different management groups can also be shared by evacuating hospitals.

Unlike loading capacity and fleet of vehicles, receiving beds are not reusable and each bed

is assigned to at most one patient during evacuation. It is difficult to increase the number

of available beds especially during a disaster; however, if the bed supply is insufficient to

accommodate patients, the study area can be expanded to include more receiving hospitals.

The performance of the evacuation transportation plan is determined by a set of limiting

resources. If the solution can be improved by increasing the amount of a certain type of

resource, then, ceteris paribus, this type of resource is currently a limiting resource. The

physical loading capacity would be the limiting resource if there are enough number of

vehicles available to transport patients at any time interval, but not all of these vehicles can

be used due to the loading capacity. Similarly, the fleet size is the limiting resource when the

loading capacity cannot be fully utilized due to the lack of enough vehicles. Also, the number

and distribution of available beds affect the usage of vehicles through travel times. Given a

large fleet size, the evacuation plan may be initially restricted by the loading capacity; but,

at some point in evacuation, the restricting resource may become the fleet size due to long

travel times. Since the loading capacity and fleet of vehicles are reusable resources in this

time-expanded evacuation network, there can be multiple limiting resources depending on

the time of observation.

The risk-minimizing n-HETM formulation is based on centralized resource management

strategy where a central decision maker distributes all available vehicles and receiving beds

among the evacuating hospitals. This provides the vehicles the flexibility of traveling to any

evacuating hospital and transporting patients to any receiving hospital with the appropriate

type of beds. The fleet management strategy used determines the network structure of the

problem as well. The evacuation transportation network with two groups each having one

evacuating hospital and one receiving hospital can be visualized by Figure 4.1. Assume that

Group I consists of E1 and R3 and Group II consists of E2 and R4. The set of nodes in a
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row represents the corresponding hospital at the end of each time interval. Note that in this

example, neither hospital can transport patients initially since the vehicles, that might be

sent from a depot, have not arrived yet. Assuming the travel time from a central depot to

the evacuating hospitals are τd1 = 1 and τd2 = 2, the first transportation arcs for evacuating

hospital E1 and E2 are shown at time intervals 1 and 2, respectively.

Figure 4.1: A network illustration for two evacuating hospitals under centralized resource

management.
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The dotted transportation arcs are associated with yijvt- and yjivt-variables where Ei and

Rj are in the same group. The colored transportation arcs represent the vehicles that cross

the system boundaries and travel to hospitals in a group that they are not initially in. The

blue dashed arcs are associated with yjivt-variables and the red dashed-and-dotted arcs are

associated with yijvt-variables, where Ei and Rj are in different groups. For example, in time
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interval 5, there are incoming vehicles to both R3 and R4 from E1 and E2 respectively, but

some of these vehicles do not travel back to their origin. Instead, the vehicles from E1 are

sent to E2 and vice versa via the blue dashed arcs. All the transportation arcs that originate

from an evacuating hospital include the loading and unloading time (each assumed to be

one time interval) plus the travel time. For example, the arc associated with the variable

y1412 has a length of four time intervals since the travel time between E1 and R4 is two time

intervals and the loading and unloading times are one interval each. The transportation arcs

originating from a receiving hospital have a length equal to only the travel time between

the corresponding hospitals since the associated vehicles are not carrying any patients. The

arcs connecting the consecutive nodes represent the vehicles that remain at an evacuating

or receiving hospital because they could not be loaded at the corresponding time interval

due to resource limitations and will be loaded and dispatched at a later time interval. These

arcs are denoted by the yiivt or y
jj
vt -variables in the n-HETM formulation.

In order to explore the equity of system-level risk minimization with centralized resources,

consider a symmetric evacuation network where the evacuating hospitals are completely

identical and receiving hospitals with enough number of beds to accommodate the patients

are equidistant. Then the evacuation plan would depend mainly on the loading capacity of

evacuating hospitals and the fleet size. It may be intuitive that the optimal evacuation plan

would be equitable in such a symmetric network. However, it is observed that the optimal

solution does not necessarily provide an equitable plan even in this case, as demonstrated

with the example below.

Consider two evacuating hospitals with 20 patients of the same type as shown in Fig-

ure 4.2. Both evacuating hospitals have a vehicle loading capacity of 10 ambulances at a

time. There are four receiving hospitals, each with 10 available beds for this single patient

type which necessitates the utilization of all available beds. The receiving hospitals are

equidistant from the evacuating hospitals such that τ ij = j, ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}.

Note that the patient and vehicle indices are omitted in notation since only one patient type

and one vehicle type are assumed.

The threat and transportation risk parameters used in computations are λ = 0.008 and

θ = 0.004. Assume that there are 10 ambulances available for transportation at the beginning
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Figure 4.2: A symmetric network illustration with two evacuating hospitals.
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of evacuation, all resources are shared, and, for simplicity, patients can be loaded into vehicles

instantaneously, i.e., γ = 0. By the symmetry of the network, patients at the two evacuating

hospitals should ideally receive the same level of service that is measured in terms of the

risks determined by the time of the transportation assignment and the travel time to the

assigned destination. Therefore, the average patient risk observed by the population in

each evacuating hospital, denoted by R
i
, is of interest in order to evaluate the fairness of

the generated plan from the perspective of evacuating hospitals. Equitable solutions would

imply that the average risks for patients at evacuating hospitals are as close to each other

as possible and small values of the range Rangeh = |R
1
− R

2
| are desired for fairness.

First, we find the system-level minimum total risk, R∗, by solving the n-HETM. The least

equitable optimal solution is found by minimizing the risk of one hospital at a time subject to

the additional constraint (4.20) that defines R∗ as the upper bound on the system-level risk,

as shown below, in addition to the original constraints (4.5)-(4.14). The solutions of these

optimization problems provide the range of optimal average patient risk for each hospital,

denoted as [R
i

LB, R
i

UB], ∀i ∈ I.
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Minimize
∑

j∈R

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

Rij
pvtx

ij
pvt = Ri (4.19)

subject to R ≤ R∗ (4.20)

The initial problem of minimizing the system-level risk has multiple optimal solutions.

The least equitable solution within the optimal solution pool is found using the objec-

tive (4.19) and constraint (4.20). The two extreme optimal solutions with the most and

the least hospital-level equity for L = 10, N = 10 are shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, re-

spectively, along with the optimal system-level average risk, R
∗
, the average risk for each

hospital, R
1
and R

2
, and the time at which the last patient is loaded into an ambulance for

each hospital, LT 1 and LT 2.

Despite the symmetry of the network, the optimal solution shown in Figure 4.4 results

in a gap between the average risk experienced by patients in two evacuating hospitals. The

system-level optimization provides the best total risk, but it does not necessarily provide an

equitable plan in terms of the average risk experienced by patients in the two hospitals even

for such a symmetric network. The equity of the evacuation plan can be improved by taking

advantage of the network symmetry. The synchronous evacuation plan which is also another

optimal solution produces the most equitable evacuation plan as shown in Figure 4.3. Note

that the optimal solution consists of variables that satisfy the condition that x1j
t = x2j

t , ∀j ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4}, t = 1, · · · , T in addition to the original n-HETM constraints (4.5)-(4.11).

The bottleneck or restricting resource of the evacuation plan can be either one of the two

reusable resources, loading capacity (L) and fleet size (N), as discussed above. Table 4.1

below summarizes the most and the least equitable optimal solutions of various (L,N) sce-

narios including the average risk (R
∗
), average threat risk (RΛ), and average transportation

risk (RΘ). Based on the reduction in R
∗
as the resource levels are varied, the restricting

resource on the performance of the optimal evacuation plan are listed in the last column

of Table 4.1. Recall that, for a specific problem instance, loading capacity and fleet size

can become the bottleneck at different epochs of the planning horizon due to the dynamic

changes in the level of available resources.

Threat risk depends on the time at which patients are loaded onto vehicles to be trans-
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Figure 4.3: The most equitable optimal solu-

tion for the symmetric network example.
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Figure 4.4: The least equitable optimal solu-

tion for the symmetric network example.
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ferred and transportation risk depends on the length of time they travel. We observe that

increasing the fleet size can only reduce the threat risk, mainly because patients can be trans-

ported earlier if there are more vehicles available unless the loading capacity is the single

restricting resource, whereas the transportation risk may not necessarily be reduced because

of the constant travel time parameters and available bed distribution of the underlying net-

work. As a result of the more significant reduction in threat risk for the hospital that has a

higher risk than that of the other hospital in the least equitable solution, for a fixed L-value,

as N increases, the equity of the least equitable optimal solution is improved, that is, the

difference of the average risks for the two hospitals diminishes as shown in Table 4.1 for the

symmetric network example. For values of N above 2W , the optimal solution remains the

same since N = 2W provides the best possible evacuation plan where the loading capacity

is the only bottleneck.

If the loading capacity is reduced to 5 vehicles at a time for both hospitals, there is a

single optimal solution for all N values that is the most equitable solution. This is a result

of a combination of assumptions: First, the integer-valued travel times to receiving hospitals

are distinct and an ordinal ranking can be used to assign patients to the hospitals. Second,

since sending a patient to a closer hospital at a given time would always result in lower

risk, it would be optimal to allocate half of the capacity of each receiving hospital to the

patients from each evacuating hospital. In this symmetric example, the number of beds in
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Table 4.1: The most and the least equitable risk-minimizing solutions for various (L,N)

scenarios for the symmetric network example.

Most equitable Least equitable Bottleneck

L N R
∗

Rmax R
1

Λ = R
2

Λ R
1

Θ = R
2

Θ R
1

R
2

R
1

Λ R
2

Λ R
1

Θ R
2

Θ resource

5 10 0.0633 0.1206 0.0540 0.0100 0.0633 0.0633 0.0540 0.0540 0.0100 0.0100 N

20 0.0411 0.0697 0.0315 0.0100 0.0411 0.0411 0.0315 0.0315 0.0100 0.0100 L, N

30 0.0373 0.0546 0.0277 0.0100 0.0373 0.0373 0.0277 0.0277 0.0100 0.0100 L

40 0.0373 0.0546 0.0277 0.0100 0.0373 0.0373 0.0277 0.0277 0.0100 0.0100 L

10 10 0.0633 0.1206 0.0540 0.0100 0.0296 0.0970 0.0238 0.0843 0.0060 0.0139 N

20 0.0373 0.0622 0.0276 0.0100 0.0315 0.0430 0.0238 0.0315 0.0080 0.0119 N

30 0.0315 0.0470 0.0218 0.0100 0.0277 0.0354 0.0199 0.0238 0.0080 0.0119 L, N

40 0.0296 0.0393 0.0199 0.0100 0.0277 0.0316 0.0199 0.0199 0.0080 0.0119 L

15 10 0.0633 0.1206 0.0540 0.0100 0.0296 0.0970 0.0238 0.0843 0.0060 0.0139 N

20 0.0373 0.0622 0.0276 0.0100 0.0267 0.0478 0.0199 0.0354 0.0070 0.0129 N

30 0.0296 0.0470 0.0199 0.0100 0.0276 0.0316 0.0199 0.0199 0.0080 0.0119 N

40 0.0277 0.0393 0.0179 0.0100 0.0257 0.0296 0.0179 0.0179 0.0080 0.0119 L

each receiving hospital is divisible by two; therefore, we can send 5 patients, which is the

maximum number of patients that can be sent at a time due to parameter L, from each

evacuating hospital to a receiving hospital and share the beds equally. Any unequal capacity

sharing among the patients of two evacuating hospitals would force delayed evacuation of

some patients and increase the risk. However, if the travel time to all receiving hospitals

from both evacuating hospitals were equal, i.e., τ ij = τ, ∀i ∈ E, j ∈ R, the minimum total

evacuation risk can be obtained by multiple optimal transportation plans as the basis of

the optimal solution can be changed without affecting the time intervals at which patients

reach their destination by simply swapping the destination hospitals for pairs of patients.

Inequity can also be driven by a number of beds that is not divisible by two. For example,

if Bj = 11 for any receiving hospital j, then, the problem has multiple optimal solutions at

various levels of equity.

In addition to the hospital-level equity, one can evaluate the equity of optimal solutions

from the patients’ perspective. At the patient-level the even distribution of risk among
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patients is desirable. Therefore, the optimal solutions in which the maximum patient risk is

minimized would be considered equitable. The most and least equitable optimal solutions

for the min-max risk fairness criterion at the patient-level for the same (L,N) scenarios as

above are provided in Table 4.2. Our first observation is that the maximum patient risk,

Rmax, is lower than the Rmax of the risk-minimizing optimal solutions from Table 4.1 for

the cases where N ≥ 20. However, the average risk, R
i
, ∀i ∈ {1, 2}, of the most equitable

optimal solutions at the hospital-level are increased at the expense of distributing the risk

more equitably among patients.

Table 4.2: The most and the least equitable min-max patient risk solutions for various (L,N)

scenarios for the symmetric network example.

Most equitable Least equitable

L N R∗
max R

1
= R

2
R

1

Λ R
2

Λ R
1

Θ R
2

Θ R
1

R
2

R
1

Λ R
2

Λ R
1

Θ R
2

Θ

5 10 0.1206 0.0670 0.0578 0.0578 0.0100 0.0100 0.0576 0.0766 0.0502 0.0654 0.0080 0.0119

20 0.0584 0.0411 0.0315 0.0315 0.0100 0.0100 0.0411 0.0411 0.0315 0.0315 0.0100 0.0100

30 0.0470 0.0374 0.0277 0.0277 0.0100 0.0100 0.0345 0.0403 0.0277 0.0277 0.0070 0.0129

40 0.0432 0.0374 0.0277 0.0277 0.0100 0.0100 0.0354 0.0393 0.0277 0.0277 0.0080 0.0119

10 10 0.1206 0.0739 0.0660 0.0631 0.0084 0.0115 0.0296 0.0970 0.0238 0.0843 0.0060 0.0139

20 0.0584 0.0400 0.0296 0.0311 0.0108 0.0092 0.0258 0.0565 0.0199 0.0432 0.0060 0.0139

30 0.0393 0.0320 0.0218 0.0226 0.0104 0.0096 0.0277 0.0355 0.0199 0.0238 0.0080 0.0119

40 0.0297 0.0297 0.0199 0.0199 0.0100 0.0100 0.0277 0.0316 0.0199 0.0199 0.0080 0.0119

15 10 0.1206 0.0705 0.0615 0.0610 0.0098 0.0102 0.0296 0.0970 0.0238 0.0843 0.0060 0.0139

20 0.0584 0.0377 0.0280 0.0280 0.0100 0.0100 0.0238 0.0546 0.0179 0.0413 0.0060 0.0139

30 0.0393 0.0306 0.0199 0.0218 0.0109 0.0090 0.0257 0.0355 0.0179 0.0238 0.0080 0.0119

40 0.0316 0.0277 0.0179 0.0179 0.0100 0.0100 0.0257 0.0296 0.0179 0.0179 0.0080 0.0119

Considering the most equitable optimal solutions listed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, we observe

that given a symmetric network, there exists an optimal solution for both total risk min-

imization and maximum risk minimization problems where the average hospital risks are

equal, i.e., R
1
= R

2
. This average risk of the optimal solution for total risk minimization is

a lower bound on that for maximum risk minimization.

The minimax risk objective results in greater upper bounds and smaller lower bounds on

average patient risks for hospitals. This leads to a greater difference between the average pa-
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tient risk of hospitals in the least equitable optimal solution than the total risk minimization

objective. The greatest difference between average patient risks of the evacuating hospitals

is shown in Figure 4.5. We also observe that as the fleet size is increased, the range for

the average hospital risk gets tighter faster with total risk minimization than it does with

minimax risk objective.

Figure 4.5: The maximum difference between average risk of two evacuating hospitals (from

the least equitable optimal solution) for various (L,N) scenarios.
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The symmetry of the above network can be broken in several ways by introducing: (1)

uneven loading capacities, (2) uneven travel times, (3) uneven receiving bed distribution,

and (4) uneven patient populations at the evacuating hospitals. Each of these changes can

significantly change the optimal resource allocation, but we are especially interested in the

impact of loading capacity as a hospital-specific resource that can be adjusted for improved

evacuation performance. Therefore, we will begin with modifying the loading capacity to

achieve an asymmetric network. When the loading capacity of one of the evacuating hos-

pitals is increased, the intuitive expectation of the hospital with higher capacity would be

reduced evacuation risks. However, the optimal solution minimizing the overall risk may

have different outcomes.

Assume that the loading capacity of the second hospital is incremented such that L2 =
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L1 + 1. The range of average patient risk for the hospitals in the risk-minimizing solutions

for the above network example with unequal loading capacities are provided in Table 4.3.

As the loading capacity of the second hospital is incremented, the optimal solution having

the greatest possible risk for this hospital can only be improved, i.e., R
2

UB is non-increasing

with L2. For example, the optimal solutions with the greatest R
2
for the cases where L1 =

5, L2 = 6, N = 20 and L1 = 5, L2 = 6, N = 30 are shown in Figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively.

The second hospital can send one more patient at a time, so, vehicles are transferred from

the first hospital to the second one so that more patients are transferred earlier. This vehicle

sharing strategy reduces the risk for both evacuating hospitals compared to the case where

loading capacities are equal.

Table 4.3: The range of average risk for two hospitals among risk-minimizing solutions for

various (L,N) scenarios when the symmetry is broken by changing L2.

L1,L2 N R
∗

[R
1

LB, R
1

UB] [R
2

LB, R
2

UB]

5, 6 10 0.0633 0.0633 0.0633 0.0633 0.0633

20 0.0407 0.0407 0.0428 0.0386 0.0407

30 0.0362 0.0373 0.0385 0.0339 0.0350

40 0.0362 0.0373 0.0385 0.0339 0.0350

10,11 10 0.0633 0.0296 0.0970 0.0296 0.0970

20 0.0373 0.0315 0.0440 0.0306 0.0430

30 0.0313 0.0283 0.0356 0.0271 0.0344

40 0.0294 0.0279 0.0318 0.0271 0.0310

15,16 10 0.0633 0.0296 0.0970 0.0296 0.0970

20 0.0373 0.0267 0.0488 0.0257 0.0478

30 0.0296 0.0276 0.0327 0.0265 0.0316

40 0.0275 0.0257 0.0300 0.0249 0.0292

In this example, the incremented loading capacity at the second hospital results in an

increased initial fleet size for this hospital, i.e., 20 ambulances are assigned when L2 = 6
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Figure 4.6: The optimal solution with the

greatest average risk for hospital 2 (R
2
) when

L2 = L1 + 1 = 6 and N = 20.
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Figure 4.7: The optimal solution with the

greatest average risk for hospital 2 (R
2
) when

L2 = L1 + 1 = 6 and N = 30.
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whereas 10 ambulances are assigned when L2 = 5. However, the hospital that initially has

more vehicles transfers the excess vehicles to the other hospital at the earliest time interval

that the vehicles reach a receiving hospital. For example, in Figure 4.7, the vehicle transfer is

from hospital 2 to hospital 1 since the initial vehicle distribution is 20 ambulances at hospital

2 and 10 at hospital 1. This vehicle transfer strategy is observed in many of the optimal

solutions listed in these tables, including both the equal and unequal loading capacity cases,

and the transfer always occurs at the earliest possible time interval.

As opposed to the centralized resource management strategy that is completely flexible,

resource sharing can be impossible at times when the evacuating hospitals are isolated as a

result of the threat disrupting the communication channels in a region. There can also be

certain regulations or obligations such that a hospital group will deploy a fleet of vehicles for

the evacuation of only their own hospitals or that the receiving facilities in each group will

give higher priority to incoming patients from their own hospitals. We will define a second

strategy named the decentralized resource management strategy under which each hospital

group performs evacuation on their own without sharing resources with each other. These

two strategies are employed in this study, because decentralized resources yield the most

restrictive resource allocation and the most efficient (risk-minimizing) resource allocation is

achieved by completely centralizing the resources; but we note that more moderate alloca-
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tions of vehicles and prioritization rules for receiving beds can be developed aside from these

two extreme strategies. These two strategies and the corresponding network structures are

described below.

Decentralized resource management

The base case we will be using for benchmarking the solutions that consider different fairness

criteria is the risk-minimizing model under decentralized resource management strategy. Let

J i be the set of receiving hospitals affiliated with evacuating hospital i and Ij be the set of

evacuating hospitals affiliated with receiving hospital j. From here on, the set of affiliated

hospitals will be called a group of hospitals. Each hospital group uses both their own fleet

of vehicles and the beds at the receiving hospitals within their group. The vehicle flow

conservation constraints (4.8) - (4.10) of the n-HETM are modified as in constraints (4.21)

- (4.24) to reflect this strategy. The n-HETM-D does not utilize the ν-variables since the

fleet size and mix is known for each hospital group.

n-HETM-D:

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

(yijvt + yjivt) = 0, ∀i ∈ I, j /∈ J i (4.21)

∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

yjjv0 = 0 (4.22)

Nvt +
∑

j∈J :
t>τ ij

yji
v(t−τ ij ) + yiiv(t−1) = yiivt +

∑

j∈J

yijvt, ∀i ∈ I, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.23)

∑

i∈I:
t>τ ij+2γv

yij
v(t−τ ij−2γv)

+ yjj
v(t−1) = yjjvt +

∑

i∈I

yjivt, ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.24)

Decentralized management of resources can have its advantages if each hospital group

has enough resources to transport and provide continuous care for its patients. However,

this is generally not the case since demand for resources is higher than usual in emergencies.

Then, the evacuation problem may be infeasible with only the regular resource levels and

planning for surge capacity might be required which in practice encompasses several resources

including receiving beds, staff, transportation vehicles, and medical equipment. Based on
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our modeling assumptions, capacity of the receiving hospitals can cause infeasibility of the

problem under decentralized strategy and feasibility can be achieved by introducing a surge

hospital with enough number of receiving beds. Even if the decentralized strategy is feasible

to implement, the resulting evacuation plan would impose high risks on patients if lower

risks are achievable by transportation of patients to closer hospitals in other hospital groups

or by simply sharing the fleet of vehicles.

As a modified version of the decentralized fleet strategy, each hospital group can be forced

to use its own resources throughout the evacuation while making excess receiving beds at

each group available to the other one after all possible patient-to-bed assignments are made

within each group. Figure 4.8 demonstrates the decentralized strategy on an evacuation

network with two hospital groups each having one evacuating and one receiving hospital

such that E1 and R3 are in the first group and E2 and R4 are in the second group.

Figure 4.8: A network illustration for two evacuating hospitals under decentralized resource

management.
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As in Figure 4.1, the vehicles arrive at the evacuating hospitals, possibly from a central

depot, in 1 and 2 time intervals. The dotted arcs represent the yijvt and yjivt-variables where

both Ei and Rj are in the same group as before. The second type of transportation arcs

correspond to the yijvt and yjivt-variables where Ei and Rj are in different groups. Such inter-

group transportation arcs would exist only if a group cannot accommodate its whole evacuee

population using the beds at its receiving facilities.

Although the number of available beds in a group might be enough to serve its evacuee

population, the level of treatment that can be provided along with those beds may not be a

perfect match for every patient. As explained above, the bed types represent the care level

that is provided to patients admitted to those beds. Since one of the main assumptions of the

n-HETM is that every patient is assigned to an adequate bed of the same type, the evacuation

plan would search for the beds that the remaining patients in each group can be assigned

to according to their type. In this figure, patients at E2 are assigned to beds of appropriate

type at R4 and the remaining patients for whom a matching bed is not found in R4 are sent

to R3. Similarly, patients from E1 who cannot be accommodated at R3 are sent to R4. In

order to solve the n-HETM under this strict strategy, a two-phase solution algorithm can be

used if the number of excess beds in other hospital groups is not known initially. First, the

n-HETM is solved for each group individually and the number of remaining patients in the

evacuating hospitals and the number of excess beds in the receiving hospitals, by type, are

reported. Then, the data is adjusted by supplementing the necessary capacity for each group

from one another and the n-HETM is solved for each group. However, if the hospital groups

are already sharing information about the number and mix of excess beds, then, the excess

beds in other groups can be included in the initial data set, which is similar to introducing

surge capacity. The optimal evacuation plan can include vehicles that carry patients to the

other group’s receiving hospital before all matching beds in the group are occupied as the

vehicles represented by variable y2313 in Figure 4.8.

In both of the above networks in Figures 4.1 and 4.8, the incoming flow to node t for

an evacuating hospital is calculated in terms of ν- and y-variables both of which are integer

based on the conservation of flow constraints (4.7) and (4.8). Given a feasible set of y-

variables, the ν-variables would be integer valued as well. The incoming flow to node t for a
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receiving hospital is calculated in terms of the integer y-variables based on the conservation

of flow constraints (4.9). There is an x-variable and an evacuation risk parameter Rij
pvt

associated with each transportation arc in the network for each patient type. As shown in

Proposition 4.1, if a set of feasible y-variables is known, the network can be reduced to a

feasible sub-network, given which a solution with integer valued x-variables can be found.

For convenience, we introduce some notation for the risks resulting from different resource

management strategies. Let R
i

C and R
i

D be the average patient risks for hospital i ∈ I for

the risk-minimizing solutions under centralized and decentralized strategies, respectively. We

will use the notation RC,h and RD,h for the average hospital risks under the two strategies

where Rh =
∑

i∈I R
i

|I|
in general.

Figure 4.9: The impact of resource centralization on the cumulative risk and evacuation

time.
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There are two possible outcomes of centralizing the fleet of vehicles and the set of re-

ceiving beds: (1) risk can be reduced for all evacuating hospitals, i.e., R
i

C ≤ R
i

D, ∀i ∈ I,

and (2) risk can be increased for at least one evacuating hospital while it is reduced for the

others, i.e., ∃i ∈ I : R
i

C > R
i

D. The outcome depends on the network properties includ-

ing the demand (number of patients to be transported) and supply (number of available
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receiving beds) distribution over the network as well as the transportation times between

hospitals. These two cases will be demonstrated in Section 4.3 following the introduction of

the equity modeling framework. Figure 4.9 illustrates the impact of centralizing resources

on the accumulation of risk for a problem instance with two evacuating hospitals where one

of the hospitals helps reduce the risk by increasing its own risk. The time at which the last

patient is transported from the evacuating hospitals are marked by the vertical lines for both

hospitals under the two resource management strategies. Decentralized resources causes a

much longer evacuation for the first hospital while the second hospital completes evacuation

in just about 20 time intervals. This can be due to a smaller population size and/or vast

amount of resources at the second hospital compared to the first hospital. When all resources

are shared, the two hospitals compromise for the system-optimal solution where the second

hospital completes evacuation much later (in 70 time intervals) than it can by not sharing

resources. We note that the system-optimal solution provided is the most equitable one, but

since the problem can have multiple optima all optimal solutions do not necessarily result in

equal average patient risks for hospitals as in this example. As a result of resource centraliza-

tion, the evacuation time, and therefore, risk, for the first hospital is significantly improved

(total risk is reduced by 50%), but at the expense of an even more significant 80% increase in

the second hospital’s total risk. So, centralization can improve the risk distribution to some

extent, but additional criteria for fairness of this distribution should be set for more reliable

results. For this reason, we discuss issues with measures of equity that must be considered

and propose an equity modeling framework for hospital evacuation planning next.

4.3 Equity Modeling Framework for Hospital Evacua-

tions

Equity is a major concern in the delivery of public resources in addition to effectiveness and

efficiency. Distributional equity is relevant for any problem that involves resource allocation

such as hospital evacuation planning that requires the fair allocation of resources to patients

over time to alleviate risks. There is no universally accepted definition for equity or a
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consensus on equity measures that decision makers should use since it is a highly subjective

notion. However, an equity framework can be developed for this specific problem using

coherent definitions and criteria of equity.

Measures of inequality have been studied extensively in sociology and economics to com-

pare the distribution of assets or income among social units or players (see Sen (1973) for

a discussion of economic inequality measures). In economics, a basic theory developed in-

dependent of welfare economics introduced the most commonly used measures of inequality

such as the coefficient of variation, the mean relative deviation, the Gini coefficient, Theil’s

measure, and the standard deviation of the logarithms of each unit’s assets (Allison, 1978).

However, it is shown that these measures may not evaluate inequality properly when the

equity ranking of the compared income distributions change at different percentages of pop-

ulation (Schwartz and Winship, 1980). Atkinson (1970) proposed a measure of income

inequality, called the Atkinson index, based on this approach. The Atkinson index is an

equally distributed equivalent measure in that it is defined based on the level of per capita

income that would give the same level of social welfare as a given income distribution, if

equally distributed. Each social unit or player i has a non-negative utility, denoted by the

utility function ui, and the importance of equity is denoted by the parameter α ≥ 0. The

welfare function of utilities depends on this single parameter, such that the greater the α,

the more important equity is in decision making. Since the utility distribution is expected to

become fairer as α is increased, this fairness scheme is also called α-fairness. The piecewise

non-linear social welfare function, Wα(u), is defined as follows:

Wα(u) =































n
∑

i=1

(ui)1−α

1− α
for α ≥ 0, α 6= 1,

n
∑

i=1

log(ui) for α = 1

(4.25)
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The corresponding inequity measure, namely the Atkinson index, is

Aα =







































1−

[

1

n

n
∑

i=1

(

ui/u
)(1−α)

]
1

1−α

for α ≥ 0, α 6= 1,

1−

[

n
∏

i=1

(

ui/u
)

]
1

n

for α = 1

where u = 1
n

∑n

i=1 u
i. Note that the Atkinson index equals zero if all utilities are the same,

i.e., Aα = 0 if ui = u, ∀i = 1, · · · , n, and equals 1 if there is no distribution, i.e., Aα = 1

if ui = 0, ∀i = 1, · · · , n. This index can be intuitively interpreted as follows: If Aα = 0.1,

this means that if the income is equally distributed, we can achieve the same level of social

welfare with 1−Aα = 0.9 = 90% of income.

Given the problem-specific utility function and the α value, this non-linear social welfare

function must be maximized to produce the optimal utility distribution among players. This

problem requires the maximization of a non-linear objective function of continuous decision

variables subject to the linear set of constraints of the n-HETM. In this study, we use the

welfare economics approach to measure the equity of evacuation plans based on the utility

received by the players, i.e., either evacuating hospitals or patient groups of different types.

There are three particular α values of interest corresponding to different equity criteria. The

welfare function represents the utilitarian criterion when α = 0, the proportional fairness

criterion when α = 1, and the max-min fairness criterion as α → ∞, as explained next.

Table 4.4 summarizes the objective functions corresponding to these three fairness criteria.

When α = 0, the objective is maximizing the sum of player utilities and argmax
∑n

i=1 u
i is

the utilitarian solution. The utilitarian criterion provides the optimal system-level solution

and does not consider distributional equity among players. If the players are evacuating

hospitals, the most efficient allocation of resources is achieved resulting in the greatest sum

of utilities for the hospitals. However, the most efficient resource allocation may be quite

inequitable from either the hospitals’ or patients’ perspective if some hospital or patient

is exposed to much higher risks than others for the sake of the overall good. Since the

utilitarian objective is neutral to the inequity of resource allocation or risk distribution

among evacuating hospitals or patients, we need to consider other equity criteria as well.
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Proportional fairness solution, achieved when α = 1, is argmax
∑n

i=1 log(u
i). This

criterion is based on the Nash solution to the bargaining problem for two players in which

a change in the allocation of resources is favorable only if the percentage increase in one

player’s utility exceeds the percentage decrease in the other player’s utility (Nash, 1950).

When there a more than two players, a proportionally fair resource allocation would be one

where the total proportional change in the utilities of players is non-negative. That is, the

proportionally fair utility distribution, ui
P r, must satisfy the condition

∑n

i=1
ui
Pr−ui

ui
Pr

≥ 0, for

any feasible utility distribution ui. The objective function for this criterion is equivalent

to maximizing the product of utilities, i.e., argmax
∑n

i=1 log(u
i) = argmax

∏n

i=1 u
i, since

∑n

i=1 log(u
i) = log(

∏n

i=1 u
i) and the logarithm function is strictly increasing on ui > 0.

Max-min fairness solution, achieved as α → ∞, is based on the Rawlsian justice intro-

duced by Rawls (1971) and the Kalai and Smorodinsky (1975) solution to Nash’s bargaining

problem. This type of objectives either minimize the largest loss or, equivalently, maxi-

mize the smallest gain for resource allocation problems. In the hospital evacuation context,

max-min fairness is achieved when the minimum player utility is maximized by argmax

mini=1,··· ,n {u
i}. This extreme fairness criterion results in the most even utility distribution

possible among players.

Table 4.4: Summary of the equity modeling framework.

Fairness criteria

Utilitarian Proportional fairness Max-min fairness

(α = 0) (α = 1) (α → ∞)

Objective Max
∑

i∈I

ui Max
∑

i∈I

log(ui) Max min
i∈I

{

ui
}

The social welfare function based on the Atkinson index is an appropriate choice for

the hospital evacuation problem due to its characteristics that are aligned with the most

commonly suggested criteria to take into account when selecting an (in)equity measure.

These criteria are reviewed in detail by Marsh and Schilling (1994). We discuss the relevant
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criteria found in the literature in the context of hospital evacuations.

Selection criteria of inequity measures for hospital evacuations

1. Appropriateness: The inequity measure selected should be appropriate managerially

such that it reflects the values and preferences of the decision maker or the players. It

should be intuitive and comprehensible enough to interpret. The decision maker in a

hospital evacuation planning problem considers the risk of each evacuation decision to

choose the best plan and the social welfare function can be adapted to this framework

in that the utilities of players can be represented in terms of risks. The importance

of equity for the decision maker is represented by the inequity aversion parameter,

α, which enables us to comprehend and explain the results. The Atkinson index is a

flexible measure since it becomes more sensitive to inequalities at the bottom of the

utility distribution as α increases unlike other measures such as the Gini coefficient

that does not give varying weights to different parts of the utility distribution. In this

respect, the social welfare function provides an appropriate measure of the equity of

hospital evacuation plans.

2. Impartiality: An inequity measure should be impartial among the players or groups

being evaluated by avoiding any association with characteristics such as social class,

race, gender, or age. Measuring equity using the social welfare function is impartial

since all the players are treated equally by this function with an arbitrary indexing.

3. Analytic tractability: Computational complexity of the inequity measure is an unde-

niably important aspect to consider. Some measures such as the linear Gini coefficient

or the maximum difference between utilities of pairs of players are easy to solve com-

pared to measures like coefficient of variation. It is also crucial to identify whether an

optimal solution is required or an approximation is sufficient. Due to its additive form,

the solution of the social welfare function does not require an excessive computational

effort.

4. Scale invariance: An inequity measure is scale invariant if the degree of equity

remains unchanged when the utilities of all players are multiplied by a constant. Scale
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invariance holds for the social welfare function since the optimal utility distribution

among hospitals (or patients) would be the same when each hospital’s (or patient’s)

utility is multiplied by the same constant. The only thing that would change is the

optimal objective function value, W ∗
α(u).

5. Principle of transfers: The condition suggested by Pigou (1912)-Dalton (1920) is

that the equity increases as income is transferred from a rich player to a poorer player

as long as the rich player remains richer than the poor player. This principle holds for

the social welfare function since the inequity measure, Aα, cannot increase if a transfer

of δ > 0 is made from a player with utility ui to a player with utility uj such that

ui − δ > uj + δ. The social welfare function’s sensitivity to utility transfers depends

on the parameter α.

6. Pareto optimality: As the solution improves, none of the players should be worse

off according to Pareto optimality. In the hospital evacuation setting, this would mean

that as Wα(u) increases, there should not be any player that has a decreased utility.

However, this principle does not hold for most of the inequity measures including the

social welfare function since a utility transfer decreasing one player’s utility may result

in a better system-level solution, i.e., higher Wα(u).

7. Decomposability: The equity of the whole system should be defined as a function

of equity within the components according to decomposability principle. This is es-

pecially important when the system is divided into several groups as is the case with

hospital evacuations. The inequity of the whole evacuation system is the sum of the

inequities for all players, therefore the social welfare function satisfies the decompos-

ability principle.

8. Normalization: The inequity measures can be normalized such that their values range

from 0 to 1, where 0 represents perfect equity. Normalized measures make it possible to

compare distributions of utility with different units of measure. As mentioned above,

the Atkinson index equals 0 when all player utilities are the same and 1 when the

utilities are all zero, therefore, this is a normalized measure.
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9. Principle of population: The inequity measure should be independent of the pop-

ulation size, n, i.e., the number of players, so that the equity levels of different groups

can be compared. For finite n, the Atkinson index depends on the population size, but

it can be divided by its upper bound to make it independent of n. Since a single group

of n players is considered in our study, this principle can be avoided.

According to the above selection criteria, the social welfare function based on the Atkin-

son index is flexible in terms of the decision maker’s aversion to inequity, impartial among

players, computationally tractable, scale invariant, complying with the principle of trans-

fers, decomposable, and normalized. Therefore, this function allows an adequate equity

measurement of hospital evacuation plans.

The equity modeling framework explained above requires utility functions to be defined

for the players involved. An evacuation plan can be evaluated in terms of its equity from

the perspective of different players involved in the operations, such as patients, hospital

management, medical transport providers, and first responders. Satisfying the expectations

of all stakeholders simultaneously is usually not feasible. The definition of equity would

vary among these players and different definitions can lead to extremely different resource

management decisions. The major players concerned with fairness in hospital evacuation

planning are evacuating hospitals and patients. Therefore, we focus on the equity of resource

allocation, thus, risk distribution, at the hospital- and patient-levels.

One of the significant aspects of hospital evacuation planning is the non-homogenous

evacuee population and providing the adequate resources timely to especially patients in

critical condition is of the highest importance. Patients grouped according to their medical

requirements could be considered as players; however, characterizing fairness of resource

allocation among patient types is problematic. Normalizing and scaling the risks for these

groups of patients is not coherent with the above criteria for equity measurement. When

there is variability in the mix and location of available beds among receiving hospitals for

each patient type, it is not reasonable to expect converging per patient risks for each group.

The equity of evacuation plans is not discussed at the patient type-level in this study due

to the issues regarding the normalization and scaling of risks. Therefore, we concentrate on

the hospital-level and patient-level equity as described next.
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4.3.1 Hospital-level equity

The evacuation plans that are regarded equitable by the evacuating hospitals should result

in (1) the minimum possible system-level average patient risk, (2) the minimum gap be-

tween the average patient risks for different evacuating hospitals, and (3) an improvement

over the average patient risks for hospitals based on the decentralized resource management

strategy. To represent these equity criteria, we consider two utility function definitions for

the evacuating hospitals: (1) utility that is complementary to risk and (2) benchmark-based

utility defined as risk reduction. Note that utility based on the first definition is always non-

negative, but it must be restricted to be non-negative when the second definition is being

used.

Utility complementary to risk

In the n-HETM formulation, the penalty coefficients are the cumulative risk parameters

corresponding to each evacuation decision. The utility of each decision can be defined as the

complementary value to its risk, 1 − Rij
pvt. Therefore, the utility of an evacuating hospital

would be an aggregate measure of these individual utilities. In order to make the hospital-

level utilities comparable with each other, we are interested in the average patient utility

complementing risk for hospital i ∈ I considering the cases where evacuating hospitals may

have different population sizes. Note that, at this level, different patient types are treated

equally in the utility function as the equity of interest is among evacuating hospitals rather

than patient types.

ui
1 =

∑

j∈R

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

(1− Rij
pvt)x

ij
pvt

∑

p∈P

W i
p

= 1−
Ri

W i
= 1−R

i
∈ [0, 1], ∀i ∈ I (4.26)

where W i =
∑

p∈P

W i
p and Ri =

∑

j∈R

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

Rij
pvtx

ij
pvt.
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Benchmark-based utility

Equity measures can be defined in terms of the deviation from a given level of utility for

each player. Morton et al. (2003) considers different benchmark-based utility functions for a

portfolio allocation problem where they define the benchmark as the target utility level and

try to minimize the deviation from that level. The benchmark can also be interpreted as

the worst-case utility level that the decision maker is trying to move away from. Bertsimas

et al. (2012) uses an air traffic control example and defines the utility function as the delay

reduction for airlines compared to a scheduling procedure that prioritizes flights based on

their original schedule. This benchmark is selected such that the schedules generated by the

maximization of the social welfare function of airline delay reductions always improve upon

the current plan.

In the n-HETM, the two types of resources that can be shared by evacuating hospitals

are the fleet of vehicles and the receiving beds. Under the decentralized resource manage-

ment strategy, the evacuating hospitals are assumed to use their own fleet and the receiving

beds at the hospitals in their own group independently. Such a restricted resource alloca-

tion strategy can only generate evacuation plans that are inferior to the plans under the

centralized resource management strategy in terms of the overall risk. Therefore, we can

evaluate the relative improvement in risk as we change our resource management strategy

and fairness criterion.

In order to account for the inherent differences among evacuating hospitals and the

asymmetry in the evacuation network, we will be using the utilitarian solution under the

decentralized resource management strategy as the base case and compare the optimal solu-

tion under centralized resource management strategy to this base case solution. This utility

function represents the average patient risk reduction for hospital i ∈ I.

ui
2 =

Ri
D −

∑

j∈R

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

Rij
pvtx

ij
pvt

∑

p∈P

W i
p

=
Ri

D − Ri

W i
= R

i

D −R
i
∈ [0, 1], ∀i ∈ I (4.27)

where R
i

D is the average patient risk for hospital i for the risk-minimizing solution under

decentralized resource management strategy.
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Discussion of the hospital-level utility functions

In order to understand the solution behavior of utility function ui
2 compared to ui

1, consider

the relationship between the utility levels based on the two definitions. The utility functions

are defined as

ui
1 = 1−R

i
∈ [0, 1] and ui

2 = R
i

D − R
i
∈ [0, 1].

By definition, ui
2 is non-negative, which implies that solutions that make at least one of

the hospitals worse off compared to the decentralized strategy solution are not acceptable

when using ui
2 in optimization. The definition of ui

1 does not imply such a requirement, but if

we add the non-negative risk reduction constraint, R
i
≤ R

i

D, when using ui
1 in optimization,

the two problems would be defined on the same set of feasible solutions which we will interpret

in terms of the average patient risk distribution among evacuating hospitals,
(

R
1
, · · · , R

|I|
)

.

We will refer to ui
1 subject to non-negative risk reduction as ui

1′ , i.e., u
i
1′ = 1−R

i
: R

i
≤ R

i

D.

The risk measures obtained from the optimal solutions when the inequity aversion pa-

rameter is α and the welfare function is defined by utility function f = 1, 1′, 2 for ui
1, u

i
1′,

and ui
2, respectively, are represented by the following notation.

Average patient risk for hospital i ∈ I:

R
i∗

f (α) =
Ri∗

f (α)
∑

p∈P

W i
p

Average of average patient risks for evacuating hospitals:

R
∗

fh(α) =

∑

i∈I

R
i∗

f (α)

|I|

Minimum and maximum average patient risks for evacuating hospitals:

R∗
fh,min(α) = min

i∈I

{

R
∗

fh(α)
}

R∗
fh,max(α) = max

i∈I

{

R
∗

fh(α)
}

Range of average patient risks for hospitals in the system:

Range∗fh(α) = |R∗
fh,max(α)− R∗

fh,min(α)|
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Average patient risk of the system:

R
∗

f(α) =

∑

i∈I

Ri∗
f (α)

∑

i∈I

∑

p∈P

W i
p

Minimum and maximum patient risks of the system

R∗
f,min(α) = min

i∈I,j∈J,p∈P,v∈V,t=1,··· ,T

{

Rij
pvt : x

ij
pvt > 0

}

R∗
f,max(α) = max

i∈I,j∈J,p∈P,v∈V,t=1,··· ,T

{

Rij
pvt : x

ij
pvt > 0

}

Range of patient risks of the system

Range∗f(α) = |R∗
f,max(α)− R∗

f,min(α)|

The above notation will be used in the following discussion of the two hospital-level utility

functions and the related examples from hereon.

Utilitarian criterion:

At α = 0, the objective functions

Max
∑

i∈I

(

1−R
i
)

and Max
∑

i∈I

(

R
i

D − R
i
)

defined by utility functions ui
1 and ui

2, respectively, are both equivalent to minimizing the

sum of average patient risks for all hospitals, i.e., minimizing
∑

i∈I R
i
, when the two problems

have the same feasible solution space as a result of adding the non-negative risk reduction

constraint to the problem using ui
1. Therefore, R

i∗

1′(0) = R
i∗

2 (0) and the objective based on

ui
1′ is interchangeable with the objective using ui

2 when α = 0.

The solution space of the problems based on ui
1′ and ui

2 is more restricted than that of the

problem based on ui
1. Therefore, the sum of optimal average patient risks over all hospitals

based on ui
1 is less than or equal to that based on ui

1′ and ui
2, i.e.,

∑

i∈I

R
i∗

1 (0) ≤
∑

i∈I

R
i∗

1′(0) =
∑

i∈I

R
i∗

2 (0).

In terms of the transfer of risks between hospitals compared to the solution for ui
2, u

i
1 can

result in solutions where the average patient risk is increased for some i ∈ I as long as
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the sum of average patient risks over all hospitals is reduced. This requires that the total

increase in per patient risk for hospitals is less than or equal to the total decrease. That is,

∑

i∈I

(

R
i∗

1 (0)− R
i∗

2 (0)
)+

≤
∑

i∈I

(

R
i∗

2 (0)− R
i∗

1 (0)
)+

.

Proportional fairness criterion:

At α = 1, the objective functions based on ui
1′ and ui

2, respectively, are

Max
∑

i∈I

log
(

1−R
i
)

and Max
∑

i∈I

log
(

R
i

D − R
i
)

.

By the property that the logarithm of a product equals the sum of the logarithms of the

factors, these objectives are equivalent to the following:

Max
∏

i∈I

(

1−R
i
)

and Max
∏

i∈I

(

R
i

D −R
i
)

.

The optimal solution of the two problems with these objective functions depends on the

constants 1 and R
i

D, ∀i ∈ I, respectively, due to the logarithm function. Consider the

following two cases.

Case 1: If R
i

C ≤ R
i

D, ∀i ∈ I, risk reduction by resource centralization is possible for both

hospitals.

Let |I| = 2 for simplicity. The objective functions based on ui
1′ and ui

2 are as follows.

∏

i∈I

(

1−R
i
)

=
(

1−R
1
)(

1− R
2
)

= 1− R
1
− R

2
+ R

1
R

2

∏

i∈I

(

R
i

D −R
i
)

=
(

R
1

D −R
1
)(

R
2

D −R
2
)

= R
1

DR
2

D − R
2

DR
1
− R

1

DR
2
+R

1
R

2

In maximizing the first function, the values of R
i
relative to 1 are of interest and

the maximum product can be achieved by solutions in which only some hospital’s

average patient risk is not improved according to the decentralized strategy solution,

i.e., ∃i ∈ I : R
i∗

1′(1) = R
i

D. However, when the second function is maximized, the

values of R
i
relative to R

i

D are of interest and the optimal solution should imply

a risk distribution such that all hospitals have improved average patient risks, i.e.,
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R
i∗

2 (1) < R
i

D, i ∈ I. As long as an improvement is possible for both hospitals, a

solution where ∃i ∈ I : R
i∗

2 (1) = R
i

D cannot be optimal for the problem using utility

function ui
2 under the proportional fairness criterion. Therefore, the problems using

utility functions ui
1′ and ui

2 are not equivalent, thus, their optimal risk distributions

are not equal, due to the base values of R
i

D that are less than 1. This result holds

regardless of the relationship between the R
i

D values of different hospitals, for example,

if R
i

D = R
k

D, ∀i, k ∈ I, i 6= k.

Case 2: If ∃i ∈ I : R
i

D ≤ R
i

C , risk reduction by resource centralization is not possible for at

least one hospital.

If the decentralized strategy solution is the best possible solution for some hospital

i ∈ I, that is, improvement in risks is not possible for this hospital by centralizing

the resources, the problem under proportional fairness criterion cannot be solved since

log
(

R
i

D − R
i
)

= log(0) is not defined.

We have shown that the problems using ui
1′ and ui

2 are not equivalent under the propor-

tional fairness criterion and we will demonstrate that ui
1′ does not necessarily dominate ui

2 in

terms of the proximity of average patient risks for hospitals using Examples 1 and 2 below.

Max-min fairness criterion:

As α → ∞, the goal is maximizing the utility for the player with the minimum utility to

achieve fairness. The objective functions using utility functions ui
1 and ui

2 are

Max min
i∈I

{

1−R
i
}

and Max min
i∈I

{

R
i

D − R
i
}

.

The optimal risk distribution for the first problem is such that all hospitals have the same

average patient risk, i.e., R
i∗

1 (∞) = R
∗

1, ∀i ∈ I. In this case, risk is distributed equitably at

the hospital-level by distributing the utilities ui
1 evenly among the evacuating hospitals.

The optimal solution for the second problem equalizes the deviation from the decen-

tralized strategy risks, R
i

D − R
i

2, for each hospital. Therefore, if R
i

D = RD, ∀i ∈ I,

the utility, thus, the average patient risk, is distributed equally among the hospitals and
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R
i∗

2 (∞) = R
∗

2(∞), ∀i ∈ I. However, if the average decentralized patient risks for the hos-

pitals are uneven, ∃i, k ∈ I, i 6= k : R
i

D 6= R
k

D, the resulting risk distribution is also uneven

such that ∃i, k ∈ I, i 6= k : R
i∗

2 (∞) 6= R
k∗

2 (∞).

When the max-min fairness criterion is adopted, the problem using utility function ui
1

is guaranteed to minimize the difference between the average patient risks for evacuating

hospitals. The risk distribution may not be equal when the non-negative risk reduction

requirement is added to the problem (as shown for Example 3 in Figure 4.16 below). On the

other hand, the gap between average patient risks for evacuating hospitals can be greater

when utility function ui
2 is used and it depends on the base values R

i

D. This max-min

fairness behavior of ui
2 does not provide a desirable distribution of risk among hospitals and

ui
1 performs better than ui

2 according to the max-min fairness criterion.

The aforementioned aspects of the hospital-level utility functions will be demonstrated

through examples after introducing the patient-level utility function.

4.3.2 Patient-level equity

The discussion of equity at the hospital-level indicates that a benchmark-based utility def-

inition such as ui
2 is not as effective in ensuring equitable resource allocation decisions as a

utility definition that is solely based on the risks according to the strategy in effect. There-

fore, it is more appropriate to use a utility definition complementing the risk as in ui
1 at the

patient-level as well. Then, we can define the utility of each individual patient as

uijpvt
1 =



















1−Rij
pvt if xij

pvt > 0, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T

0 otherwise

(4.28)

Based on this definition, the objective functions to be maximized at the three specific

values of the inequity aversion parameter α are as follows.

Wα(u) =







































∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

(1− Rij
pvt)x

ij
pvt for α = 0,

∑

i∈I

∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

log
(

1− Rij
pvt

)

xij
pvt for α = 1,

min
i∈I,j∈J,p∈P,v∈V,t=1,··· ,T

{

1− Rij
pvt : x

ij
pvt > 0

}

as α → ∞
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Note that when α = 0, the objective is equivalent to the original objective function (4.4) of

the n-HETM and the optimal solution is the system-level risk-minimizing solution. As α →

∞, the problem would be equivalent to minimizing the risk on the patient with the greatest

evacuation risk. The objective function (4.29) and accompanying constraints (4.30)-(4.33)

below can be used for this purpose, along with the original constraints (4.5) - (4.14), where

Kij
pvt are the indicator variables for the patient transportation events that are scheduled.

Minimize Rmax (4.29)

subject to xij
pvt/L

i ≤ Kij
pvt, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.30)

Rij
pvtK

ij
pvt ≤ Rmax, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.31)

Kij
pvt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ I, j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (4.32)

Rmax ≥ 0. (4.33)

Based on the equity model described above at the hospital- and patient-levels, the eq-

uitable solution desired must (1) minimize the system-level risk, (2) minimize the range of

player utilities, and (3) result in positive risk reduction compared to the decentralized re-

source management solution. Although optimal solutions maximizing the welfare function

would not necessarily satisfy all three criteria, these desired properties guide the decision

maker in choosing the most suitable equity criteria to employ in evacuation planning for a

given scenario. We next illustrate the properties of the utility functions discussed above using

examples solved for hospital-level equity and patient-level equity. The problems maximiz-

ing the non-linear welfare function are programmed in AMPL format and solved using the

MINOS 5.5 solver that employs a reduced-gradient method to solve the linearly constrained

problems with a non-linear objective function.

Example 1: (R
i

C ≤ R
i

D, ∀i ∈ I) Consider an evacuation network of two hospital groups each

having one evacuating hospital. Group I consists of hospitals labeled 1, 3, and 4 while Group

II consists of hospitals labeled 2, 5, and 6. There are 30 patients of a single type at hospital

1 and 20 patients of the same type at hospital 2 to be evacuated, i.e., W 1 = 30,W 2 = 20.

The travel times between the hospitals and the number of available beds at the receiving
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hospitals are given in Figure 4.10.

Let the only vehicle type available for transportation be ALS ambulances with a capacity

of one patient at a time, a physical loading requirement of one unit, and loading time of one

time interval, i.e., C1 = 1, L1 = 1, and γ1 = 1. Each evacuating hospital has a capacity of

loading 15 ambulances at a time, i.e., L1 = L2 = 15. There are 20 ambulances available in

total and the fleet is equally split between the two hospital groups when the resources are

decentralized, i.e., N1 = N2 = 10. For simplicity, assume that all vehicles are available at the

beginning of the planning horizon and no additional vehicles become available afterwards,

i.e., Nvt = 0, t = 2, · · · , T . The threat risk parameter, λi
pt, is defined to be constant through

time as λ = 0.08 for both evacuating hospitals. The transportation risk, θpv, is defined as

θ = 0.04.

Figure 4.10: (Example 1) An asymmetric network with two evacuating hospitals where both

hospitals benefit from resource centralization.
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The risk measure values evaluated at the optimal hospital- and patient-level equity solu-

tions are shown in Table 4.5. The two hospital-level utility functions and the patient-level

utility function were used in the welfare function maximization at various α values and the

results for the three α values of interest are listed. To illustrate the behavior of the hospital-

level utility functions as the fairness criterion changes, R
i∗

f (α) values at various α values are
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plotted in Figure 4.11 along with the decentralized strategy solution as a benchmark. In this

example, both hospitals can benefit from centralization of resources, i.e., R
i

C ≤ R
i

D, i = 1, 2.

Therefore, ui
1 is equivalent to ui

1′ . Both hospitals have lower average risks at all α levels

compared to the decentralized strategy. As we have explained above, the optimal solutions

of ui
1 (which, in this example, is equal to ui

1′) and ui
2 are the same at α = 0.

Table 4.5: (Example 1) Risk measures for optimal hospital- and patient-level equity solutions.

Hospital-level Equity Patient-level Equity

ui
1 ≡ ui

1′
ui
2 uijpvt

1
≡ uijpvt

1′

Decentr. Centr. α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞

R
1∗

f (α) 0.5109 0.3941 0.4204 0.4063 0.3560 0.4204 0.4198 0.4132 0.3941 0.3531 0.3910

R
2∗

f (α) 0.3628 0.2895 0.2567 0.2731 0.3560 0.2567 0.2575 0.2651 0.2895 0.3612 0.3659

R
∗

fh(α) 0.4369 0.3418 0.3386 0.3397 0.3560 0.3386 0.3387 0.3392 0.3418 0.3571 0.3784

Range∗fh(α) 0.1481 0.1046 0.1637 0.1332 0 0.1637 0.1623 0.1481 0.1046 0.0081 0.0251

R∗

f,min(α) 0.2200 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

R∗

f,max(α) 0.7357 0.6464 0.5823 0.6157 0.6464 0.5823 0.5823 0.6157 0.6464 0.5459 0.5459

R
∗

f (α) 0.4517 0.3523 0.3550 0.3530 0.3560 0.3550 0.3550 0.3540 0.3523 0.3563 0.3809

Range∗f(α) 0.5157 0.4590 0.3948 0.4282 0.4590 0.3948 0.3948 0.4282 0.4590 0.3585 0.3585

At α = 1, ui
1′ results in a smaller range of average patient risks for the two hospitals than

ui
2, thus, provides a more equitable solution at the hospital-level. By definition of ui

2, the

product of risk reductions for hospitals is maximized when R
1∗
(1) is increased and R

2∗
(1)

is decreased compared to the ui
1′ solution. This creates a wider gap between the average

patient risks of the two hospitals, which is an undesired result in terms of equitable risk

distribution among hospitals. In this case, ui
1′ performs better than ui

2 with a more equitable

risk distribution among hospitals and a lower system-level average risk R
∗
. However, this is

not always the case and a different outcome can be observed as we demonstrate in Example

2.

As shown in Figure 4.11, when ui
1 is used in optimization, as α is increased, there is a
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Figure 4.11: Optimal average patient risks for hospitals in Example 1 according to decen-

tralized strategy, ui
1, and ui

2.
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utility transfer from hospital 2 to hospital 1, or a risk transfer from hospital 1 to hospital

2, that eventually results in the average patient risks for two hospitals to converge, where

Range∗1h(∞) = 0. As the risk is distributed more equitably among hospitals, the average

risk R
∗

1h is increased and this increase can be interpreted as the cost of equity. The optimal

objective function values using utility function ui
1, Wα(u

i
1), are shown in Figure 4.12 along

with the diminishing gap between the average patient risks for hospitals. However, when

utility function ui
2 is used, the average patient risks for hospitals have a greater disparity

as α approaches infinity and R
∗

2h is decreased. As shown in Figure 4.13, the gap between

average patient risks for hospitals can only be reduced to some extent using ui
2. This result

for the risk reduction-based utility function is not desirable as it does not decrease inequity

among the hospitals when the objective is maximizing the minimum utility. Therefore, ui
1 is

a more appropriate utility function than ui
2 for our risk-based hospital evacuation setting.

In addition to hospital-level equity, the decision maker can also be concerned about the

patient-level equity. An interesting result of aiming for hospital-level equity is that the range

of individual patient risks, Range∗(α), increases with α for both ui
1′ and ui

2. This shows that

while the decision maker is aiming for an equitable risk distribution among hospitals, the
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Figure 4.12: (Example 1) Optimal welfare function values and gap between average patient

risks for hospitals using ui
1.
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Figure 4.13: (Example 1) Optimal welfare function values and gap between average patient

risks for hospitals using ui
2.
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patient-level equity is jeopardized. When the goal is achieving patient-level equity, the range

of individual patient risks is decreased as α is increased at a cost of increased system-level

risk. The cost of equity is the increase in system-level risk and it is higher for equity among
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individual patients than among hospitals. We can also observe that the optimal patient-

level equity solutions can only have lower R
∗

h values than the optimal hospital-level equity

solutions. However, the corresponding range of average patient risks for hospitals, Range∗fh,

is reduced when patient-level equity is sought instead of hospital-level equity except for ui
1

as α → ∞.

Based on these optimal solutions, it is observed that there is no single utility function

that dominates the others in terms of the system-level risk, the range of average patient

risks for hospitals, and the range of patient risks at all α values. However, these results can

guide the decision maker depending on the priorities in evacuation planning. For example,

if the importance of equity among hospitals overrides that among patients, utility function

ui
1 should be preferred as α → ∞. However, if a more moderate risk distribution that also

provides the lowest range of risks at the patient-level in addition to the lowest range of risks

at the hospital-level, patient-level utility function uijpvt
1 should be preferred at α = 1 at a

cost in terms of system-level risk.

Example 2: (∃i ∈ I : R
i

C > R
i

D) Changing the travel times of the first example as shown in

Figure 4.14, we can obtain a network in which one of the evacuating hospitals can be exposed

to higher risk as a result of centralization of resources whereas the other hospital benefits

from this, i.e., R
1

C ≥ R
1

D, R
2

C ≤ R
2

D. This can be observed when the utility function ui
1 is

used in optimization where α = 0 as shown in Table 4.6. Since non-negative risk reduction

is not forced as in ui
2, utility is transferred from hospital 1 to hospital 2, or risk is transferred

from hospital 2 to hospital 1, resulting in a higher average patient risk for hospital 1 than

its average patient risk under decentralized strategy.

The optimal average patient risks, R
i∗
(α), for the utility functions ui

1′ and ui
2 at vari-

ous α values are shown in Figure 4.15 along with the decentralized strategy solution as a

benchmark. When non-negative risk reduction is required, unlike the solutions of Example

1 discussed above, the proportional fairness solution for ui
1′ creates a wider gap than the

ui
2 solution in this example. Therefore, either one of the utility functions ui

1′ and ui
2 can

be dominant in terms of the equitable average patient risk distribution depending on the

problem instance.
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Figure 4.14: (Example 2) An asymmetric network with two evacuating hospitals where one

hospital can be harmed by resource centralization.
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Table 4.6: (Example 2) Risk measures for optimal hospital-level equity solutions.

Hospital-level Equity

ui
1 ui

1′
ui
2

Decentr. Centr. α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞

R
1∗

f (α) 0.4392 0.4603 0.4948 0.4603 0.3893 0.4392 0.4392 0.3893 0.4392 0.3928 0.3817

R
2∗

f (α) 0.4635 0.2636 0.2255 0.2636 0.3893 0.3007 0.3007 0.3893 0.3007 0.3821 0.4060

R
∗

fh(α) 0.4513 0.3619 0.3602 0.3619 0.3893 0.3699 0.3699 0.3893 0.3699 0.3874 0.3939

Range∗fh(α) 0.0243 0.1967 0.2692 0.1967 0 0.1385 0.1385 0 0.1385 0.0107 0.0243

R∗

f,min(α) 0.2200 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

R∗

f,max(α) 0.6747 0.6304 0.6872 0.6304 0.6458 0.6304 0.6304 0.6458 0.6304 0.6150 0.6458

R
∗

f (α) 0.4489 0.3816 0.3871 0.3816 0.3893 0.3838 0.3838 0.3893 0.3838 0.3885 0.3914

Range∗f(α) 0.4548 0.4430 0.4997 0.4430 0.4584 0.4430 0.4430 0.4584 0.4430 0.4276 0.4584

As α is increased when ui
1′ is used, the risk distribution becomes more equitable and

the average patient risks of two hospitals converge as α approaches infinity. However, when
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utility function ui
2 is used, the max-min fairness criterion does not necessarily provide an

equal risk distribution; it rather ensures that the amounts of risk reduction for the hospitals

are equal. The average patient risks of two hospitals diverge as α → ∞, which is, again, an

undesired outcome of using ui
2.

Table 4.7: (Example 2) Risk measures for optimal patient-level equity solutions.

Patient-level Equity

uijpvt
1

uijpvt
1′

α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞

R
1∗

f (α) 0.4603 0.4670 0.3609 0.4392 0.4392 0.3878

R
2∗

f (α) 0.2636 0.2567 0.4766 0.3007 0.3007 0.4184

R
∗

fh(α) 0.3619 0.3619 0.4187 0.3699 0.3699 0.4031

Range∗fh(α) 0.1967 0.2103 0.1157 0.1385 0.1385 0.0306

R∗

f,min(α) 0.1875 0.1875 0.2200 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

R∗

f,max(α) 0.6304 0.6304 0.5815 0.6304 0.6304 0.5815

R
∗

f (α) 0.3816 0.3829 0.4071 0.3838 0.3838 0.4000

Range∗f(α) 0.4430 0.4430 0.3616 0.4430 0.4430 0.3941

When the patient-level risk measures are reviewed at various α values, it is observed

that, the range of individual patient risks, Range∗(α), is non-increasing as α is increased

for ui
1′ as in Example 1. Maximizing the welfare function as the aversion to hospital-level

inequity increases does not improve the patient-level equity, while the risk distribution among

hospitals become more equitable. As observed based on Example 1 results, maximizing the

welfare function for hospital-level equity results in increasing Range∗ whereas patient-level

equity solutions shown in Table 4.7 result in decreasing Range∗ as α is increased. However,

since the equitable utility distribution among patients results in higher average risk for the

system, the cost of ensuring patient-level equity is higher than the cost of ensuring hospital-

level equity. Also, ensuring equity among hospitals provides R
∗

h values less than or equal to

the values achieved when ensuring equity among individual patients.
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Figure 4.15: Optimal average patient risks for hospitals in Example 2 according to decen-

tralized strategy, ui
1′ , and ui

2.
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Example 3: (∃i ∈ I : R
i

C ≥ R
i

D) Consider the evacuation network in Figure 4.16 where

there are three hospital groups each with one evacuating and one receiving hospital. There

are 10, 6, and 4 patients of the same type at evacuating hospitals 1, 2, and 3, respectively.

The loading capacity of each hospital is 5 ambulances at a time interval and there are 15

ambulances in total distributed equally among three evacuating hospitals under the decen-

tralized resource management strategy. The threat risk is λ = 0.08 and the transportation

risk is θ = 0.04 as in the previous two examples.

The average patient risk distribution of the optimal solutions using different utility func-

tions and the three fairness criteria are summarized in Table 4.8. In this example, the

minimum possible average patient risk for hospital 3 is R
3

D and this hospital’s risk cannot

be improved by resource centralization, it can only get worse as in the risk-minimizing cen-

tralized strategy solution and the three fairness criteria solutions using ui
1. This is also the

reason why the problem adopting the proportional fairness criteria using utility function

ui
2 is infeasible. Since for any solution under the centralized strategy R

3
≥ R

3

D and this

criterion forces R
3∗

to equal R
3

D, the undefined log
(

R
3

D − R
3∗
)

= log(0) makes the problem

infeasible.
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Figure 4.16: (Example 3) An evacuation network with three evacuating hospitals.
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Table 4.8: (Example 3) Risk measures for optimal hospital-level equity solutions.

ui
1 ui

1′
ui
2

Decentr. Centr. α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞

R
1∗

f (α) 0.3985 0.2777 0.2777 0.2777 0.2657 0.3340 0.3340 0.3129 0.3340 infeasible 0.3366

R
2∗

f (α) 0.2568 0.2183 0.2183 0.2183 0.2657 0.2304 0.2304 0.2568 0.2304 - 0.2467

R
3∗

f (α) 0.2200 0.2811 0.2811 0.2811 0.2657 0.2200 0.2200 0.2200 0.2200 - 0.2200

R
∗

fh(α) 0.2918 0.2590 0.2590 0.2590 0.2657 0.2614 0.2614 0.2632 0.2614 - 0.2677

Range∗fh(α) 0.1786 0.0629 0.0629 0.0629 0 0.1141 0.1141 0.0929 0.1141 - 0.1166

R∗

f,min(α) 0.2200 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.2200 0.2200 0.1875 0.2200 - 0.1875

R∗

f,max(α) 0.5459 0.3662 0.3662 0.3662 0.4159 0.4169 0.4169 0.4169 0.4169 - 0.4169

R
∗

f (α) 0.3203 0.2605 0.2605 0.2605 0.2657 0.2801 0.2801 0.2775 0.2801 - 0.2863

Range∗f(α) 0.3260 0.1787 0.1787 0.1787 0.2284 0.1969 0.1969 0.2294 0.1969 - 0.2294
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In this example, the solutions for ui
1 according to the utilitarian (α = 0) and proportional

fairness (α = 1) criteria are the same. This is due to the fact that any transfer of utility

among the hospitals in this network results in a negative aggregate proportional change in

hospital-level utilities. So, it is not worth redistributing the risk among hospitals in terms

of the welfare function value. The utilitarian and proportional fairness solutions are the

same for ui
1′, but the non-negative risk reduction constraint changes the ui

1 solution such

that R
3∗

= R
3

D and, in exchange for this risk reduction, R
1∗

and R
2∗

are increased. This

risk distribution results in a higher range of hospital risks, Range∗h and higher system-level

average risk, R
∗
. In fact, at each α value, optimal ui

1 solution has the lowest system risk,

the smallest range of hospital risks, and the smallest range of patient risks. Therefore, in

this example, ui
1 dominates ui

1′ and ui
2 in terms of these three equity requirements.

Figure 4.17: Average patient risk distribution among evacuating hospitals using different

utility functions for Example 3.
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The risk distribution among hospitals for the max-min fairness solutions using ui
1, u

i
1′,

and ui
2 are compared in Figure 4.17. An even distribution of the average patient risk among

the three hospitals is observed for ui
1. The additional constraint R

i
≤ R

i

D results in a

different max-min fairness solution for utility function ui
1′ in which hospitals 2 and 3 are

forced to remain at their risk levels under the decentralized strategy. The risk distribution

can become even more unequitable when ui
2 is used. Note that there are multiple optima
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for the problems using ui
1′ and ui

2 adopting max-min fairness criterion and the solutions

provided in Table 4.8 are only one of the optima for these two problems. Various feasible

combinations of R
1
≤ R

1

D and R
2
≤ R

2

D result in the same welfare function value as the

optimal objective function value is mini∈I

{

R
i

D − R
i
}

= R
3

D − R
3∗

= 0 in both cases.

Table 4.9: (Example 3) Risk measures for optimal patient-level equity solutions.

Patient-level Equity

uijpvt
1

uijpvt
1′

α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞

R
1∗

f (α) 0.2777 0.7890 0.2624 0.3226 0.3985 0.3277

R
2∗

f (α) 0.2183 0.8051 0.2699 0.2441 0.2568 0.2526

R
3∗

f (α) 0.2811 0.4797 0.2811 0.2200 0.2200 0.2200

R
∗

fh(α) 0.2590 0.6913 0.2711 0.2622 0.2918 0.2667

Range∗fh(α) 0.0629 0.3254 0.0188 0.1026 0.1786 0.1077

R∗

f,min(α) 0.1875 0.2811 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875 0.1875

R∗

f,max(α) 0.3662 0.8182 0.3123 0.4169 0.7860 0.4169

R
∗

f (α) 0.2605 0.7320 0.2684 0.2785 0.3203 0.2836

Range∗f(α) 0.1787 0.5371 0.1248 0.2294 0.5985 0.2294

The risk measures obtained when patient-level equity is sought are shown in Table 4.9.

The average patient risk distribution among the three hospitals is more equitable and the

system-level risk is lower when non-negative risk reduction is not required, i.e., uijpvt
1 is

employed, except for the proportional fairness criterion where the average patient risks are

set to their values according to the decentralized strategy. The range of individual patient

risks is also tighter without the non-negative risk reduction constraint. Comparing the

patient-level equity results to the hospital-level equity results in Table 4.8, the lowest range

of average patient risks for hospitals and the lowest range of individual patient risks are

obtained for uijpvt
1 as α → ∞. Moreover, the system risk is only slightly higher than the

minimum system risk. Therefore, from both the hospitals’ and the patients’ perspectives,
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the solution for uijpvt
1 satisfying the max-min fairness criterion would be preferred as the

most equitable solution.

The above examples illustrate the performance of the utility functions in ensuring equity

among evacuating hospitals and among patients. We next present a case study based on

real data and provide an analysis of the optimal evacuation plans generated under various

equity criteria.

4.4 Case Study

We introduce a case study based on real data in this section to demonstrate and analyze

the performance of the n-HETM. To compare the resource management strategies discussed

above, we use groups of hospitals that use a fleet of vehicles and a set of receiving beds

isolated from other groups in case the evacuation operations are carried out with decentral-

ized resources. A network that consists of three hospital groups, two of which each has one

evacuating hospital, is considered in this study. All hospitals in this study are assumed to

be members of an emergency preparedness alliance for mutual emergency management plan-

ning and support among hospitals in case of local disasters. Group I consists of a 765-bed

evacuating hospital (H-I) and five receiving facilities, and Group II consists of a 146-bed

evacuating hospital (H-II) and three receiving facilities. Group III has only one receiving

hospital serving as a surge hospital that supplies extra receiving beds to be utilized when

the first two groups use decentralized resources.

The patient population is categorized into three types, each type requiring a different level

or type of care. Type 1 patients are the most critical ones, such as adult or pediatric critical

care patients requiring intensive care, and type 3 patients are the least critical patients,

such as outpatients or psychiatric patients. The instantaneous data used in this case study,

which includes 360 patients in H-I, 90 patients in H-II, and 495 beds available at the 8

receiving hospitals by patient type, is displayed in Table 4.10. The length of a time interval

is assumed to be 10 minutes and the one-way travel times between the evacuating hospitals

and the potential receiving hospitals in number of 10-minute time intervals are provided in

Table 4.10.
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Table 4.10: The number of patients (W i
p), the number of beds available (Bj

p), and the travel

time between hospitals (τ ij).

Number of Beds Travel Time

Bj
p τ ij (intervals)

Hospital 1 2 3 H-I H-II

Group I

H-I (W I
p ) 135 160 65

1 30 45 15 4 8

2 0 15 0 4 8

3 0 30 10 8 3

4 55 25 30 6 11

5 35 50 0 7 11

Group II

H-II (W II
p ) 45 25 20

6 10 0 15 8 11

7 35 20 5 2 4

8 20 15 5 7 3

Group III

9 20 0 10 15 15

TOTAL (beds) 205 200 90

It is assumed that the vehicles can be immediately dispatched and sent to evacuating

hospitals once the evacuation is initiated. In case the vehicles are dispatched from further

locations such as depots, the time it takes for vehicles to reach evacuating hospitals can

be easily changed by adjusting the Nvt-parameters. The vehicle types used in this study

are ALS and BLS ambulances both capable of carrying one patient at a time. The time

required to load a patient into an ALS or BLS ambulance is assumed to be one time interval

that is also equal to the time to unload a patient from an ambulance. There are 35 ALS

ambulances and 35 BLS ambulances in total that become available at the beginning of the
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planning horizon. When the resources are decentralized, 25 ALS and 25 BLS ambulances are

assigned to H-I and 10 ALS and 10 BLS ambulances are assigned to H-II. The evacuating

hospitals have a loading capacity of 10 ambulances at a time interval. These parameters can

be better estimated by using observations of mock evacuations or training activities.

The threat risk parameter, λi
pt, is indexed on time, patient type, and evacuating hospital

and depends on the nature of the threat. During a disaster, hospitals can be affected in dif-

ferent ways by the threat depending on their location or building conditions. For example, an

earthquake might cause a prolonged loss of power at a hospital which would severely reduce

the ability of the hospital to care for patients, but more so for critical patients who are depen-

dent on lifesaving equipment than less critical patients. At the same time, another hospital

affected by the earthquake might be dealing with fire that drastically increases the threat

risk for all patients in that everyone in the hospital would be threatened by suffocation. For

accurate comparison of resource management strategies, the same threat and transportation

risk parameters are assumed for both hospital groups in this case study. Table 4.11 gives

the values of the threat risk parameters, λi
pt, for each patient type and the transportation

risk parameters, θpv, for each patient type and transportation type combination used in this

study.

Table 4.11: Threat risk functions (λi
pt) and transportation risk parameters (θpv).

Patient Threat Risk Transportation Risk

Type ALS BLS

1 0.0012 exp(t/35) 0.001 0.002

2 0.0009 exp(t/35) 0.0005 0.001

3 0.0006 exp(t/35) 0.0001 0.0002

The cumulative threat risk function, Λi
pt, used in this case study having an exponential

risk parameter, λi
pt, has an increasing slope. For example, we consider the exponential threat

risk with the given parameters, to represent the case of a utility loss (electricity or water)

where the threat risk on patients with utility-dependent treatment increase drastically in
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a short amount of time. There are many other risk functions available, including more

complicated combined functions and there is no reason that each risk group should have

the same functional form for a certain scenario. As the n-HETM requires the risks as input

parameters, any proper risk form is acceptable. These risk functions, which vary for different

patient types, imply the relative criticality of patient types in a particular type of emergency.

In this study, we are assuming that the threat that causes the evacuation affects all patient

types, but the resistance to the effects of this threat varies among patient types. For example,

pediatric patients are more resistant to the effects of the threat in question than the pediatric

critical care patients.

The optimal hospital-level equity solutions for the case study are presented in Table 4.12.

The problem under centralized strategy is a large-scale problem with 20,744 decision vari-

ables and 6,216 constraints. Evacuating hospital H-I benefits from resource centralization at

the expense of increased risk for H-II, because patients from H-I are transported to closer

receiving hospitals in Group II which forces some patients in H-II to travel further. When the

Table 4.12: Risk measures for optimal hospital-level equity solutions for the case study.

ui1 ui2

Decentr. Centr. α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞ α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞

R
1∗

0.1008 0.0585 0.0682 0.0682 0.0557 0.0682 0.0703 0.0848

R
2∗

0.0255 0.0435 0.0123 0.0123 0.0557 0.0123 0.0109 0.0095

R
∗
h 0.0632 0.0510 0.0402 0.0402 0.0557 0.0402 0.0406 0.0471

Range∗h 0.0753 0.0150 0.0559 0.0559 0 0.0559 0.0594 0.0753

R∗
min 0.0072 0.0052 0.0053 0.0053 0.0052 0.0053 0.0043 0.0050

R∗
max 0.3510 0.1713 0.1439 0.1439 0.1820 0.1439 0.1484 0.2336

R
∗

0.0857 0.0555 0.0551 0.0570 0.0538 0.0550 0.0584 0.0680

Range∗ 0.3438 0.1660 0.1385 0.1385 0.1768 0.1385 0.1441 0.2286

Solution time (s) 1.15 7.54 6.93 16.00 6.40 7.00 14.00 7.18
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hospital-level equity is concerned, the desired solutions are the ones with the smallest range

of the average patient risks for evacuating hospitals, Range∗h. The range-minimizing behav-

ior of utility function ui
1 as the decision maker becomes more inequity-averse is confirmed

by the results for the case study. The undesired behavior of ui
2 that results in wider ranges

for hospitals even though the decision maker becomes more inequity-averse is also observed.

Therefore, the utility function defined as the complementary value to average patient risk

for each evacuating hospital would be preferred to generate evacuation plans that distribute

risk equitably among the evacuating hospitals.

The optimal solutions that yield hospital-level equity result in increased maximum risk

among patients while the minimum patient risk does not deviate much as α is increased.

Therefore, the range of individual patient risks increases with the inequity aversion parameter

for both utility functions. While ui
1 and ui

2 are employed at increasing values of α, the

average risk of the system, R
∗
, is also increased. Although ui

1 ensures improved equity

among hospitals, the cost of hospital-level equity is observed in terms of the wider gap

among individual patient risks and the increased system-level risk. Using the benchmark-

based utility function improves neither the hospital-level equity nor the patient-level equity

in terms of the risk distribution, because the welfare function based on ui
2 results in an

equitable distribution of the gain from resource centralization, that is the risk reduction,

among hospitals.

The average distances traveled by patients of each type at the two evacuating hospitals

based on the hospital-level equity solutions are shown in Table 4.13. The positive impact

of resource centralization on the evacuation plan is reflected on the distance traveled by

patients of all three types at H-I and H-II except for patients of type 1 at H-II who have to

travel further as a result of sharing the receiving beds in Group II with patients of Group I.

Note that both ui
1 and ui

2 result in the same distances under the utilitarian and proportional

fairness criteria even though the optimal solutions are different. For patients of type 1 and

3 at H-II, the utilitarian and proportional fairness solutions for both ui
1 and ui

2 require even

shorter distances to travel than the centralized strategy. It is observed that, for ui
1 under the

max-min fairness criteria, the average distances traveled by patients of each type are balanced

at H-I by reducing the distances for patient types 1 and 3, whereas they are increased for
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Table 4.13: Average distance traveled (in number of time intervals) by patients of type p at

each evacuating hospital based on the optimal hospital-level equity solutions.

Evacuating ui1 ui2

Hospital p Decentr. Centr. α = 0, 1 α → ∞ α = 0, 1 α → ∞

H-I 1 6.81 5.00 5.59 4.92 5.59 5.99

2 5.88 5.09 5.09 5.10 5.09 5.22

3 7.23 5.69 6.69 5.84 6.69 7.48

H-II 1 3.56 5.89 3.56 6.25 3.56 3.56

2 3.40 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00

3 7.25 6.00 3.25 5.88 3.25 3.25

patients of type 1 and 3 at H-II. On the other hand, the solution for ui
2 under the max-min

fairness criteria increases the average distance for patients of all types at H-I while keeping

the distances same for patients at H-II. This is the impact of the model’s effort to distribute

the risk reduction based on the risks in decentralized strategy equitably between H-I and

H-II.

The patient-level equity solutions for the case study are summarized in Table 4.14. The

range of individual patient risks is minimized as the decision maker becomes more risk-averse

while the range of average patient risks for hospitals is increased. When all the hospital-

and patient-level equity solutions are considered, the utility function that provides the best

combination of the system-level risk, the range of average patient risks for hospitals, and the

range of individual patient risks is uijpvt
1 as α → ∞. However, this solution causes a much

higher risk for evacuating hospital H-II as the cost of minimizing the range of individual

patient risks.

In order to demonstrate the impact of resource levels on the equity of the optimal solu-

tions, we change the loading capacity of each evacuating hospital keeping that of the other

hospital fixed at 10 ambulances at a time. The average patient risk for the evacuating hos-
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Table 4.14: Risk measures for optimal patient-level equity solutions for the case study.

uijpvt1

α = 0 α = 1 α → ∞

R
1∗

0.0585 0.0579 0.0785

R
2∗

0.0435 0.0371 0.1650

R
∗
h 0.0510 0.0475 0.1217

Range∗h 0.0150 0.0208 0.0865

R∗
min 0.0052 0.0019 0.0039

R∗
max 0.1713 0.1713 0.0847

R
∗

0.0537 0.0538 0.0618

Range∗ 0.1660 0.1693 0.0807

Solution time (s) 7.54 12.00 180.00

Figure 4.18: The impact of loading capacity perturbations on the average patient risk for

the system.
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Figure 4.19: The impact of fleet size perturbations on the average patient risk for the hos-

pitals.
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pitals is observed to converge, as shown for earlier examples, when utility function ui
1 is

used under the max-min fairness criteria. The system-level average patient risks for various

loading capacity levels using ui
1 under utilitarian criterion (α = 0) are plotted in Figure 4.18.

Increasing the loading capacity of H-I has a slightly greater benefit in terms of the average

patient risk of the system due to the larger evacuee population using this resource. The

average patient risk of each hospital and of the system are only slightly reduced as the load-

ing capacity of either hospital is increased since the fleet size is also a limiting resource in

this case. Increasing the number of either ALS or BLS ambulances (keeping the number of

vehicles of the other type at 35) is observed to decrease the risk significantly for patients

at H-I, but only slightly for patients at H-II as shown in Figure 4.19. Thus, increased fleet

size results in a tighter range of average patient risks for hospitals than increased loading

capacity. We note that the implementation of the utility function ui
2 requires the separation

of the fleet between the hospital groups as the fleet size changes, because this utility func-

tion is based on the performance of hospital groups under decentralized strategy. Therefore,

specific conditions must be set for the fleet assignment to each hospital group in carrying

out an analysis on the impact of fleet size on equity.
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4.5 Conclusions

The simultaneous evacuation of multiple hospitals in a region is a challenging problem due

to the fairness issues regarding resource allocation among hospitals and patients. In this

chapter, we have provided an integer programming model formulation for the evacuation

transportation planning for multiple hospitals where there is a central authority that dis-

tributes the set of available resources. We discuss the equity issues that arise when the

available resources need to be allocated to multiple evacuating hospitals and define the

decentralized resource management strategy that provides the best possible individual per-

formance of each hospital group with dedicated resources. Due to the similarities of the

hospital evacuation problem and public resource allocation problems, we introduce an eq-

uity modeling framework based on welfare economics. We especially focus on the utilitarian,

proportional fairness, and min-max fairness criteria at the hospital- and patient-levels.

At the hospital-level, a utility function defined as the complementary value to risk and a

benchmark-based utility function, that takes the decentralized resource management strategy

solution as basis, are employed. The former utility function is desirable for minimizing the

range of average patient risks of the evacuating hospitals, whereas the latter utility function is

desirable for distributing the risk reduction among evacuating hospitals equitably. The first

utility function is shown to outperform the benchmark-based utility function as it minimizes

the range of average patient risks for hospitals whereas the second function increases this

range. At the patient-level, a utility function defined as the complementary value to risk is

employed. The optimal solutions for the three fairness criteria at both levels are evaluated

using illustrative examples characterized by the possibility of improvement in average patient

risk for evacuating hospitals. The case study is used for further analysis on the fairness of

optimal solutions and the implications of resource levels on equity.

The issues of fairness are extremely difficult in the context of hospital evacuations. There

are several interpretations of equity from the perspectives of different players and ethical

concerns about resource allocation to patients. We have focused on equity according to the

evacuating hospitals and according to individual patients. The proposed equity modeling

framework allows for the implementation of different utility functions and for the evaluation
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of the optimal evacuation plans based on the assumed definition of equity. The performance

of utility functions other than the functions defined here can be investigated and the model

behavior based on the changes in resource levels can be further analyzed as directions for

future research in this area.
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Chapter 5

Integration of Building Evacuation

and Transportation Planning

Hospital evacuations require moving patients out of the hospital building and transferring

them to alternative facilities for continued care. The fundamental assumption to initiate an

evacuation transportation model such as the HETM proposed by Bish et al. (2011) is that the

building can be evacuated such that patients of the appropriate type are available to satisfy

the transportation plan within the vehicle loading capacity, L, which is a simplification of all

limitations observed during building evacuation. However, most of the patients in a hospital

would require aid from staff to move and patients may not always be moved outside the

building fast enough to utilize all available vehicles due to the constraints posed by building

structure, staff availability, or moving equipment availability. Therefore, the number of

patients that can be transported to receiving facilities depends on the number of patients at

the staging area and building evacuation limitations can be better captured by incorporating

this phase into evacuation models. In this chapter, we integrate the building evacuation with

the subsequent transportation of patients and propose an integer programming model. The

impact of building evacuation capabilities on the transportation plan is investigated through

illustrative examples. Managerial insights on the optimal resource levels for staff and vehicles

are provided.
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5.1 Introduction

Hospitals are as vulnerable to natural or man-made disasters as any other facility; however,

the evacuation of a hospital is significantly complicated mainly due to the special charac-

teristics of patients and their medical requirements. The evacuation of a hospital requires

the movement of patients from the building to the staging area and the transportation of

patients to appropriate receiving facilities by available vehicles. The transportation of pa-

tients from evacuating hospitals to alternative receiving hospitals has been discussed in the

preceding chapters with the fundamental assumption that the building can be evacuated

such that patients of the appropriate type are available to satisfy the transportation plan

within the physical vehicle loading capacity, L. However, the movement of patients out of

the building to the staging area is likely to impose a bottleneck on the evacuation in practice.

In this chapter, we integrate the building evacuation with the subsequent transportation of

patients.

Building evacuations are extensively studied in civil engineering, operations research, and

management science as discussed in Chapter 2 where the building evacuation literature is

presented. Hamacher and Tjandra (2001) provide a detailed review of the evacuation models

most of which are modeled for building evacuation problems. Chalmet et al. (1982) study the

emergency evacuation of buildings with bottlenecks and propose network building evacuation

models. Hamacher and Tufecki (1987) show that lexicographical optimization can be used

for solving building evacuation problems with multiple objectives such as minimizing the

total evacuation time along with (a) avoiding unnecessary movements in the building and (b)

considering the priority of evacuating different parts of the building. Choi et al. (1988) study

maximum flow, minimum cost, and minimax objectives for building evacuations by network

flows with side constraints where the side constraints arise from variable arc capacities.

Løv̊as (1998) presents nine models of wayfinding behavior in emergency evacuations. Chen

and Miller-Hooks (2008) formulate a building evacuation problem with the objective of

minimizing the total time until all evacuees reach the exits where online instructions are

shared with the evacuees during evacuation. All of the above studies base their models on

the assumption that evacuees have no mobility restriction and do not need assigned personnel
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for moving out of the building. However, hospital building evacuations are significantly more

complicated because patients require medical staff to navigate the building and reach the

staging area. Studies on hospital buildings which have such distinct evacuation issues are

scarce and, to our knowledge, the integration of building evacuation and transportation

problems for hospitals has not been approached from an optimization-based perspective

before.

In this chapter, we introduce an integer programming model, in Section 5.2, that inte-

grates the movement of patients from the hospital building to the staging area and their

subsequent transportation to receiving hospitals with adequate capacity. This model has a

complex structure as a result of the assumptions on capacity and the dependencies among

variables. However, it is observed that some medium-scale problems (with around 12,000

variables and 5,000 constraints) can be solved in under five minutes. We discuss some of the

assumptions that can be relaxed or modified to improve the tractability of the model as well

as to better represent the real-life evacuation issues.

5.2 Model Formulation

In this study, we consider a single evacuating hospital in order to analyze the interaction

between the building evacuation and the transportation phases in detail. The proposed

model can be easily expanded to include multiple evacuating hospitals which may then lead

to additional resource sharing and equity issues to be considered in decision making as

discussed in Chapter 4. The complete evacuation process studied is depicted in Figure 5.1.

The first phase of a hospital evacuation is the process of moving patients from their location

in the hospital to the staging area(s). The evacuating hospital building has several floors,

wards, hallways, stairs, elevators, and exits. There are two types of movement inside the

hospital building: horizontal and vertical. Horizontal movement would be performed to

transfer patients to another ward or section on the same floor whereas vertical movement

is required for assisting patients from their original floor to either another floor that is

safer or to the exits. In this study, we are not considering any shelter-in strategies and

assuming that the threat in question requires the movement of patients out of the hospital
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building. Therefore, the horizontal movement inside the building is not considered and the

constructional limitations for moving patients from their ward to the staging area using the

vertical evacuation routes in the building are represented in terms of the time required for

this movement.

Figure 5.1: Building evacuation and transportation process.
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Let P the set of patient types (e.g., critical care, pediatric, infectious, etc.) where there

areWp patients of type p ∈ P in the evacuating hospital. These patients must be transported

to a set (J) of potential receiving hospitals, where hospital j ∈ J has Bj
p beds available for

patients of type p ∈ P . Let H be the set of all hospitals in the network, such that the

evacuating hospital is labeled as hospital 1 and receiving hospitals are labeled as hospitals

2, 3, · · · , |H| = |J |+1, i.e., H = {1}∪J . The study period is divided into T time intervals of

equal length. The travel time from evacuating hospital to receiving hospital j ∈ J is τ j time

intervals. Travel times between evacuating and receiving hospitals are known, have integral

length, and are independent of vehicle type. We note that the latter assumption is easy

to modify such that travel times are vehicle type-dependent to reflect their transportation

capabilities.

The movement of patients from the hospital wards to the staging area with the aid

of evacuation teams precedes the transportation of patients to alternative hospitals. Due

to different levels of aid required by patients of different types, the evacuation teams are

categorized similar to the vehicles to represent their capabilities over set K. All teams are
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assumed to be at the staging area at the beginning of the planning horizon and a team is

assumed to aid one patient at a time. The total number of idle and busy teams of type

k ∈ K at the evacuating hospital at time t is represented by Mkt. The time it takes a team

to reach the ward of a patient of type p starting from the staging area is τp time intervals

and is assumed to be equal to the time it takes to move a patient from the ward to the

staging area. This assumption can be easily modified such that the time to move a patient

from the ward to the staging area is longer. Additionally, the staging area of the hospital

has a capacity of Cstaging patients at a time. Patients reaching the staging area can occupy

space for multiple time intervals if they have to wait while other patients are loaded before

them or if all vehicles are en route.

The assignment of teams to patients would be completely unrestricted without any ad-

ditional rules defined in the model. However, more advanced teams must be preferred for

assisting critical patients and any team can assist the non-critical patients. For example,

neonatal intensive care unit (NICU) patients need constant respiratory support and an expe-

rienced nurse must be holding and assisting the baby patient along with other staff members

who move necessary medical equipment for the patient. Therefore, an upgrade team as-

signment strategy is implemented such that more critical patients can only be assisted by

advanced teams, but less critical patients can be assisted by any team as long as there are

enough teams available. The set of team types that can assist patients of type p is denoted

by Kp. The restricted assignments for a given set of patient types and team types are defined

as an additional constraint set in the model formulation.

A set of vehicle types (V ), e.g., Advanced Life Support (ALS) ambulances, Basic Life

Support (BLS) ambulances, wheelchair vans, and buses is given. At time interval t, the total

number of busy and idle vehicles of type v ∈ V is Nvt. This parameter reflects the actual

time required by vehicles that might have different origins (depots) to reach the evacuating

hospitals. The capacity of a vehicle of type v ∈ V is Cv patients. The time required to load a

vehicle of type v ∈ V is γv time intervals and it is assumed to be equal to the unloading time

for that vehicle. The vehicle loading and unloading times are assumed to be independent of

the patient type for simplicity and the impact of changing this assumption will be discussed

after the model formulation is introduced. Vehicles transport patients directly from the
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evacuating hospital to hospital j ∈ J without stopping at multiple hospitals and return to

the evacuating hospital as needed.

The number of vehicles that can be loaded at the evacuating hospital in any time interval

based on the limitations of the evacuating hospital’s loading area is represented by the L-

parameter, and is given in ambulance equivalencies; Lv represents a conversion factor for a

vehicle of type v ∈ V to ambulance equivalencies (i.e., a bus takes more effort to load than

an ambulance). The loading area is considered as a separate area from the staging area and

patients occupy the loading area as long as the vehicle loading time, γv. If the number of

vehicles available to be loaded at a time interval exceeds L, the excess number of vehicles

have to wait at the evacuating hospital before being loaded. Such vehicles will be represented

as variables with the evacuating hospital as their origin and destination in the formulation.

Based on the given problem definition, the objective is generating a building evacuation

and transportation plan that minimizes the total evacuation risk where risk is defined as

the probability that an undesired event occurs. This event can be in the form of a major

deterioration of patient health or death due to injury or lack of sufficient treatment. The

evacuation risk is defined as a combination of: 1) the threat risk that patients are exposed to

while waiting to be transported, and 2) the transportation risk incurred during travel. The

cumulative threat risk, Λpt, calculated in (5.1), is the probability of the undesired event for a

patient of type p that remains in the evacuating hospital through time interval t, where λpt

is the probability of the undesired event for a patient of type p that remains in hospital i in

time interval t. λpt at different time intervals are assumed to be independent and a patient

does not change type during an evacuation, e.g., a non-critical patient does not become

critical by being exposed to the threat risk.

Λpt = 1−
t
∏

f=1

(1− λpf), ∀p ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T . (5.1)

The cumulative transportation risk, Θj
pv, is calculated in (5.2), where θpv is the probability

of the undesired event for a patient of type p ∈ P transferred by a vehicle of type v ∈ V

for one time interval. θpv is assumed to be constant through time since the same allocation

made in different time intervals would not change the level of treatment supplied by a vehicle.

When transporting patients to hospital j, a vehicle of type v that returns to the evacuating
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hospital is engaged for 2(τ j + γv) time units, however, only (τ j + 2γv) time units contribute

to the risk expression since transportation risk is incurred only as long as the patient is in

the vehicle, including loading and unloading times.

Θj
pv = 1− (1− θpv)

(τ j+2γv), ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V . (5.2)

The evacuation risk, Rj
pvt, associated with the evacuation decision for a patient is calcu-

lated in (5.3) by combining the cumulative threat risk (Λpt) to which the patient is exposed

before being transported in time interval t and the cumulative transportation risk (Θj
pv)

based on the vehicle type and the receiving hospital selected. As (5.1) - (5.3) indicate, the

cumulative threat, transportation, and evacuation risk functions are non-linear.

Rj
pvt = 1− (1− Λp(t−1))(1−Θj

pv), ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T . (5.3)

Parameters:

T : number of time intervals in the study period

Wp : number of patients of type p ∈ P initially at the evacuating hospital

Mkt : total number of teams of type k ∈ K at the evacuating hospital at time t

τp : number of time intervals required to reach a patient of type p ∈ P , which is

equal to the time required to move a patient from the ward to the staging

area

Cstaging : maximum number of patients allowed at the staging area at a time

Bj
p : number of beds of type p ∈ P available at hospital j ∈ J

τ j : number of time intervals required to travel from the evacuating hospital to

hospital j ∈ J

Nvt : total number of busy and idle vehicles of type v ∈ V at time t

Cv : number of patients that can be loaded onto a vehicle of type v ∈ V

γv : number of time intervals required to load/unload a vehicle of type v ∈ V

L : number of vehicles in ambulance equivalencies that can be loaded at the

staging area of the evacuating hospital at a time interval

Lv : conversion factor for a vehicle of type v ∈ V to ambulance equivalencies
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for loading capacity

Λpt : cumulative threat risk for a patient of type p ∈ P that remains in the

evacuating hospital through time interval t

Θj
pv : cumulative transportation risk for a patient of type p ∈ P transferred by a

vehicle of type v ∈ V from the evacuating hospital to hospital j ∈ J

Rj
pvt : total evacuation risk for a patient of type p ∈ P transferred by a vehicle of

type v ∈ V from the evacuating hospital to hospital j ∈ J starting at time t

Decision Variables:

spkt : number of patients of type p moved from their ward in the evacuating hospital

to the hospital’s staging area by a team of type k starting in time interval t,

∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t = 1, · · · , T .

xj
pvt : number of patients of type p transported from the staging area of the evacuating

hospital to the staging area of receiving hospital j by a vehicle of type v starting

in time interval t, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .

νvt : number of vehicles of type v assigned to the evacuating hospital at time t,

∀v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .

yijvt : number of vehicles of type v that move from hospital i to hospital j starting in

time interval t, ∀i, j ∈ H, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T .

BETM:

Minimize
∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

Rj
pvtx

j
pvt +

∑

p∈P

ΛpT

(

Wp −
∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xj
pvt

)

(5.4)

subject to
T
∑

t=1

spkt = 0, ∀p ∈ P, k 6∈ Kp (5.5)

∑

p∈P

min{2τp−1,t}
∑

f=0

spk(t−f) ≤ Mkt, ∀k ∈ K, t = 1, · · · , T (5.6)

∑

k∈K

T
∑

t=1

spkt ≤ Wp, ∀p ∈ P (5.7)
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∑

p∈P









∑

k∈K

(t−2τp)
∑

f=1:
t>2τp

spkf −
∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=1

xj
pvf









≤ Cstaging, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (5.8)

∑

k∈K

(t−2τp)
∑

f=1:
t>2τp

spkf −
∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=1

xj
pvf ≥ 0, ∀p ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T (5.9)

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xj
pvt ≤ Bj

p, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P (5.10)

∑

p∈P

xj
pvt ≤ Cvy

1j
vt , ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.11)

νvt ≤ Nvt −Nv(t−1), ∀v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.12)

νvt +
∑

j∈J :
t>τ j

yj1
v(t−τ j) + y11v(t−1) =

∑

j∈H

y1jvt , ∀v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.13)

∑

j∈J

∑

i∈H

∑

v∈V

yjiv1 = 0 (5.14)

y1j
v(t−τ j−2γv)

≥ yj1vt , ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 2, · · · , T (5.15)

∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=t−γv+1

Lvy
1j
vf ≤ L, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (5.16)

spkt ≥ 0 and integer, ∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t = 1, · · · , T (5.17)

xj
pvt ≥ 0 and integer, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.18)

νvt ∈ {0, 1, · · · , Nvt −Nv(t−1)}, ∀v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.19)

yijvt ∈ {0, 1, · · · , bL/Lvc}, ∀i, j ∈ H, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T . (5.20)

The objective function (5.4) minimizes the total evacuation risk where the first summa-

tion represents the total risk for patients transported to alternative facilities and the second

summation represents the total threat risk for patients moved out of the building, but are

not transported to alternative facilities by the end of planning horizon. The restrictions

of upgrade team assignment strategy are set by (5.5). Constraint (5.6) limits the number

of busy teams to the total number of teams available. The total number of patients of

each type moved out from the evacuating hospital is limited by the initial population size

in constraint (5.7) and by the staging area capacity in constraint (5.8). Additionally, con-
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straint (5.9) limits the number of patients transported to the number of patients available

at the staging area. Constraint (5.10) defines the number of beds of each type available at

each alternative care location. Constraint (5.11) represents the vehicle capacity restriction

on the number of patients transferred at each time interval. Constraint (5.12) restricts the

additional number of vehicles assigned to the evacuating hospital at each time interval by

the number of vehicles that become newly available at that time interval. Constraint (5.13)

represents the conservation of flow at the evacuating hospital. Similarly, constraints (5.14)

and (5.15) stand for the conservation of flow at each receiving hospital. Constraint (5.16)

restricts the number of vehicles that can be loaded at each time interval due to a physical

loading capacity. Finally the logical integrality and non-negativity of decision variables are

defined by constraints (5.17) - (5.20). We next present a structural property of the BETM

that allows for tractability for even large-scale problem instances.

Lemma 5.1 . If a matrix A is full rank, the total unimodularity of A is preserved under the

following three elementary row (column) operations: (1) exchanging two rows (columns), (2)

multiplying a row (column) by -1, and (3) adding a row (column) to another row (column).

The proof of Lemma 5.1 is provided in Schrijver (1998).

Proposition 5.1 . For a feasible set of y-variables and a continuous relaxation of the s-,

x-, and ν-variables, there exists an optimal solution for the BETM in which the continuous

variables have integral values.

Proof. A feasible set of y-variables must satisfy constraints (5.13) - (5.16) and be integer

valued, i.e., satisfy (5.20). Such a set of y-variables can be considered as parameters. The

corresponding feasible values of all ν-variables are directly computed by the equality con-

straint (5.13) and are integer-valued. Therefore, constraints (5.12) and (5.19) are satisfied,

too. Then, a continuous relaxation of the s- and x-variables transforms the BETM constraint

set as follows: (5.6) - (5.11) and (5.17) - (5.18) into the following:

∑

p∈P

min{2τp−1,t}
∑

f=0

spk(t−f) ≤ Mkt, ∀k ∈ K, t = 1, · · · , T (5.21)
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∑

k∈K

T
∑

t=1

spkt ≤ Wp, ∀p ∈ P (5.22)

∑

p∈P









∑

k∈K

(t−2τp)
∑

f=1:
t>2τp

spkf −
∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=1

xj
pvf









≤ Cstaging, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (5.23)

−
∑

k∈K

(t−2τp)
∑

f=1:
t>2τp

spkf +
∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=1

xj
pvf ≤ 0, ∀p ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T (5.24)

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xj
pvt ≤ Bj

p, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P (5.25)

∑

p∈P

xj
pvt ≤ Cvy

1j
vt , ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.26)

spkt ≥ 0, ∀p ∈ P, k ∈ K, t = 1, · · · , T (5.27)

xj
pvt ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.28)

where (5.21) - (5.26) correspond to (5.6) - (5.11) and (5.27) - (5.28) correspond to (5.17) -

(5.18) with a continuous relaxation of the s- and x-variables, respectively. If the constraint

coefficient matrix of an LP is totally unimodular and the right-hand-side values are all

integer-valued, the LP has integer basic solutions by Cramer’s Rule (Bazaraa et al., 2005).

The right-hand-side values of the constraints above are integer-valued and we show that the

constraint coefficient matrix satisfies the conditions for total unimodularity as follows.

We observe that for each t, the sum of rows for constraints (5.9) for all patient types

is the negative of constraint (5.8). We apply elementary row operations on the constraint

coefficient matrix to eliminate constraints (5.8) and (5.9). The reduced row echelon form of

A consists of constraints (5.21) - (5.22) and (5.25) - (5.26). Therefore, A is an m×n matrix

where m = |K|T + |P |+ |J ||P |+ |J ||V |T , n = |P ||K|T + |J ||P ||V |T , and min{m,n} = m.

Since the rank ofA ism, A is full rank and this reduction would preserve total unimodularity

by Lemma 5.1.

Camion (1965) proved that a matrix is totally unimodular if and only if every square

Eulerian submatrix formed from it is singular, where a submatrix is Eulerian if both the sum

of each row and the sum of each column are even. It can be shown that the coefficient matrix

of the above LP is totally unimodular by examining the characteristics of its submatrices.
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The entries of the coefficient matrix A of the LP above are +1 or 0. Each s-variable ap-

pears in 2τp consecutive constraints in constraint set (5.21) and once in constraint set (5.22).

Each x-variable appears once in each of the two constraint sets (5.25) and (5.26), therefore,

every s-variable column of A has 2τp + 1 entries of +1 and all remaining entries are 0 and

every x-variable column of A has two entries of +1 and all remaining entries are 0. Since the

sum of each row and column of a Eulerian matrix must be even, all 1×1 Eulerian submatrices

of A consist of a 0 entry and have a determinant of 0. The 2× 2 Eulerian submatrices can

have either four +1 entries or four 0 entries, and have a determinant of 0. The k×k Eulerian

submatrices, such that k ≥ 3, can have either c ≤ k entries of +1 in each column, such that

c ≤ 2τp and c (mod 2) = 0, because each column of A has 2τp + 1 entries of +1, and an

even number of +1 entries in each row, resulting in a determinant of 0. We have shown that

all square Eulerian submatrices of A have a determinant of 0, or, equivalently, are singular

matrices. Thus, by Camion’s theorem, A is totally uniomodular. Since the right-hand-side

of the constraint set is integer valued, by Cramer’s Rule, all extreme point solutions to the

LP are integer valued (Bazaraa et al., 2005).

The structure of the coefficient matrix of the BETM described in Proposition 5.1 allows

for reducing the number of integer variables to only the number of y-variables. Therefore,

the branch-and-bound algorithm is required to branch on only the y-variables and the integer

program becomes substantially easier to solve.

The favorable structural property of the BETM is achieved by making a set of assump-

tions as explained above. These assumptions can be modified to obtain a more realistic

representation of the actual evacuation process. However, these modifications would cause

the tractability of the problem to deteriorate, rendering the model impractical for use in

planning and operations. Moreover, the optimal solutions for the more detailed problem

may not outperform the solutions for a simplification of the system. One such modification

would be allowing patients of different types to be transported by a vehicle. In addition

to the vehicle capacity parameter, Cv, a space requirement parameter for each patient type

would be defined. Let Cpv be the units of space required by a patient of type p ∈ P in

a vehicle of type v ∈ V . Constraint 5.29 that is similar to a knapsack problem constraint
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would replace (5.11) to reflect this modification.

∑

p∈P

Cpvx
j
pvt ≤ Cvy

1j
vt , ∀j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.29)

Consider three patient types with space requirement parameters C1v = 3, C2v = 2 and

C3v = 1 where Cv = 6. The above constraint would be 3xj
1vt + 2xj

2vt + xj
1vt ≤ 6y1jvt . The

constraint coefficients of the x-variables different from 0 and 1 are allowed in this constraint

which violates the special structure of the constraint coefficient matrix that allows for integer

solutions for the LP relaxation given a set of feasible integer y-variables.

An alternative way to allow patients of different types to be transported by a vehicle

would be defining the upper bound on the number of patients of each type that can be

transported by a vehicle of type v, denoted by npv. The following constraint would be added

to the BETM formulation to implement this modification along with constraint (5.11).

xj
pvt ≤ npvy

1j
vt , ∀p ∈ P, j ∈ J, v ∈ V, t = 1, · · · , T (5.30)

For example, if Cv = 6, n1v = 2, n2v = 3, and n3v = 6, the feasible solution must

satisfy the constraints {xj
1vt ≤ 2y1jvt , x

j
2vt ≤ 3y1jvt , x

j
3vt ≤ 6y1jvt , x

j
1vt + xj

2vt + xj
3vt ≤ 6y1jvt}.

Therefore, if there is a single vehicle assigned for this trip, i.e., yijvt = 1, the feasible solutions

would be (xj
1vt, x

j
2vt, x

j
3vt) ∈ {(0,0,6), (0,1,5), (0,2,4), (0,3,3), (1,0,5), (1,1,4), (1,2,3), (1,3,2),

(2,0,4),(2,1,3), (2,2,2), (2,3,1)}. Unlike the above modification, this additional constraint

does not have an adverse impact on the tractability of the model because the constraint

coefficient matrix structure is maintained.

Another aspect of the BETM that can be modified for a more realistic representation

of the process would be defining the threat risk for patients based on which phase of the

evacuation they are in. We define the threat risk to be in effect from the beginning of the

evacuation until the time at which a patient is loaded onto a vehicle to capture the effects

of waiting on a patient. However, when the total waiting time of the patient is not spent at

the staging or loading area, but can also be spent waiting inside the hospital building, the

threat risk can be quite different depending on the conditions at the location. Patients can

be in continuous care inside the hospital until a team of staff reaches them if the hospital

has not experienced a utility loss disrupting patient care. Then, patients may be exposed
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to lower, and probably a different form of, threat risk than they will be exposed to at the

staging area. However, if there is an internal threat such as a fire or a chemical leak, the

threat risk accrued while patients are waiting to be assisted out may be significantly higher

than the risk accrued at the staging area. The distinction of threat risk inside and outside

the hospital building would require the use of time epochs at which patients exit the building

and leave the staging area. This modification can have an adverse effect on the tractability

of the model and additional simplifying assumptions may be required. We consider this

concept of location-based threat risks as a potential extension of this study.

A Simplified Version of the BETM:

The BETM has a complex structure mainly due to the interaction between the vehicle flow

and patient flow. To improve tractability of the model, the following simplifying assumptions

can be made: (1) there is a single team type, i.e., |K| = 1, (2) there is a single vehicle type,

i.e., |V | = 1, and (3) each vehicle can transport one patient at a time, i.e., Cv = 1. These

assumptions lead to the following model in which the only decision variables are the s- and

x-variables.

BETM-Simplified:

Minimize
∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

T
∑

t=1

Rj
ptx

j
pt +

∑

p∈P

ΛpT

(

Wp −
∑

j∈J

T
∑

t=1

xj
pt

)

(5.31)

subject to

∑

p∈P

min(2τp−1,t)
∑

f=1

sp(t−f) +
∑

p∈P

spt ≤ Mt, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (5.32)

T
∑

t=1

spt ≤ Wp, ∀p ∈ P (5.33)

∑

p∈P

(t−2τp)
∑

f=1:
t>2τp

spf −
∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

t
∑

f=1

xj
pf ≤ Cstaging, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (5.34)

(t−2τp)
∑

f=1:
t>2τp

spf −
∑

j∈J

t
∑

f=1

xj
pf ≥ 0, ∀p ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T (5.35)

T
∑

t=1

xj
pt ≤ Bj

p, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P (5.36)
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∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

min{2(τ j+γ)−1,t}
∑

f=1

xj

p(t−f) +
∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

xj
pt ≤ Nt, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (5.37)

∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

t
∑

f=t−γ+1

xj
pf ≤ L, ∀t = 1, · · · , T (5.38)

spt ≥ 0 and integer, ∀p ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T (5.39)

xj
pt ≥ 0 and integer, ∀j ∈ J, p ∈ P, t = 1, · · · , T (5.40)

The major change in the formulation is in vehicle flow constraints that involve y-variables.

The original constraints (5.11) - (5.16) are replaced by (5.37) and (5.38) to represent the

additional assumptions. The simplified BETM is no longer a linear program as the con-

straint coefficient matrix is no longer totally unimodular. However, the optimal solution

for continuous x-variables (s-variables) given a feasible set of s-variables (x-variables) is

integer-valued.

The BETM-Simplified is a degenerate problem, that is, an extreme point of the feasible

polyhedron is defined by more than one basis since the number of hyperplanes that pass

through an extreme point is greater than the number of decision variables. Degeneracy

results in zero-valued basic variables which show that a different basis can represent the

same optimal solution. This degenerate problem has a unique optimal solution, therefore,

the dual problem has multiple optimal solutions.

In order to investigate the impact of resource levels on the optimal evacuation plan and to

determine the required resource levels to achieve a risk target, a parametric analysis on the

resource constraints will be performed in Section 5.3. We next define the resource utilization

measures that will be used in the following analysis.

Resource Utilization:

The teams, the staging area, the loading area, and the vehicles are re-usable resources and

their utilization provides information about which resources are restricting the evacuation

performance. In other words, resource utilization information guides the decision maker in

determining the resources in the system to invest in for further improvement of the evacuation

performance. We define utilization for the four re-usable resources as follows.
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Team utilization =

∑

p∈P

∑

k∈K

T
∑

t=1

2τpspkt

∑

k∈K

Mk1ET
, (5.41)

where ET is the evacuation duration defined as the time at which the last patient reaches a

receiving facility.

Fleet utilization =

∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

LLT
∑

t=1

2(τ j + γv)y
1j
vt

∑

v∈V

Nv1(ET − FLT + 1)
, (5.42)

where LLT is the last load time at which the last patient leaves the staging area and is

loaded into a vehicle and FLT is the first load time at which the first patient is loaded into

a vehicle. Then, ET − FLT + 1 is the total vehicle-time in which vehicles can be used and

the numerator is the total vehicle-time that vehicles are en route or loading or unloading

patients. Similarly, the staging area and loading area utilizations are calculated as below.

Staging area utilization =

∑

p∈P

T
∑

t=1

(

∑

k∈K

t−2τp
∑

f=1

spkf −
∑

j∈J

∑

v∈V

t
∑

f=1

xj
pvf

)

Cstaging(LLT − FLT + 1)
(5.43)

Loading area utilization =

∑

j∈J

∑

p∈P

∑

v∈V

T
∑

t=1

xj
pvt

L(LLT − FLT + 1)
(5.44)

5.3 Model Analysis

In this section, we will present the computational results for a case study and analyze the

results with respect to performance measures including risks, resource utilization, patient

prioritization schemes, building clearance time, and evacuation completion time. A network

that consists of one evacuating hospital and nine receiving hospitals is considered in this case

study. All hospitals in this study are assumed to be members of an emergency preparedness
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alliance for mutual emergency management planning and support among hospitals in case

of local disasters.

Patients are categorized into three types based on their medical condition and require-

ments and there are 135, 160, and 65 patients of types 1, 2, and 3, respectively, type 1 being

the most critical, such as adult or pediatric critical care patients, and type 3 being the least

critical, such as outpatients or psychiatric patients. The time it takes to move the patients

out of the building depends on their type and given as τ1 = 3, τ2 = 2, τ3 = 1 to be consistent

with the care required by each patient type. Patients can be transferred to adequate beds

available at the nine receiving hospitals. The instantaneous data used in this case study,

which includes 360 patients in the evacuating hospital and 535 beds available at the nine

receiving hospitals by patient type, is displayed in Table 5.1. The length of a time interval

is assumed to be 10 minutes and the one-way travel times between the evacuating hospital

and the receiving hospitals in number of 10-minute time intervals are provided in Table 5.1.

It is assumed that the vehicles are available for immediate use once the evacuation is

initiated and can be dispatched as soon as the first patients arrive at the staging area. In

case the vehicles are dispatched from further locations such as depots, the time it takes for

vehicles to reach evacuating hospitals can be easily changed by adjusting the Nvt-parameters.

The vehicle types used in this study are ALS and BLS ambulances both capable of carrying

one patient at a time. Transportation risk is assumed to be higher for BLS ambulances for

all patient types due to the level of treatment that can be supplied during patient transfer.

Also, the more critical the patient, the greater the difference between the transportation risk

of an ALS ambulance and a BLS ambulance for that patient is. The time required to load

a patient into an ALS or BLS ambulance is assumed to be one time interval that is also

equal to the time to unload a patient from an ambulance. Initially, the evacuating hospital

is assumed to have a physical loading capacity of 10 ambulances at a time interval.

The threat risk parameter, λpt, is indexed on time, patient type, and evacuating hospital

and depends on the nature of the threat. The cumulative threat risk, Λpt, used in this case

study is a function of an exponential risk parameter and has an increasing slope. The threat

that causes the evacuation is assumed to affect all patients in the evacuating hospital, but

the resistance to the effects of this threat varies among patient types. Table 5.2 gives the
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Table 5.1: The number of patients (Wp), the number of beds available (Bj
p), and the travel

time between hospitals (τ j).

Number of Beds Travel Time

Bj
p τ j (intervals)

Hospital (j) 1 2 3

1 30 45 15 4

2 0 15 0 4

3 0 30 10 8

4 55 25 30 6

5 35 50 0 7

6 20 0 50 15

7 10 0 15 8

8 35 20 5 2

9 20 15 5 7

TOTAL (beds) 205 200 130

Wp 135 160 65

values of the threat risk parameters, λpt, for each patient type and the transportation risk

parameters, θpv, for each patient type and transportation type combination used in this

study.

Table 5.2: Threat risk functions (λpt) and transportation risk parameters (θpv).

Patient Threat Risk Transportation Risk

Type ALS BLS

1 0.0012 exp(t/35) 0.001 0.002

2 0.0009 exp(t/35) 0.0005 0.001

3 0.0006 exp(t/35) 0.0001 0.0002

We begin by assuming that the staging area capacity is 50 patients at a time, the loading
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capacity of the hospital is 10 ambulances at a time, and 70 ambulances are available in total

for transportation at the beginning of planning horizon. Moreover, we assume that there

are 30 teams available to assist patients out of the building. We will perform a sensitivity

analysis with respect to the changes in the levels of these three resources to observe their

impact on the optimal plan. We will provide managerial insights into optimal resource levels

for risk-minimization. The results based on the optimal solution for the initial problem

instance described above are shown in Table 5.6.

Table 5.3: Optimal results for the case study (M = [15, 15], Cstaging = 50, L = 10, N =

[35, 35]).

System By patient type

1 2 3

W 360 135 160 65

Total risk 25.8457 19.0563 6.2310 0.5584

Average risk 0.0718 0.1412 0.0389 0.0086

Threat risk 24.1627 18.2770 5.4205 0.4652

Transportation risk 1.8461 0.9042 0.8480 0.0939

Building clearance time 64 64 49 22

Evacuation duration 67 67 51 23

Team utilization 82.29%

Fleet utilization 95.24%

Staging area utilization 0.32%

Loading area utilization 53.73%

Solution time (s) 45.16

5.3.1 Optimal resource levels given a risk-based target

Making the optimal allocation decisions given the set of limited resources is essential for

hospital evacuation planning. However, as the complexity of resource management increases,
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it is even more valuable to have guidelines to determine the sufficient level of resources

required to achieve a target evacuation performance. We define this target as the optimal

evacuation risk when the level of a set of resources is fixed and the other resources are

assumed to be unlimited. This target risk is then used to determine the optimal levels for

the resources initially assumed to be unlimited.

In the hospital evacuation process, the resources are (1) teams, (2) staging area capacity,

(3) loading capacity, (4) fleet, and (5) receiving beds. The staging area capacity, the loading

capacity, and the number of receiving beds are constant through time. The staging area

capacity impacts the utilization of the teams and the building clearance time, because teams

can move more patients than the number of patients that can be loaded if there is a positive

staging area capacity. The loading area can be designed as lanes assigned to different types

of vehicles or as a common loading dock. Although the utilization of the loading area

fluctuates over time, the loading capacity is fixed. Unlike the staging and loading capacities,

the available number of beds at receiving hospitals only decrease over time as beds are not

re-usable. However, the teams of staff and the vehicles are dynamic resources and the number

of available teams and vehicles may change in time as a result of additional staff called in or

vehicles requested from other hospitals or private service providers. As the dynamic resources

in our evacuation model, additional teams of staff to assist patients out of the building and

additional vehicles to transport patients to receiving facilities may be easier to acquire than

expanding the staging and loading area or securing additional receiving beds; but investing

in the static resources of the evacuating hospital may reduce the required number of teams or

vehicles. In order to determine the optimal number of teams and vehicles required to achieve

a risk target, we assume that these numbers are constant through time. Given the set of

limited resources consisting of receiving beds, staging area capacity, and loading capacity,

we determine the optimal levels for teams and fleet through optimization as demonstrated

below.

The target risk may be achieved by multiple resource options each with a different combi-

nation of the number of teams and the fleet size. The optimal building evacuation decisions

would fully utilize the teams and if there are a lot of teams, there may be too many patients

waiting at the staging area due to the limited loading capacity and fleet size. On the other
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hand, if there are too many vehicles and not enough teams, vehicles may have to be idle

as they wait for patients to arrive at the staging area. Therefore, the goal is balancing the

vertical and horizontal evacuation operations by finding the best combination of resource

levels.

Consider the case study introduced above with only one type of teams and one type of

vehicles (ambulances), i.e., |K| = 1, |V | = 1. All teams and vehicles are assumed to be

available at the beginning of the evacuation, therefore, the number of teams and the fleet

size are constant through time, i.e. Mkt = Mk, Nvt = Nv, ∀t = 1, · · · , T . The above set of

beds at receiving hospitals shown in Table 5.1, the staging area capacity of 50 patients at

a time, and the loading capacity of 10 ambulances at a time are given. As there are 360

patients, teams and vehicles would be unlimited if there is one team and one vehicle ready

to be allocated to each patient at any time. Therefore, initially, we assume that there are

360 teams available to assist patients out of the building and 360 ambulances are available

for transportation at the beginning of evacuation.

The risk measures based on the optimal solution of the BETM are shown in Table 5.4 and

the system’s total risk of 11.1717 is used as the target risk level to determine the minimum

number of teams and vehicles required, minimizing
∑

k∈K Mk and
∑

v∈V Nv, respectively,

such that R ≤ R∗, where R is the total evacuation risk and R∗ is the optimal objective

function value of the BETM with unlimited number of teams and vehicles. The minimum

amount of resources required to execute the optimal evacuation plan with this target total

risk are 70 teams and 140 vehicles. These resource levels may be higher than a hospital of

this size can acquire even when regional resources are included. There may not be enough

teams of staff especially if the evacuation is initiated at a time of day or day of week when

staffing level is lower than usual, such as at night or on the weekend. The required fleet

size may not be reasonable considering the cost of purchasing and operating the medical

transportation vehicles along with the staff involved in transportation. We will evaluate the

evacuation performance given more reasonable and realistic resource levels and compare it

with these results later.

The building clearance time and evacuation duration when the minimum amount of

resources are used are shown in Table 5.4 as the time measures. All patients inside the
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Table 5.4: Optimal results for the case study (M = 70, Cstaging = 50, L = 10, N = 140).

System By patient type

1 2 3

W 360 135 160 65

Total risk 11.1717 3.5464 5.8234 1.8020

Average risk 0.0310 0.0263 0.0364 0.0277

Threat risk 9.7045 2.6733 5.2772 1.7540

Transportation risk 1.5083 0.8923 0.5666 0.0495

Building clearance time 37 17 29 37

Evacuation duration 47 28 42 47

Team utilization 61.00%

Fleet utilization 67.93%

Staging area utilization 21.76%

Loading area utilization 100.00%

Solution time (s) 1.03

hospital building are moved to the staging area in 37 time intervals (6.16 hours) and their

transportation to alternative facilities is completed in 47 time intervals (7.83 hours) as shown

in Figure 5.2. The latest building clearance time and evacuation duration are observed for

patient type 3, the least critical patients with the lowest threat and transportation risk

parameters. However, patients of type 3 do not have the lowest average evacuation risk

because of both being transported at later time intervals and the greater distance they have

to travel compared to the other patients. These patient prioritization results are for this

problem instance and can be different depending on the network parameters.

The utilization levels of resources for the example are calculated by (5.41) - (5.44) and

shown in Table 5.4 for the minimum required number of teams and vehicles. If 360 teams

and 360 vehicles are available, team utilization is only 13.71% and fleet utilization is only

28.35%. Therefore, both the team and fleet utilizations are increased by using the minimum

number of resources required. However, the staging area utilization is 59.72% if there are
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Figure 5.2: The cumulative number of patients who are moved to the staging area and who

reach their destinations by time interval t by type.
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unlimited teams and vehicles and is reduced to 21.76% when the minimum required number

of teams and vehicles are used; because the number of patients moved to the staging area is

limited by the reduced number of teams and this results in less number of patients waiting

at the staging area to be loaded into vehicles. If the conditions of the staging area are worse

than the conditions inside the hospital in terms of patient care, the reduced waiting time at

the staging area is an indirect improvement in the evacuation performance. We also note

that the optimal solution of this problem instance is achieved even when there is no staging

area capacity available since staging area is never the restricting resource.

The perturbation function of the loading capacity constraint is shown in Figure 5.3.

The left- and right-shadow prices for the loading capacity that refer to the reduction in the

optimal total risk are labeled on the perturbation function. The problem becomes infeasible

only if the loading capacity is below 4 ambulances. Although increasing the loading capacity

does not result in a significant risk reduction above 10 ambulances, there may be other

consequences of increased loading capacity regarding the other resource requirements and

investing in loading capacity may prove to reduce the minimum required resource levels to
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obtain the same risk for the system.

Figure 5.3: The cumulative number of patients who are moved to the staging area and who

reach their destinations by time interval t by type.
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Defining the target risk as the minimum evacuation risk given a loading capacity of 10

ambulances at a time, i.e., R∗ = 11.1717, we would like to identify the resources which the

hospital management should invest in to achieve its target. By fixing the number of teams

at the minimum requirement of 70 teams, the minimum loading capacity required, L∗, is

obtained given the feasible number of vehicles (93 ≤ N ≤ 140) such that R ≤ R∗. The

resulting combinations of the optimal loading capacity for the feasible fleet size values are

shown in Figure 5.4 (a). It is observed that if the loading capacity is increased by only one

ambulance, the minimum required number of vehicles can be significantly reduced from 140

to 99. If the management’s goal is reducing the fleet size, at least 93 vehicles are required, but

the hospital has to have a loading capacity of 22 ambulances at a time instead of their current

capacity of 10 ambulances. If the loading capacity expansion is a more expensive investment

than acquiring more vehicles, the minimum loading capacity requirement can be dropped to

12 ambulances at a time by adding only three vehicles to the fleet. If, instead, the fleet size

is fixed at 140 vehicles, the L∗ values given the feasible number of teams (58 ≤ M ≤ 70) are

found as shown in Figure 5.4 (b). Increasing the loading capacity to 11 ambulances reduces
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the minimum number of teams required from 70 to 59.

Figure 5.4: The minimum loading capacity required to achieve risk target R∗ (a) for feasible

fleet size values when M = 70 and (b) for feasible number of teams when N = 140.
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(b)

Figure 5.4 shows the possible improvement in minimum resource requirements if the

management invests in incrementing the loading capacity when either one of the resource

levels is fixed. Additionally, the set of feasible resource levels where neither the number of

teams nor the fleet size is fixed would be useful in decision making. Maintaining the same

risk target and increasing the loading capacity, the minimum number of teams for the feasible

fleet size values are shown in Figure 5.5. The problem is feasible for N ≥ 99 when L = 11,

for N ≥ 96 when L = 12, and N ≥ 95 when L = 13. At a given fleet size, the minimum

required number of teams can only decrease as the loading capacity increases. Given this

set of optimal resource levels, the hospital management can make an informed decision by

choosing the least costly option based on the cost of each type of resource. Let ck be the

operating cost of a team and cv be the cost of operating a vehicle. For example, if ck = 2

and cv = 3 for this problem, the best option is (M∗ = 65, N∗ = 101) at a total cost of 433.

In this problem instance, the bottleneck resource is clearly the loading capacity of 10

ambulances at a time that is always fully utilized. Given the receiving hospital capacities

and the staging area capacity as above and assuming 360 teams and 360 vehicles, as the

loading capacity is increased, the utilization of teams and vehicles is shown in Figure 5.6.

Both the team utilization and fleet utilization are monotonically increasing as L is increased.
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Figure 5.5: The minimum required number of teams for feasible fleet size values to achieve

the risk target R∗ = 11.1717 when L = {10, 11, 12, 13}.
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However, the loading area utilization does not necessarily decrease monotonically and may

fluctuate instead, depending on the divisibility of the number of patients by the loading

capacity.

Figure 5.6: Utilization of teams and fleet versus loading capacity.
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As the bottleneck resource, the impact of increasing the loading capacity on the minimum

resource requirements for the teams and vehicles is of interest. If L = 11 given that there
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are 360 teams and 360 vehicles, the risk-minimizing solution has a total risk of 10.1724 as

shown in Table 5.5. The minimum number of teams and vehicles required to achieve this

risk target are 77 and 154, respectively. Compared to the requirements when L = 10, besides

the additional loading capacity of one ambulance, 7 more teams and 14 more vehicles are

required to reduce the risk from 11.1717 to 10.1724 and the evacuation time from 47 time

intervals to 44 intervals. The resource utilization levels for different combinations of number

of teams and fleet size are given in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Optimal results for the case study (M = 77, Cstaging = 50, L = 11, N = 154).

System By patient type

1 2 3

W 360 135 160 65

Total risk 10.1724 3.3949 5.2479 1.5296

Average risk 0.0283 0.0251 0.0328 0.0235

Threat risk 8.7015 2.5206 4.6995 1.4814

Transportation risk 1.5083 0.8923 0.5666 0.0495

Building clearance time 32 16 25 32

Evacuation duration 44 27 39 44

Team utilization 64.12%

Fleet utilization 73.56%

Staging area utilization 28.48%

Loading area utilization 99.17%

Solution time (s) 0.83

The minimum required resource levels identified for the above problem instances can

be too high in practice and the reasonable compromise in risk for more realistic resource

levels should be determined. We assume that 30 teams and 70 ambulances are available

at the beginning of evacuation. The results based on the optimal solution for the problem

instance described above are shown in Table 5.6. Both the teams and the fleet have high

utilization levels in this instance whereas the staging area has a very low utilization. The
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loading capacity has a 56.25% utilization and increasing L reduces this utilization while the

team utilization remains as 83.60%, because the number of teams is the most restricting

resource level. Therefore, increasing the number of available teams provides the greatest risk

reduction. This problem instance exhibits the importance of determining the feasible range

of resource levels for the actual evacuation network in order to implement the optimization-

based recommendations.

Table 5.6: Optimal results for the case study (M = 30, Cstaging = 50, L = 10, N = 70).

System By patient type

1 2 3

W 360 135 160 65

Total risk 25.4860 19.4725 5.5945 0.4190

Average risk 0.0708 0.1442 0.0350 0.0064

Threat risk 24.1320 18.7145 5.0478 0.3698

Transportation risk 1.5083 0.8923 0.5666 0.0495

Building clearance time 63 63 36 26

Evacuation duration 74 74 46 36

Team utilization 83.60%

Fleet utilization 93.37%

Staging area utilization 0.05%

Loading area utilization 56.25%

Solution time (s) 7.94

5.3.2 Patient prioritization

A significant question to ask about the optimal evacuation plan is whether there is an

underlying patient prioritization scheme suggested by the risk-minimizing model. If there is

such a scheme, is it logical and practical? Patient priorities depend greatly on the problem

parameters and it is not possible to generalize a certain pattern for even simplified cases. For

example, consider only two patient types: critical and non-critical. The greater vulnerability
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of the critical patients is reflected by higher threat risk and transportation risk parameters

than the risk parameters for the non-critical patients. The critical patients also would require

more time and effort to move out of the building. If the receiving beds are distributed over

the evacuation network such that the distance to receiving hospitals with adequate capacity is

the same for both patient types, the teams and fleet are not restricting resources, and the only

restriction is the loading capacity, one might expect the optimal solution to be evacuating

the critical patients to the closest hospitals before the non-critical patients. However, the

risk-minimizing solution for such an instance can actually evacuate the non-critical patients

before the critical ones in order to utilize the resources more by moving the non-critical

patients out of the building earlier. In a real evacuation network, the order of patient types

evacuated would change based on several parameters such as the distance to receiving beds,

the number of available vehicles, or the number of teams.

According to the results of the case study presented above with 30 teams and 70 vehicles,

the order in which patients are assisted out of the building is shown by the vertical lines

in Figure 5.7 where the cumulative number of patients of each type moved out is plotted.

Although they are the most critical patients, patients of type 1 are completely moved out of

the building the latest, at time interval 61. First, all of the least critical patients are moved by

time interval 28 followed by type 2 patients completely moved out by time interval 40. This is

an interesting result, because there are hospital evacuation incidents reported in the literature

that suggest assisting the least critical patients first during building evacuation. This can be

considered analogous to a job scheduling problem where the objective is minimizing the sum

of completion times, or equivalently, the sum of flow times for jobs. Each team is analogous

to a machine and the task of moving a patient from its ward to the staging area is a job. If

there was a single team available and if the objective was minimizing the building clearance

time instead of minimizing risk, moving patients in the shortest processing time (SPT) order

would be optimal. When there are multiple teams, the patients prioritized based on the SPT

order would be assigned to the earliest available team to minimize the sum of the times to

reach the staging area. However, in our problem, the optimal solution is not limited to the

building evacuation process and depends on the subsequent transportation plan as well.

It is possible to observe an opposite priority order of patient types to be evacuated when
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Figure 5.7: Cumulative number of patients of each type (135, 160, and 65 patients) moved

out of the building over time.
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the desirable conditions for evacuating the most critical patients first are met. For example, if

all the available beds for critical patients are at the closest receiving hospital and the available

beds for the other patient types are at much further receiving hospitals, the optimal solution

suggests that the most critical patients are evacuated first and the least critical patients are

evacuated last. Moreover, if the threat risk of waiting inside the building and at the staging

area are defined separately for each patient type, this may suggest a different prioritization

scheme to minimize the total risk. If the critical patients are safer inside the hospital building

than they would be outside at the staging area, they may not be the first patients evacuated

even if they can be transferred to the closest receiving hospital, because there may not be

enough vehicles to meet the flow of critical patients to the staging area. Several aspects

of the problem should be considered in investigating the patient prioritization behavior of

this integrated building evacuation and transportation model. Therefore, specific patient

prioritization schemes can only be generalized for a very restricted set of problem instances.
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5.4 Conclusions

The evacuation of the hospital building imposes restrictions on the transportation of patients

to alternative facilities for continued care. In this chapter, we include the building evacuation

phase in the model formulation instead of relying only on a loading capacity parameter that

is an aggregation of all limitations that precede the transportation phase. The BETM

integrating building evacuation with transportation is an integer program that is tractable

due to its totally unimodular coefficient matrix structure and the integer-valued demand

and supply levels. The utilization of teams of staff assisting patients out of the building,

staging area capacity, loading area capacity, and fleet of vehicles is used in analyzing the

resource requirements of the system. A risk target driven approach is described to determine

the optimal resource levels and to guide the decision maker in the investment in additional

resources. Due to the interactions among these reusable resources, investing in a single

resource affects the minimum requirements for the other resources. Therefore, a combination

of perturbations should be considered in sensitivity analysis to gain a complete understanding

of the system.

The proposed model successfully captures the interactions between the hospital building

evacuation and the transportation phases. Although this model defines the restrictions of

building evacuation in terms of not only the loading capacity, but also the teams of staff

available, we believe that a more detailed representation of the evacuation operations inside

the building would be a valuable extension of this study.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Directions for Future

Research

In this dissertation, we have addressed the modeling and analysis of hospital evacuation

logistics. Emergency management has become increasingly important as the number and

magnitude of disasters increased in the past few decades. It is especially a challenging

problem for hospitals due to the specific medical requirements of the evacuee population

consisting of patients with various levels of criticality. Hospitals must develop emergency

preparedness and evacuation plans in order to satisfy the accreditation requirements, but

more importantly, they must develop operational evacuation plans that are strategically

flexible in order to improve the safety of their patients, staff, and visitors. Hospital evacuation

incidents reported in the literature show that even the hospitals with a written plan can

find their plans futile in guiding them through evacuation in a particular disaster scenario.

Therefore, hospital evacuations demand a more thorough analysis to produce functional

plans. The scarcity of research on mathematical modeling for hospital evacuations motivates

the work in this dissertation on developing an optimization-based decision support system.

This dissertation aims to develop decision support models for the logistical hospital evac-

uation problems with the consideration of threat and transportation risks involved. In Chap-

ter 3, we have developed an integer programming model for the evacuation transportation

problem that minimizes the expected evacuation risk subject to limited resources and patient

care requirements. The model generates evacuation plans by scheduling the transportation
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of patients along with the allocation of evacuation resources, including a limited fleet of ve-

hicles and receiving beds, to patients. The combination of threat risk, that depends on the

type of disaster, and transportation risk, that depends on the patient-vehicle assignment and

the travel time, is considered as the cost for each evacuation decision. These risk parameters

are used to determine the optimal transportation plan given a set of limited resources. We

demonstrated the structural properties of the model that enable computational efficiency

for solving large-scale problems for both strategic planning and operations purposes. We,

then, used a case study based on the evacuation of a large hospital for numerical analysis

and showed that risk-minimizing solutions outperform solutions that minimize the evacua-

tion duration in terms of both risk and duration. We illustrated the patient prioritization

behavior of the model given different threat risk scenarios and different fleet scenarios and

observed that the order of evacuation for patient types and the assignment of patient types

to vehicle types are consistent with the relative cumulative risks of each decision. We also

demonstrated the robustness of the risk-minimizing solutions under risk uncertainty. Being

the most difficult parameters to estimate, risk parameters of forecasted functional forms are

used to generate the optimal solutions and these solutions are evaluated using the actual

functional forms. We observed that even the optimal solutions based on inaccurate fore-

casted risks do not deviate significantly from the optimal solution based on actual risks and

still outperform duration-minimizing solutions.

In Chapter 4, we have expanded the transportation problem to multiple evacuating hos-

pitals where resource management and equity issues arise. We developed an integer pro-

gramming model that minimizes the total evacuation risk for multiple hospitals assuming

the resources are centralized and distributed by a central authority, although evacuating

hospitals may be in different hospital management groups. We demonstrated that the risk-

minimizing utilitarian solutions are not necessarily equitable even under conditions that

allow for a perfectly equitable resource allocation. In addition to the centralized strategy,

we adopted the decentralized resource management strategy to determine the evacuation

performance of each hospital management group by itself without sharing its set of resources

with other groups. In order to produce evacuation plans with equitable resource allocation,

we proposed an equity modeling framework that is based on welfare economics. The social
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welfare function depends on utility functions for the players among which resources are dis-

tributed and the non-negative inequity aversion parameter, α. Since they refer to explicable

risk-aversion behavior of the decision maker, we especially considered three specific values

of α that represent utilitarian, proportional fairness, and max-min fairness criteria. We fo-

cused on equity from the perspectives of evacuating hospitals and individual patients and

define their utility functions. At the hospital-level, we demonstrated that the utility function

that is complementary to risk outperforms the benchmark-based utility function that takes

the decentralized performance as basis, because it minimizes the range of average patient

risks for hospitals as the decision maker gets more inequity-averse. At the patient-level, we

used the utility function complementary to risk and showed that the cost of equity among

individual evacuees is higher than the cost of equity among hospitals.

In Chapter 5, we developed an integer programming formulation that integrates the

building evacuation and transportation problems. This model is structurally complicated

due to the dependencies of decision variables representing the movement of patients to the

staging area and the transportation of patients to receiving hospitals. We presented the

structural properties of the model that allow for its tractability. Then, we investigated the

properties of the optimal plans in terms of resource utilization, optimal resource levels, and

patient prioritization. We observed that sensitivity analysis of the model to changes in

resource levels should consider a combination of resource level perturbations to comprehend

the interactions between different resource groups in the system. We also observed that the

model does not necessarily follow a specific priority rule among patient types and illustrated

different patient prioritization schemes that appear in optimal solutions.

We have addressed hospital evacuation problems with logistical challenges in this disser-

tation. Our research contributes to a better understanding of the complexities of hospital

evacuations and the optimal evacuation transportation plans. The research in this disserta-

tion can be expanded in various directions. By the nature of the problem, several inputs to

the model, that have been assumed to be deterministic in this dissertation, can be stochastic,

including, but not limited to, risk parameters, capacity of receiving facilities, travel times,

and fleet size. Therefore, we suggest studies of hospital evacuations with stochastic ele-

ments. We also note that simulation studies can be carried out for validation of hospital
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evacuation models. Although the models we have proposed have desirable structures that

allow for tractability, additional interventions and solution algorithms can be necessary as

the problem size is increased and new features are added to the models. Finally, we note

that the evacuation operations inside the hospital building can be extremely challenging

due to structural restrictions and we suggest that studies focusing on the hospital building

evacuation will significantly contribute to this area of research.
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